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Kevin YL Tan is a leading scholar of Singapore’s constitution and legal 
history. A graduate of the Law Faculty of the National University of 
Singapore and of the Yale Law School, he divides his time between 
teaching, writing and consultancy. He has written and edited over 30 
books on the law, history and politics of Singapore and is currently 
Adjunct Professor at both the Faculty of Law, National University of 
Singapore, and the S Rajaratnam School of International Studies, Nan-
yang Technological University.
The establishment of the Singapore Management University 
(SMU) in 2000 represented a major departure from established 
systems and models of tertiary institutions in Singapore. The vi-
sion for this university – largely the brainchild of former Deputy 
Prime Minister Tony Tan – was born out of a frustration with the 
established state-operated university system and was designed to 
answer the challenges of modern tertiary education in Singapore. 
Privately-run and publicly-funded, the Singapore Management 
University provided a new model of tertiary education that pushed 
its students to speak up, challenge orthodoxy and be active learn-
ers. More importantly, it acted as a major catalyst for the transfor-
mation of Singapore’s tertiary education system. This book details 
the events leading up to the University’s formation and charts the 
first 15 years of its growth.
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vPreface
This is a book about the founding and early years of Asia’s first university in the 21st century — the Singapore Management University or SMU. When I was approached 
to write this book, I was at first concerned that SMU wanted a 
celebratory coffee-table style book with plenty of nice, evocative 
photographs and content that bordered on the hagiographic. I am 
glad I was wrong. No, I was told that I should write an honest 
academic book about what I thought were the most important 
and exciting aspects of the founding narrative. This should be as 
much my book as it is SMU’s. 
Difficult as it may be to seriously write a ‘history’ of an 
institution that is only 15 years old, I have nonetheless approached 
the topic historically, or at least chronologically. I start by 
providing a background to tertiary education in Singapore to 
set the scene and offer the reader a glimpse of the landscape in 
which the remarkable changes leading to SMU’s establishment, 
and ramifications flowing therefrom, took place. One friendly 
business professor, who read an early draft told me that I provide 
too much of a historical background and that what now appears 
as Chapter 1 could easily be summarised in a page and that I 
should ‘simply get on with the SMU story’. Sure, that would be 
one way to write a book of this sort, but it would fail to situate 
SMU and the significance of its establishment within the much 
wider national and international milieu. But for those of you 
who are impatient to ‘get on with it’, I have made Chapter 1 self-
contained, and you can happily breeze through to Chapter 2 
without losing the plot.
I do not intend to summarise the rest of the book in this preface. 
I believe it is sufficiently succinct, and yes, I have included some 
photographs to enliven the narrative. I have been most fortunate 
in that so many of the key actors who were intimately connected 
to this grand story are still around and actively engaged in the life 
of SMU, and thus benefitted greatly from first-hand interviews 
with a number of them. I was also blessed in having total access 
to the groundbreaking series of interviews commissioned by the 
Li Ka Shing Library and mostly conducted by Pat Meyer under its 
Conceptualising SMU oral history project. Indeed, SMU has made 
vi
this incredibly rich and useful archive available to the public on 
its website: <http://oralhistory.smu.edu.sg>.
Because this resource was so rich and idiomatic, I have, as 
much as possible, allowed the key actors to tell SMU’s story in 
their own voices. While oral history interviews are wonderful 
sources of facts and events, memories are faulty and perspectives 
are often coloured by the effluxion of time. In using these 
sources, I have been careful to triangulate the facts and seek out 
corroborative evidence from other sources to complete the story.
This is not a definitive history of SMU’s first 15 years but rather 
a snapshot of how it came to be established, how it was built, 
and how it has impacted Singapore’s educational landscape. A 
definitive history — if such an enterprise were possible — would 
require the historian unfettered access to the working files of the 
University as well as to high-level confidential documents, such 
as Cabinet papers. That history will need to be written some time 
in the future, but that time is not now. I only hope that given the 
limits of what was possible, I have been able to share with you 
that exciting, daring journey which SMU’s pioneers undertook 
in creating an institution that stood convention on its head and 
which committed itself to educating a different kind of Singapore 
student.
Kevin YL Tan
January 2015
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1Chapter 1
University Education in Singapore: 
A Historical Background 1905–1991
IntroductIon
The oldest universities in the world are to be found in Europe. 
Of the surviving universities, at least forty of them were founded 
before 1500. The oldest — the University of Bologna in Italy — has 
been in continuous operation since the year 1088. Britain’s two 
oldest universities — Oxford and Cambridge — were established 
at the end of the 11th century. Outside of Europe, universities 
were first established in the Americas: the Royal and Pontifical 
University of Mexico (1551) in Central America; the Royal and 
Pontifical University of San Marcos (1551) in Peru; and Harvard 
University (1636) in North America.1
In contrast, the earliest institution in Asia that can lay claim 
to being something like a tertiary institution is Sungkyunkwan 
University in Seoul, which was established in 1398 as a royal 
institution for higher learning and to offer prayers to Confucius 
and to promote the study of his teachings. The oldest university 
in Asia in continuous operation is undoubtedly the Catholic 
University of Santo Tomas in the Philippines which was founded 
on 28 April 1611, just nine years before the Colegio de San Juan 
de Letran which is also located in Intramuros, Manila. These 
institutions are, however, exceptions. Most universities in Asia 
were founded in the late 19th century or early 20th century, 
largely by the European colonial authorities. The first ‘local 
colleges’ that were established in the British colonies tended to 
be medical colleges. The first of these were established in India: 
Medical College, Bengal (1835); Madras Medical College (1835); 
Grant Government Medical College, Bombay (1845); and Lahore 
Medical College (1860). 
1 See generally, Carol Summerfield and Mary Elizabeth Devine (eds), 
International Dictionary of University Histories (Chicago: Fitzroy 
Dearborn Publishers, 1998).
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the MedIcal School2
The first college to be established in Singapore was the Straits and 
Federal School of Medicine, which was established in September 
1905. The genesis of this School goes back to the late 1890s when 
the Straits Government was anxious to deal with the shortage of 
medical assistants in Singapore and Penang.3 At the same time, 
aspiring doctors were required to travel to India to study at the 
Madras Medical College, and few local students were prepared 
to undertake this arduous journey and train in India for five 
years. In January 1902, the Legislative Council established a 
Commission ‘to enquire into and report upon the system of 
English education and technical education.’4 Although the 
Commission went beyond its official remit to consider higher 
technical and scientific education, it proposed the establishment 
of a medical school:
The Commission … feel[s] the great advantage which would 
accrue to the Colony and the Native States by the introduction of 
a system of training which would produce, out of local material, 
men better qualified to supply the demand of Assistant Surgeons 
and General Practitioners among the native population and the 
poorer inhabitants. The introduction of this would pave the 
way to limiting practice to men who had attained the necessary 
qualifications.5
Unfortunately, leading doctors in the Colony were opposed to 
the idea6 and little was done in furtherance of this proposal. 
2 See Edwin Lee & Tan Tai Yong, Beyond Degrees: The Making of the 
National University of Singapore (Singapore: Singapore University Press, 
1996) at 26; see also, YK Lee, ‘The Founding of the Medical School 
in Singapore in 1905’ (2005) 34 Annals of the Academy of Medicine 
Singapore 4C—13C; Lee Yong Kiat (ed), History of College of Medicine 
Building, Medical Education and Medical Services in Singapore, 1819—
1900 (Singapore: Annals of the Academy of Medicine, 1992); and JS 
Cheah & BY Ng (eds), A Century of Medical & University Education in 
Singapore (1905—2005) (Singapore: Academy of Medicine, 2005).
3 Khoo Kay Kim, 100 Years: The University of Malaya (Kuala Lumpur: 
University of Malaya Press, 2005) at 1–2.
4 ‘Legislative Council’ Straits Times, 22 Jan 1902, at 5.
5 YK Lee, ‘The Founding of the Medical School in Singapore in 1905’ 
(2005) 34 Annals of the Academy of Medicine Singapore 4C—13C, at 8C.
6 Ibid, at 7C—8C.
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In 1904, Legislative Councillor and community leader, Tan Jiak 
Kim petitioned the Straits Settlements Government to establish 
a medical school with funds the Chinese merchants had raised 
from among themselves. To test their sincerity, Governor Sir 
John Anderson asked the merchants to raise $71,000 ($1,000 for 
building renovations; $10,000 for equipment; and $60,000 for 
scholarships). The merchants raised $87,000, and Singapore’s 
first medical college was born. Officially named the Straits and 
Federated Malay States Government Medical School, it was 
officially opened by the Governor on 28 September 1905.
At its inception, the Medical School consisted only of the 
principal, Dr Gerald Dudley Freer, and his assistant. All other 
instructors were part-time teachers drawn from the Government 
Medical Service, the Royal Army Medical Corps or from private 
practice.7 Freer, who was himself a member of the Government 
Medical Service, left the School in 1909 to become Senior 
Medical Officer in Selangor. From 1909 to 1918, the School came 
under the charge of Dr Robert Donald Keith, who joined the 
School in the previous year as Assistant Pathologist. Keith had 
7 Edwin Lee & Tan Tai Yong, ibid, at 31.
The first graduates of the Straits and Federated Malay States Government Medical 
School, Singapore, in 1908.
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a formidable reputation for strict standards and established the 
School’s importance and reputation in the nine years he served 
as Principal. He died tragically young at age 41 in 1918 while on 
home leave. It was under the tenure of the School’s third Principal, 
Dr George Hugh Kidd MacAlister, who ran the School from 1918 
to 1929, that nine chairs were established and instructors applied 
themselves full-time to teaching.8 It was also during MacAlister’s 
tenure that the School was substantially expanded and renamed 
King Edward VII College of Medicine in 1921. The Medical 
School became the medical faculty of the University of Malaya 
when the latter was established in 1949.
raffleS college9
Introduction
The British established their first ‘colonial universities’ in Calcutta 
and Bombay in 1857.10 This was followed by the Rangoon 
University in 1878, the University of Punjab in 1882, and the 
University of Hong Kong in 1911. In addition to these full-
fledged, degree-granting universities, the British also established 
a number of diploma-granting Colleges: Government College in 
Lahore (1864); University College, Colombo (1920); and Raffles 
College in Singapore (1928).
As historian KG Tregonning flippantly, but quite accurately 
pointed out,  ‘Raffles College was a knee-jerk reaction by the 
government to the efforts of other Straits Chinese members of 
the Malayan Mission of the Methodist Church who decided in 
8 Ibid.
9 On the history of Raffles College, see Edwin Lee & Tan Tai Yong, 
ibid, at 31—79; Raffles College 1928—1949 (Singapore: National 
University of Singapore Alumni Affairs & Development Office, 1993): 
S Gopinathan, ‘University Education in Singapore: The Making of a 
National University’ in Philip G Altbach & V Selvaratnam (eds), From 
Dependence to Autonomy (The Hague: Kluwer, 1989) 207—224, at 209—
210; and KG Tregonning, ‘Tertiary Education in Malaya: Policy and 
Practise 1905—1962’ (1990) 63(1) Journal of the Malaysian Branch of the 
Royal Asiatic Society 1—14.
10 The oldest Indian college was Serampore College, a theological college 
founded by three missionaries, William Carey, Joshua Marshman and 
William Ward under a Charter that had been granted by the King of 
Denmark in 1827. Serampore was then a Danish colony.
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1914 to establish in Singapore an Anglo-Chinese college.’11 Up 
till 1928, the highest level of education anyone could attain in 
the Straits Settlements (including Singapore), was the Senior 
Cambridge Certificate which had first been introduced in 1897. 
This Certificate was obtained by candidates after an average 
of twelve years of formal education. In 1885, the Straits 
Government introduced the Higher Scholarships to enable the 
top boys of the Straits to pursue a degree at either Cambridge 
or Oxford Universities. Of course, wealthy parents could and 
did send their children directly to the UK or elsewhere for 
a university education,12 but for most students in the Straits, 
winning one of these highly-competitive scholarships was the 
only way to university. In 1890, these Higher Scholarships were 
renamed the Queen’s Scholarships and they continued to be 
awarded till 1911. The cessation of these scholarships made ‘the 
absence of any local facilities for advanced training, other than 
the King Edward VII Medical School … glaringly apparent.’13 
The Abortive Anglo-Chinese College
The idea of establishing a college in Singapore goes back to 1819 
with Raffles, when he penned his Minute on the Establishment 
of a Malay College at Singapore. A century ahead of his time, 
Raffles envisaged a college with three full-blown departments of 
Chinese, Malay and Siamese, alongside that of English, to prepare 
young men as future leaders of Singapore.14 Raffles had himself 
been inspired in this endeavour by his friend, the Reverend Dr 
Robert Morrison, who established the Anglo-Chinese College 
in Malacca in 1818. During Raffles’ last visit to Singapore in 
1823, he convened a meeting to put this idea into effect, and 
11 KG Tregonning, ‘Tertiary Education in Malaya: Policy and Practise 
1905—1962’ (1990) 63(1) Journal of the Malaysian Branch of the Royal 
Asiatic Society 1—14, at 1.
12 By 1927, fully a third of the students at the University of Hong Kong 
came from Malaya. See ‘Hong Kong University: Fewer Students from 
Malaya and China’ Straits Times, 1 Jun 1928, at 10.
13 HE Wilson, ‘An Abortive Plan for an Anglo-Chinese College in 
Singapore’ (1972) 45(2) Journal of the Malaysian Branch of the Royal 
Asiatic Society 97—109, at 97.
14 Sir Thomas Stamford Raffles, Minute on the Establishment of a Malay 
College in Singapore (1819).
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established the Singapore Institution (later Raffles Institution). 
However, the Singapore Institution could not realistically 
match up to Raffles’ expectations. The fledgling settlement did 
not even have schools providing elementary education, and 
when the Institution finally found its feet, it became a primary 
school.15 
Raffles’ mantle was, in a way, taken up by the Bishop 
William Fitzjames Oldham of the Methodist Mission. Oldham 
had founded the Anglo-Chinese School (ACS) in Singapore in 
March 1886. In 1893, the Mission expressed the hope that the 
upper classes of ACS ‘may be developed into a college in the 
near future.’16 This task was to be taken up by the Reverend 
James Stewart Nagle after Oldham left Singapore in 1889 on 
account of ill-health. Nagle, who became Principal of ACS in 
1913 organised a ‘post-Cambridge’ class with which he hoped 
to establish the nucleus of a College.17 He also established 
the Anglo-Chinese College Council to raise funds for the 
new institution. Among its members were prominent local 
tycoons: Tan Kah Kee, Lee Choon Guan and Tan Cheng Lock.18 
A deputation was dispatched to call upon the Governor, Sir 
Arthur Young, to apprise him of the scheme on 29 August 1917, 
and to seek Government sanction for it. Young was, apparently, 
non-committal and did not even report the meeting to his 
superiors, but he instructed his Colonial Secretary, FS James, 
to inform Reverend WT Cherry, Superintendent of Singapore 
District of the Malaysia Mission of the Episcopal Church, that 
the Government intended to ‘inaugurate a system of higher 
education as soon as conditions admit’ and that the Government 
could not ‘sanction the granting of Degrees by the proposed 
College.’19 By December 1917, it was reported that Nagle had 
succeeded in exciting Jewish tycoon Manesseh Meyer in his 
15 See generally, Eugene Wijeysingha, A History of Raffles Institution: 
1823—1868 (Singapore: University Education Press, 1963).
16 Quoted in Theodore Doraisamy, Oldham — Called of God (Singapore: 
Methodist Book Room 1979) at 38.
17 HE Wilson, ‘An Abortive Plan for an Anglo-Chinese College in 
Singapore’ (1972) 45(2) Journal of the Malaysian Branch of the Royal 
Asiatic Society 97—109, at 98.
18 Ibid.
19 Quote in Wilson, ibid, at 100—101.
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scheme and that he had already secured about $150,000 in 
subscriptions and a donation of 26½ acres of land at Keppel 
Harbour for his College.20
Centenary Celebrations and Raffles College
In the meantime, the European community began casting about 
for something to celebrate the centenary of the founding of 
Singapore in 1919. The Committee21 which had been appointed 
by the Governor recommended the ‘establishment in Singapore 
of a College for higher education to be known as Raffles 
College’ as the ‘Singapore Centenary memorial and the nucleus 
of a future university.’22 This proposal must have sounded like 
music to the Straits Government’s ears since they could now 
put this forward in direct response to the Methodist scheme for 
20 ‘A College for Singapore’ Straits Times, 22 Dec 1917, at 11.
21 The Committee was appointed on 9 October 1918 and comprised HW 
Firmstone (Chairman); H Marriott; CW Darbishire, Roland Braddell, 
Walter Makepeace, C Basell, J Romanis Lee, Brother Stephen; CM 
Phillips, DM Backie, RH Pinhorn and WT Cherry.
22 ‘First Steps to a Singapore University’ Straits Times, 11 Mar 1919, at 7.
Raffles College at Bukit Timah. This award-winning building was completed in 1928.
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an Anglo-Chinese College. The Chinese mercantile community 
was equally enthused by this proposal and the first major 
donations toward the College came from Chinese tycoons Lee 
Choon Guan, Tan Soo Guan and Tan Beng Gum.23
Sir Laurence Guillemard who succeeded Young as Governor 
in 1919 showed a distinct lack of enthusiasm for the scheme, 
having ‘perceived a threat to British prestige, and possibly to 
colonial authority itself, in the fact that the Mission was based in 
America.’24 When Nagle had to return to the United States in 
1922 on account of his wife’s illness, enthusiasm for the Anglo-
Chinese College waned. However, it gained some momentum 
when the Legislative Council passed the Raffles College 
(Financial and Executive Committees Incorporation) Ordinance 
on 13 January 1922. The following year, the Straits Government 
— which continued to soldier away at its own higher education 
scheme — reintroduced the Queen’s Scholarship as a stop-gap 
measure as the global economic slump of 1920–1922 proved 
problematic for fund-raising.
A piece of land had initially been provided for the College on 
the grounds of an old, grand house, Mount Rosie, but this was 
scuttled when Guillemard felt it ‘much too valuable a structure 
to be used for such a purpose’ and had it renovated as the 
official residence of the incoming General Officer Commanding 
the Troops.25 It was after this that the land at Bukit Timah  — 
formerly part of the Botanical Gardens — was allocated for the 
College’s use. 
Raffles College 1928—1948
Raffles College finally opened its doors on 22 July 1929. Built with 
funds from the Straits Government, the Federated Malay States 
and individual benefactors — Manesseh Meyer, Eu Tong Sen, 
23 ‘Raffles College Scholarships’ Straits Times, 6 May 1919, at 6; ‘Raffles 
College: Meeting of Committee to Raise Funds’ Straits Times, 6 May 
1919, at 7; and Raffles College: Appeal for Funds’ Singapore Free Press, 
6 May 1919, at 5. Lee Choon Guan and Tan Soo Guan each donated 
$120,000, while Tan Beng Gum donated $80,000.
24 Ibid, at 107.
25 HE Wilson, ‘An Abortive Plan for an Anglo-Chinese College in 
Singapore’ (1972) 45(2) Journal of the Malaysian Branch of the Royal 
Asiatic Society 97—109, at 102—103.
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Oei Tiong Ham, and Tan Soo Guan — the College was declared 
open by Sir Hugh Clifford, the new Governor of the Straits 
Settlements and High Commissioner for the Malay States. 
Richard Olaf Winstedt, the former Director of Education who had 
been Acting Principal of the College, became its first Principal, 
and 43 students were admitted.26 Raffles College offered three-
year courses in the Arts and the Sciences culminating in a 
diploma and not a degree. In his Memorandum on the Constitution, 
Staff, Present Assets and Students’ Fees of Raffles College of 1922, 
Winstedt stated that whether Raffles College would be a ‘college 
or university’ depended on: (a) the general educational policy of 
the Government; (b) whether there is scope for a university in 
a country whose population is just over three million persons; 
(c) on the fitness of local candidates to benefit by a university 
education; and (d) whether the competition for neighbouring 
places will not compel the Straits to found a university.27
At its inception, several reasons were offered for establishing 
this institution as a college rather than as a university. The colonial 
authorities felt that before ‘it can be worthy of Malaya and the 
status of a University, Raffles College’ needed to ‘have a much 
larger endowment’ with which to create more professorships.28 
The authorities also warned that it would be better to progress 
slowly and smoothly to university status given that elsewhere 
in the Empire — especially in India — poor quality universities 
proliferated at an uncontrolled pace, thereby cheapening the 
degrees awarded. This latter point was picked up in an Editorial 
by the Straits Times, which offered an alternative solution:
We have a good deal of sympathy with the view that Universities 
have been multiplied unduly, and we fear there is good reason 
for saying that some of them have cheapened degrees to an 
almost disgraceful extent. It is too late however, to reverse the 
policy under which numerous universities have been created 
in England, in India, in Burma, in Hongkong and elsewhere. It 
may be necessary for the Raffles College to be constituted as 
a University in simple self-defence, because students will go 
26 Raffles College 1928—1949 (Singapore: National University of Singapore 
Alumni Affairs & Development Office, 1993) at 8.
27 ‘College or University’ Singapore Free Press, 4 Apr 1922, at 6.
28 ‘Education: Annual Report on Education in the Straits Settlements for 
the Year 1927’ Malayan Saturday Post, 2 Jun 1928, at 9.
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where degrees can be obtained, and we want the power of giving 
degrees to the students of our medical school in addition to those 
who will attend an arts course at Raffles College.29
Raffles College had, from its inception, been considered a mere 
stepping stone to the establishment of a full university in Singapore. 
As its promoters noted in its founding document, the College 
would lay ‘securely the foundations upon which a University 
might in the course of time be established.’30 By the late 1930s, 
the Government was actively being lobbied to upgrade Raffles 
College into a University. Support for this move came from the 
academic staff of the College who wanted to ‘attain academic 
autonomy’ and certainly, from the students who ‘wanted the 
change to remove an ignominy’ since their ‘diploma was an 
object of derision since it fell short of a university degree.’31 
An opportunity arose in 1938 when the Colonial Office 
in London appointed an Education Commission chaired by 
Kenneth WM Pickthorn (Conservative MP for Cambridge 
University); and comprising Sir William McLean (an economist 
at the Colonial Office) and Professor Harold John Channon (a 
biochemist at Liverpool University).32 Pickthorn withdrew from 
the Committee at the last minute and McLean took over as 
Chair of the two-man Commission.33 The Commission’s arrival 
excited the public, and the press even dubbed it the ‘University 
Commission’ since one of its ‘principal objects’ was ‘to discover 
whether Raffles College could advantageously have university 
status.’34 
29 ‘Raffles College’ Straits Times, 11 Apr 1922, at 8.
30 ‘First Steps to a Singapore University’ Straits Times, 11 Mar 1919, at 7.
31 Edwin Lee & Tan Tai Yong, Beyond Degrees: The Making of the National 
University of Singapore (Singapore: Singapore University Press, 1996) at 59.
32 ‘Education Commission Here Oct 7’ Straits Times 18 Sep 1938, at 1. 
See also, ‘Pickthorn Commission to Study Malayan Education for Two 
Months’ Singapore Free Press, 27 Sep 1938, at 7.
33 ‘Malayan Higher Education Commission Surprise’ Singapore Free 
Press, 4 Oct 1938 at 9.
34 ‘University Commission Due Friday’ Singapore Free Press, 3 Oct 1938, 
at 3.
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The Commission’s report, which was presented in December 
1939, proved disappointing to the pro-university camp. The 
Commission proposed a compromise, which was to establish a 
‘university college’ by combining the King Edward VII College 
of Medicine with Raffles College.35 The university college was 
to provide preparatory instruction for the University of London 
External Intermediate and Final Examinations in Arts and 
Science. The University of London began as University College, 
London in 1828 and became, in 1836, the sole authority to 
conduct examinations leading to degrees of the University of 
London. It  thus became the examining body for the University 
of London colleges — initially University College London and 
King’s College London. By an 1858 Charter, the requirement 
that students taking the University’s examinations attend 
classes at one of the two London institutions was abolished, 
except in Medicine. Henceforth, degrees were granted solely 
on the basis of successful examination performance. This 
allowed students from throughout the British Empire to take 
the London External Examinations and qualify for a university 
degree.36 The first of such university colleges to be established 
outside Britain was the University College in Ceylon, which 
35 ‘University College Suggested for City’ Straits Times, 14 Dec 1939, at 10.
36 See FMG Willson, The University of London, 1858—1900: The Politics of 
Senate and Convocation (Suffolk: Boydell Press, 2004) at 4–6.
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was founded in 1912. Other than the two Singapore Colleges, 
there was the Makerere University College in Uganda (1922) 
and the Achimota College on the Gold Coast (1924).
The Commission felt that the situation should be reviewed 
within ten years. It should be noted that at this time, only two 
universities in British colonies were entitled to confer university 
degrees — the University of Hong Kong (founded in 1912) and 
the University of Malta (founded in 1771).
By the time the McLean Commission completed its work, 
war had broken out in Europe and this led to delays in effecting 
the recommendation to establish a university college.37 Nothing 
appears to have been done by the end of 1941, the last full 
year in which Raffles College functioned before the Japanese 
Occupation. By December 1941, all academic activity at 
Raffles College ceased as the building was requisitioned by 
the government medical service. When the Japanese invaded 
Singapore, Raffles College was used as the Japanese Military 
Headquarters till end of the War. Raffles College reopened on 
10 October 1946, and lessons began once more.
the unIverSIty of Malaya (1949—1962)
Higher Education and Self-Government
Discussions about higher education in the colonies did not 
die out during the War. In 1943, a Colonial Higher Education 
Commission under the chairmanship of Mr Justice Cyril Asquith 
was constituted to ‘consider the principles which should guide 
the promotion of higher education, learning and research and 
the development of universities in the Colonies and to explore 
means whereby universities or appropriate bodies in the 
United Kingdom may be able to co-operate with institutions of 
higher learning in the Colonies in order to give effect to these 
principles.’38 In its lengthy report of June 1945, the Asquith 
Commission, which saw the development of universities in the 
colonies as ‘an inescapable corollary of any policy which aims 
37 ‘Future of the Colleges: McLean Plan to be Considered’ Straits Times, 
8 May 1940, at 11.
38 Report of the Commission on Higher Education in the Colonies, Cmd 
6647 (London: HM Stationery Office, 1945).
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at the achievement of colonial self-government’, recommended 
that ‘the early creation of universities so situated that, as far 
as is compatible with geography, the remaining areas of the 
Colonial Empire shall be served by one of them’.39
This important report had a profound effect on the attitude of 
the colonial government toward higher education in the colonies. 
Universities were important because they would be the breeding 
grounds for the leaders of self-governing colonies within the 
Empire. The establishment of a university in Malaya — as well as 
universities in various parts of Africa and West Indies — became 
a matter of urgency. To this end, George Hall, Labour’s Secretary 
of State for the Colonies from 1945 to 1946, dispatched Professor 
Raymond Priestley, Vice-Chancellor of Birmingham University 
,to Malaya to consult with the Governor-General and leading 
educationists on developing higher education in the colony. 
Priestley, who spent three weeks in Malaya between August 
and September 1946, urgently echoed the McLean Committee’s 
recommendation to create a university college as the first step 
towards establishing a university for Malaya.40 He urged the 
39 Ibid, at 10—14.
40 ‘University College for Malaya’ Singapore Free Press, 14 Sep 1946, at 5.
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local authorities to ‘move fairly fast or the world outside will 
overtake you.’41
The Carr-Saunders Report
As a follow-up to Priestley’s visit, Sir Arthur Creech-Jones — who 
succeeded George Hall as Secretary of State for the Colonies in 
August 1946 — appointed the Commission of Enquiry on Higher 
Education to study the feasibility of establishing a university for 
Malaya.42 Sir Alexander Carr-Saunders, Director of the London 
School of Economics and Political Science, was appointed to 
head the Commission which comprised WJ Pugh (Professor of 
Geology, University of Manchester); GU Pickering (Professor 
of Medicine, University of London); Dr Ivor Jennings (Vice-
Chancellor of the University of Ceylon); Leonard Barnes and 
Sir Han Hoe Lim.43 Members of the Commission spent a month 
— between March and April 1947 — studying the situation in 
Malaya and consulting with various stakeholders and submitted 
their report in November 1947. 
The recommendation to establish a University of Malaya as 
quickly as possible — without the need for ‘the transitional stage 
of a university college’ — came as no surprise since Carr-Saunders 
promoted the idea enthusiastically during his visit to Malaya.44 In 
a radio talk in April 1947, he said, ‘It is not enough to have a 
chance to go to some other country and work in a university. 
Malaya, like every other country, needs its own university.’45 
This recommendation received the strongest support from 
Creech-Jones who wrote:
This is a document of profound importance for all those who 
are concerned for the future of Malaya. I earnestly hope it will 
receive favourable consideration in the territories concerned and 
that it may be possible to establish a University of Malaya with 
41 ‘Raffles College to be University College?’ Straits Times, 14 Sep 1946, 
at 5.
42 ‘Malayan University College Commission’ Straits Times, 30 Jan 1947, at 7.
43 ‘Experts here to advise on university’ Straits Times, 27 Mar 1947, at 1.
44 Report of the Commission on University Education in Malaya (Kuala 
Lumpur: Government Press, 1948) at 7.
45 ‘Why Malaya must have a University’ Straits Times, 9 Apr 1947, at 4.
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the least possible delay and by October, 1948, if that is at all 
practicable.46
Alas, it proved impracticable. The authorities in Singapore — 
which had been chosen as the site of the new University — needed 
another year to put things in place. The University of Malaya 
was formally opened on 8 October 1949. Its first Chancellor was 
Sir Malcolm MacDonald, Commissioner-General for the United 
Kingdom in Southeast Asia, and Dr George V Allen, hitherto 
Principal of the King Edward VII College of Medicine, was its 
first Vice-Chancellor.
The University of Malaya
The University of Malaya was created through the amalgamation 
of Raffles College with the King Edward VII College of Medicine 
and thus had three Faculties — Arts, Science and Medicine. On 
the Raffles College side were the old arts and science departments 
that were transformed into the Faculties of Arts and Science 
respectively. The new Faculty of Arts contained departments of 
English, Economics, History and Geography, while the Faculty of 
Science consisted of old Raffles College departments of Physics, 
46 ‘Important Document’ Straits Times, 1 May 1948, at 4.
The inauguration ceremony of the University of Malaya, 1949.
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Chemistry and Mathematics, plus two new departments — 
Zoology and Botany. The Faculty of Medicine, which inherited 
the ten departments of Anatomy, Medicine, Surgery, Midwifery 
and Gynaecology, Clinical Surgery, Bacteriology, Biology, Bio-
Chemistry, Dental Surgery and Pathology from the old King 
Edward VII College, added the departments of Parasitology, 
Social Medicine and Hygiene, and Nutrition as it became part of 
the new University. In the years to come, new departments would 
be added to each of the faculties. One of these was a Department 
of Law, which was established under the Faculty of Arts in 1956. 
In 1959, it  became a full-fledged Faculty of Law, only the fourth 
faculty of the University.
With the independence of the Federation of Malaya in 1957, 
a second campus for the University of Malaya was established 
in Kuala Lumpur. A new constitution was promulgated and 
two autonomous divisions of the University were created — 
the University of Malaya in Kuala Lumpur and the University 
of Malaya in Singapore.47 Both divisions were still under the 
charge of a single Vice-Chancellor but with separate Principals 
in charge of each division. The split began in 1959 with the 
passage of the University of Malaya Ordinance creating the 
two divisions and with first-year students of the Faculty of 
Arts being sent to reside and study in Kuala Lumpur. This 
move proved terribly unpopular, and the students returned to 
Singapore after a single session. The following year, the new 
Faculty of Engineering was transferred to Kuala Lumpur. Later, 
the departments of Geology, Indian Studies and Malay Studies 
also migrated northwards, and new Kuala Lumpur-based 
departments of History, Geography, Science, Agriculture and 
Economics were established. It was a matter of time before the 
University of Malaya split into two, and this was effected by 
the passing of the University of Singapore Ordinance in 1961. 
On 1 January 1962, the split was made permanent and the 
University of Malaya in Singapore became the University of 
Singapore with Dato Lee Kong Chian as Chancellor and BR 
Sreenivasan as Vice-Chancellor.48 At its first convocation in June 
47 ‘The Varsity split to be official on Jan 15’ Straits Times, 9 Jan 1959, at 4.
48 Edwin Lee & Tan Tai Yong, Beyond Degrees: The Making of the National 
University of Singapore (Singapore: Singapore University Press, 1996) at 
114.
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1962, students who had enrolled in the University of Malaya in 
Singapore graduated with degrees from the new University of 
Singapore.
nanyang unIverSIty 1953—1980
The Neglect of Chinese Education
While the British authorities had long controlled and regulated 
English-language education in Singapore, non-English schools 
in Singapore were left to their own devices. Concomitant with 
the large numbers of Chinese immigrants, Chinese schools 
proliferated. As historian Tan Liok Ee noted, up till 1920, 
‘the development of the Chinese schools had met with little 
interference, but also no active encouragement or support, from 
the colonial government.’49 All this changed in June 1919 when 
violent anti-Japanese riots broke out in Singapore, Penang and 
Kuala Lumpur, with Chinese school teachers and students 
taking to the streets to support the May Fourth demonstrations 
in China. The colonial authorities were so alarmed that they 
declared martial law in Penang and Singapore.50 The following 
year, the Straits Government took steps to register and control 
49 Tan Liok Ee, The Politics of Chinese Education in Malaya, 1945—1961 
(Kuala Lumpur: Oxford University Press, 1997) at 19.
50 Ibid, at 16.
The crest of the University of Singapore.
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all schools in Singapore. This was done with the passage of the 
Registration of Schools Ordinance. Ostensibly, the Ordinance 
was to empower the government to ensure that all schools were 
properly conducted, that teachers had been adequately trained, 
and education was not carried out against the interests of the 
colonial government.51 In reality, it was ‘to prevent the teaching 
of undesirable political doctrines.’52
The main problem facing students graduating from the 
Chinese high schools was the fact that there was no institution 
of higher education in Singapore or peninsula Malaya for them 
to continue their education. Promising students would have 
needed to go to China to complete their education at one of the 
Chinese universities. One of the first attempts to provide for such 
51 Ibid, at 20.
52 Ibid.
The inauguration ceremony of Nanyang University, 1956.
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students was initiated by rubber tycoon Tan Kah Kee in 1921 
when he founded and funded the Amoy (Xiamen) University 
in his native Fujian province. Even so, the expense of such an 
overseas education meant that the majority of Chinese-educated 
youths had nowhere to go and resigned themselves to obtaining 
employment wherever their educational accomplishments were 
recognised. This situation continued right up till 1950 when 
severe travel restrictions to China were instituted on account of 
the Malayan Emergency of 1948 and the success of the Chinese 
Communist Party in establishing the People’s Republic of China 
in 1949. The connection between Chinese education, Chinese 
nationalism and a communist China made the British instantly 
suspicious of students returning from China and saw every one 
of them as a potential subversive or communist agent.
Tan Lark Sye’s Malayan Chinese University Proposal
As more and more students were graduating from the Chinese 
middle schools, leaders of the Chinese community worried about 
how best to deal with this problem. Tan Lark Sye, the millionaire 
chairman of the Hokkien Huay Kuan proposed that a Malayan 
Chinese University might be established to cater to the aspirations 
and needs of the Chinese-educated students, especially since 
few, if any of them, stood any reasonable chance of gaining 
entry into the highly competitive English-medium University 
of Malaya. Tan mooted this idea at a meeting of the Hokkien 
Huay Kuan in September 1950 after outlining the difficulties 
faced by the hundreds of students who graduated annually 
from the eight Chinese-medium high schools in Singapore.53  A 
Malayan Chinese University, that would be supported by the 
Chinese businessmen, could also cater to Chinese students ‘in 
neighbouring countries who are also experiencing difficulties 
in furthering their studies in China.’54 While Tan’s initial 
proposal engendered some public discussion, nothing more was 
done to further the scheme. Indeed, the idea appeared to have 
53 These were: Chinese High School, Chung Cheng High School, Catholic 
High School, Nanyang Girls’ High School, Nan Hwa Girls’ High 
School, Nan Chiau Girls’ High School, Chung Hwa Girls’ High School 
and Yoke Eng High School. 
54 ‘Chinese University for Singapore’ Straits Times 17 Sep 1950 at 3.
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died a natural death on account of the lack of support55 and in 
view of the fact that the University of Malaya was planning to 
establish a Chinese Department.
The issue was revived in January 1953 when Tan Lark Sye once 
again raised the matter and offered a contribution of between $3 
million to $5 million if the other business leaders would come 
up with the remaining $5 million to start the University. This 
call was supported by Tan Cheng Lock, President of the Malayan 
Chinese Association.56 The proposal made many non-Chinese 
nervous as they felt that the money pledged for the University 
would be better used to strengthen a national university.57 
With fund-raising in full swing, the proposal sparked a series 
of public debates about the merits of the scheme. The decision 
to proceed with establishing the University was made at a 
meeting on 12 February 1953 when 276 Chinese associations 
met and unanimously voted to ‘have a university with or 
without “outside” help.’58 A 12-member general committee 
was constituted to move the plan forward. It was chaired by 
55 ‘Plan for Varsity dropped’ Straits Times, 6 Aug 1952, at 8.
56 ‘MCA President backs call for Varsity’ Straits Times, 20 Jan 1953, at 7.
57 ‘Non Chinese in Federation decry “racial” university’ Straits Times, 23 Jan 
1953, at 8.
58 ‘Chinese Varsity “Certain”’ Straits Times 13 Feb 1953, at 7.
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Tan Lark Sye. The Hokkien Huay Kuan donated a site of 500 
acres (2 sq km) in Jurong for the University.59 The Committee 
held its first meeting on 20 February 1953 and decided to name 
the new institution Nanyang (South Sea) University or Nantah.60 
As the colonial authorities did not support its establishment, 
the institution had to be registered as a company — Nanyang 
University Limited — under the Companies Ordinance 
on 5 May 1953.61 With its new legal status, the Preparatory 
Committee was replaced by the Nanyang University Council 
and Tan Lark Sye was voted its Chairman.
The Problem of Recognition
Despite overwhelming support from local businessmen and the 
Chinese community at large, not all was plain sailing for the 
University. Its first Chancellor was the well-known Chinese 
scholar Lin Yutang who arrived in October 1954 to take up his 
post. However, he resigned just six months later, having clashed 
with Tan Lark Sye over budgetary and ideological issues. The 
first classes were admitted at the end of March 1956, even though 
the first phase of the building programme was still underway. 
Shortly after the first classes commenced, Chew Swee Kee, the 
Minister for Education, announced that Nanyang University 
degrees would not be recognised as qualifications for Government 
jobs because the University had ‘no right to confer degrees’.62 To 
get official recognition for its degrees, the University proposed 
a commission to look into its academic standards. The 
Government supported this proposal, and in February 1959, 
a commission under Professor Stanley Lewis Prescott (Vice-
Chancellor, University of Western Australia) started work. 
The Prescott Committee’s report, which was submitted to the 
Government in March 1959, highlighted many weaknesses in 
the organisation, administration, facilities and qualification of 
the University’s academic staff. While it did not recommend 
recognition of Nantah degrees, the Committee recommended 
that Nantah graduates be given a chance to enter public 
59 ‘Varsity at Jurong’ Singapore Free Press, 13 Feb 1953, at 1.
60 ‘The name is “Nanyang University”’ Straits Times, 21 Feb 1953, at 4.
61 ‘Nanyang varsity is now set up’ Straits Times, 7 May 1953, at 7.
62 ‘These BAs won’t do says Chew’ Straits Times, 2 May 1954, at 4.
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service provided they passed a suitability test. The Prescott 
Committee further recommended the establishment of an ad 
hoc committee to review its own report and ‘determine the 
extent and sequence of the re-organisation deemed necessary.’63
A second committee was appointed for this purpose on 
23 July 1959. It was chaired by Dr Gwee Ah Leng, acting 
Medical Superintendent at the Singapore General Hospital. 
The Committee noted the questionable academic ability of 
Nantah’s academic staff and recommended that Nantah broaden 
its student intake from other language streams; promote the 
learning of Malay; increase the use of English in teaching; and 
raise the standard of English for admission to the university.64 
By agreeing to the appointment of the Prescott and Gwee Ah 
Leng Committees to assess the University’s standards, Nantah 
received legal recognition from the Government which passed 
the Nanyang University Ordinance in 1959, to give it degree-
granting powers.65 In February 1960, Minister for Education 
Yong Nyuk Lin announced that the Government had accepted 
the recommendations of the Gwee Ah Leng Committee and 
that it would only recognise the degrees of the first batch of 
Nantah graduates.66
The negative findings of the Prescott and Gwee Ah Leng 
Committees generated great unhappiness among the staff and 
students of Nantah. Left-wing radicals and pro-communists 
capitalised on this dissatisfaction to foment dissent within the 
University and organise anti-Government activities. Radical 
student activism within the University also invited raids and 
arrests by government forces. In 1964 over 50 students were 
arrested67 and in October 1965, 85 students were expelled from 
the University for their part in subversive political activities, 
although a few of them were later readmitted.68 In 1965, 
63 Report of the Nanyang University Commission (Singapore: Government 
Printing Office, 1959) at 29.
64 Report of the Nanyang University Review Committee (Singapore: 
Government Printing Office, 1960) at 4—12.
65 Ordinance No 27 of 1959.
66 ‘Govt pledges full aid to Nanyang’ Straits Times, 11 Feb 1960, at 1.
67 ‘Action at Nanyang’ Straits Times, 29 Jun 1964, at 8.
68 ‘Nantah sacks 85 unruly students’ Straits Times 28 Oct 1965, at 1.
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Nantah established a Curriculum Review Committee under 
Professor Wang Gungwu, Head of the History Department at 
the University of Malaya.69 The Committee recommended that 
the University enhance bilingualism, improve the quality of 
teaching staff, and form a Malay Studies Department to act as 
a cultural bridge.70 The re-organisation efforts led to the official 
recognition of Nantah degrees by the Singapore Government in 
December 1967.71 
the natIonal unIverSIty of SIngapore
With the recognition of Nantah degrees in 1967, Singapore had 
two fully functioning universities. Enrolment in both universities 
went up, although the increase was more at the University of 
Singapore than at Nantah. By the early 1970s, the University 
of Singapore’s campus at Bukit Timah — the former campus of 
Raffles College — was bursting at its seams, but the enrolment 
at Nantah was declining. The huge increase in the number of 
students at the University of Singapore was due in part to the 
absorption by the University of certain departments of the 
Singapore Polytechnic. The Vice-Chancellor, Dr Toh Chin Chye, 
who was concurrently Deputy Prime Minister and Minister for 
Science and Technology, was anxious that the University was not 
producing enough science and engineering graduates and brought 
the Polytechnic’s Engineering and Architecture departments into 
to the University’s fold. To accommodate the huge increase in 
student numbers, a new campus had to be found for the University, 
and a site at Kent Ridge was earmarked for the new campus.
By the late 1970s, the fall in student numbers in Chinese 
medium schools generally, and at Nanyang University in 
particular, was precipitous. While more than 40% of each 
cohort entered Chinese-medium schools in the mid-1950s when 
Nantah was established, the percentage had dropped to 29% 
69 ‘Nantah names committee to streamline studies’ Straits Times, 17 Feb 
1965, at 6.
70 Report of the Nanyang University Curriculum Review Committee, 1965, at 
1—5, 13—14 & 19.
71 ‘Nantah degrees: Students are pleased’ Straits Times, 27 Dec 1967, at 4.
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in 1970 and only 11.2% in 1978.72 Many students, especially 
those with better grades, began opting for the University of 
Singapore over Nanyang University. The Government felt 
that given the dynamics at play, it would be better to merge 
Nanyang University with the University of Singapore to form 
a single comprehensive university. The idea for such a merger 
was first mooted in 1977, but the Nanyang University Council 
rejected it. In February 1978, Prime Minister Lee Kuan Yew 
told Nantah that it would need to switch to English as the 
medium of instruction within the next five years.73 To enable 
Nantah students to get used to studying in an English-speaking 
environment, the Joint-Campus scheme was introduced in 
March 1978. Under the Scheme, first-year students of arts, 
social sciences, science, commerce, accountancy and business 
administration from both universities studied together. They 
took the same courses under the same teachers and were 
72 S Gopinathan, ‘University Education in Singapore: The Making of a 
National University’ in Philip G Altbach & V Selvaratnam (eds), From 
Dependence to Autonomy: The Development of Asian Universities (The 
Hague: Kluwer, 1989) 207—224, at 218.
73 ‘English will be medium of instruction at Nantah’ Business Times, 
11 Feb 1978, at 12.
The crest of the National University of Singapore, which incorporates the insignia of both 
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examined by common internal and external examiners. By the 
time this Scheme came into operation, the leaders and students 
of Nantah knew that their days as a separate university were 
numbered. Even so, resistance and opposition was great. It took 
the persuasive force of Prime Minister Lee himself to convince 
the Nanyang University Council to accept the merger. In the 
place of the Nanyang University, Lee told them that a new 
Institute of Technology would be established at the old Nanyang 
campus in Jurong and that this institute would eventually 
develop into the Technological University of Nanyang.74
In October 1979, Sir Frederick Dainton, Chancellor of 
Sheffield University was invited by the Singapore Government 
to study the organisation of university education in Singapore. 
After speaking to senior academics of both universities, Dainton 
concluded that it made great academic and economic sense for 
Singapore to have one large, strong university.75 Dainton was 
clinically critical of the argument that it was good to have two 
universities compete against each other to raise standards:
…competition between Nanyang and Singapore for students 
in the recent past has shown an overwhelming preference for 
the applicants … to enter Singapore University … While this 
preference persists there seems little hope of Nanyang University 
competing with Singapore University on anything approaching 
equal terms and therefore the competition is unlikely to be 
productive because Singapore University, being secure in its 
better position, would have no incentive to improve and Nanyang 
University would have no hope of competing.76 
Dainton’s views mirrored those of the Government and his 
recommendations — which were released in March 1980 — were 
duly accepted. After about a month of spirited public debate, the 
Government announced in April 1980 that it would merge the 
two universities to form the National University of Singapore or 
74 S Gopinathan, ‘University Education in Singapore: The Making of a 
National University’ in Philip G Altbach & V Selvaratnam (eds), From 
Dependence to Autonomy: The Development of Asian Universities (The 
Hague: Kluwer, 1989) 207–224, at 219.
75 Edwin Lee & Tan Tai Yong, Beyond Degrees: The Making of the 
National University of Singapore (Singapore: Singapore University 
Press, 1996) at 186.
76 Ibid.
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NUS. On 29 July 1980, Parliament passed the National University 
of Singapore Act. It was signed into law by President Benjamin 
Henry Sheares on 8 August 1980.77 Nantah held its 21st and 
last convocation on 16 August 1980 while the University of 
Singapore held its final convocation on 5–6 September that 
year. Over the next 10 years, NUS grew rapidly. In 1980, it 
had about 8,000 undergraduates but this number swelled to 
over 15,000 by the end of the decade. This growth in student 
numbers was matched by a corresponding growth in the size 
of faculty and the ratio of about 1:10 was maintained in most 
faculties while ratios of 1:4 and 1:6 were maintained for the 
Faculties of Medicine and Dentistry, respectively.78
the nanyang technologIcal unIverSIty79
The Government established the Nanyang Technological Institute 
(NTI) on the old campus of Nanyang University on 1 August 1981. 
Dr Tony Tan, Senior Minister of State for Education and Vice-
Chancellor-designate of the National University of Singapore 
explained that Singapore needed two types of engineers: those 
manning factories and industry (the bulk) and those doing 
research (the minority). To produce both types of engineers, the 
Government had decided that the NUS’s Faculty of Engineering 
would concentrate on producing research and development 
(R&D) engineers while the new Nanyang Technological Institute 
(NTI) would focus on producing practice-oriented engineers.80
Institutionally, NTI was linked the the NUS Faculty of 
Engineering, but would eventually gain autonomy and become 
the Technological University of Nanyang 10 years later, in 1992.81 
The predicted shortage of engineers was so immense that NTI 
77 Act 21 of 1980.
78 Edwin Lee & Tan Tai Yong, Beyond Degrees: The Making of the National 
University of Singapore (Singapore: Singapore University Press, 1996) at 
197.
79 On the development of Nanyang Technological Institute and Nanyang 
Technological University generally, see Cham Tao Soon, The Making of 
NTU: My Story (Singapore: Straits Times Press, 2014).
80 ‘The two types of engineers S’pore needs’ Straits Times, 31 May 1980, 
at 1.
81 Ibid.
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and NUS were primed to double the annual intake of students to 
1,200 persons in the next five years, and push the total number 
of students in the Engineering Faculty to 5,000.82 At the same 
time, the Faculty would go on an intensive faculty recruitment 
drive and incentivise lecturers by offering higher salaries that 
were commensurate with their industry experience.83
As far as students were concerned, all engineering students 
would attend classes at NUS in their first year. In the second 
year, 75% of them would move to NTI, whether by choice or 
allocation. To accommodate this huge increase in the student 
population at Jurong, new buildings would need to be erected. 
In January 1981, the Government announced that it would 
spend $160 million to build a state-of-the-art campus for NTI.84 
The first batch of students entered NTI in 1982 and graduated 
in 1985, in the middle of one of the worst economic recessions 
to hit Singapore. Despite the tough job market, close to 90% 
of NTI students found employment, a glowing endorsement 
of the quality of the education offered by NTI. In November 
82 Soh Tiang Keng, ‘The Strategy for Turning Out Engineers’ Straits 
Times, 28 Jun 1980, at 8.
83 ‘Lecturers for NTI to be paid more’ Business Times, 11 Sep 1980, at 1.
84 Lillian Chew, ‘New home for NTI will cost $160m’ Business Times, 22 
Jan 1981, at 1.
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1986, NTI was named one of the best engineering institutions 
in the world by the Commonwealth Engineering Council after 
an extensive four-year study of courses offered by engineering 
institutions worldwide.85
Over the next few years, three engineering schools were 
added, and the School of Accountancy from NUS was transferred 
to NTI in 1987. A School of Applied Science was also started. In 
1990, it was announced that the Institute of Education (formerly 
the Teachers’ Training College) would merge with the College of 
Physical Education to form the National Institute of Education 
(NIE) and that NIE would be part of Nanyang Technological 
University when it came into being in 1991. On 1 July 1991, the 
Nanyang Technological University Act86 came into force and 
NTI was legally dissolved. 
concluSIon
Because of its small size and limited resources, the Singapore 
state has never viewed education as an abstract good or ideal but 
as a concrete platform for economic development and growth. It 
should therefore be no surprise that development of the education 
sector almost always corresponded with perceived economic 
necessities. Economic planning has thus played ‘a very significant 
role in the development of Singapore’s industrialization, education 
and manpower needs.’87 As Singapore weathered the economic 
recession of 1987–88 and moved confidently into the 1990s, 
it had two strong universities that complemented rather than 
competed with each other. NUS — the national university — 
was the comprehensive university with faculties in almost 
every discipline, including Law and Medicine, while NTU was 
the technological university with strengths in engineering and 
the sciences, and later on, in business as well. The remarkable 
thing is that this development took place over the space of a 
85 ‘NTI named as one of best in world’ Straits Times, 30 Nov 1985, at 15.
86 Cap 192, Singapore Statutes, Act 17 of 1991.
87 David Ng Foo Seong, ‘Strategic Management of Educational 
Development in Singapore (1965—2005) in Lee Sing Kong, Goh Chor 
Boon, Birger Fredriksen & Tan Jee Peng (eds), Toward a Better Future: 
Education and Training for Economic Development in Singapore Since 
1965 (Washington DC: World Bank, 2008) 39—68, at 40.
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decade. In the course of the next decade, both these universities 
would begin to compete with each other and expand into fields 
that were hitherto allocated to its competitor. It is against this 
background that the development of the Singapore Management 
University takes place.

31
Chapter 2
The Changing Landscape of  
Tertiary Education and  
the Emergence of SMU
the changIng 1990S landScape
Economic Restructuring and the Education Sector
Given that the Singapore Government has traditionally linked 
education with the development of human potential to further 
economic growth, every major shift in economic strategy was 
followed quickly by a corresponding shift in educational policy 
as well.1 The mid-1980s recession was the worst Singapore had 
experienced since independence from the Federation of Malaysia 
in 1965. For two decades — save for the global oil crisis of 19731974 
— Singapore enjoyed almost continuous growth, often registering 
double-digit growth in its gross domestic product (GDP). In 1986, 
the high-level Economic Committee on the Singapore Economy 
issued its report. Among other things, it recommended that 
industries exploit new advances in technology, and move into high-
technology enterprises, and focus on the banking and services 
sector for higher-yielding growth.2 This meant upgrading the level 
and quality of education for the workforce across the board. More 
graduates would thus be needed to drive the economy forward 
and to fill the jobs created by the push towards an increasingly 
capital-intensive, high-investment, high-technology and service-
oriented economy. 
1 See David Ng Foo Seong, ‘Strategic Management of Educational 
Development in Singapore (1965—2005) in Lee Sing Kong, Goh Chor 
Boon, Birger Fredriksen & Tan Jee Peng (eds), Toward a Better Future: 
Education and Training for Economic Development in Singapore Since 
1965 (Washington DC: World Bank, 2008) 39—68 [hereinafter ‘David 
Ng’].
2 Ministry of Trade and Industry, Report of the Economic Committee on 
the Singapore Economy: New Directions (Singapore: Ministry of Trade & 
Industry, 1986).
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To support Singapore’s push towards such an economy, 
its tertiary institutions began intensifying their research and 
development (R&D) activities and establishing closer links 
between industry and themselves. Emphasis was placed on 
research activities and in growing postgraduate courses. To this 
end both NUS and NTU embarked on ambitious expansion 
programmes. Both universities expanded their undergraduate 
and graduate programmes by attracting students from the region 
and beyond and by establishing various research institutes on 
both campuses. Curricula in both universities were also reviewed 
at shorter intervals to introduce a wider range of subjects and 
to emphasise creativity and thinking skills. Students were 
encouraged to take advantage of the smorgasbord of ‘new’ subjects 
and enrichment modules available to broaden their academic 
horizons. At the same time, existing physical facilities on campus 
were improved, and additional social and recreational facilities 
such as museums and concert halls, were built to transform the 
universities into ‘world-class’ campuses.3
By the mid-1990s, Singapore had two strong universities with 
the capacity to produce suitable and sufficient graduates to meet 
the economic challenges confronting Singapore. As Goh and Tan 
noted in their study of the development of university education 
in Singapore:
The 1990s saw the consolidation of the government’s effort in 
fine-tuning the tertiary education sector to support its private 
sector-driven economic modernization strategy. The objective 
was to create a diversified, flexible tertiary education system 
capable of producing a highly qualified human resource base. 
Polytechnics were geared toward providing a cutting-edge 
mid-level technical, management, and service skills, while the 
universities were tasked with training in high-level skills for 
both the public and private sectors.4
3 Goh Chor Boon & Leo Tan Wee Hin, ‘The Development of University 
Education in Singapore’ in Lee Sing Kong, Goh Chor Boon, Birger 
Fredriksen & Tan Jee Peng (eds), Toward a Better Future: Education and 
Training for Economic Development in Singapore Since 1965 (Washington 
DC: World Bank, 2008) 149—166, at 153—154.
4 Goh Chor Boon & Leo Tan Wee Hin, ‘The Development of University 
Education in Singapore’ in Lee Sing Kong, Goh Chor Boon, Birger 
Fredriksen & Tan Jee Peng (eds), Toward a Better Future: Education and 
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When Lord Frederick Dainton (1914—1997) was invited back to 
Singapore in 1990 to review Singapore’s university system, he 
predicted:
By 2000, Singapore should aim to have two strong university-
level institutions, one at Kent Ridge and the other at Jurong, 
with many subjects being offered on both campuses. This would 
introduce a healthy element of friendly competition for students, 
for current and capital resources and for research grants and 
contracts and links with industry and commerce.5
Little was Dainton to know that less than a decade after his 
prescient words, a third university would enter the fray and 
completely change the face of higher education in Singapore. 
to Be ‘BoSton of the eaSt’
Just as both NUS and NTU settled into healthy competition with 
each other, Prime Minister Goh Chok Tong threw a gauntlet 
down at the two universities, challenging them to become ‘world-
class’. Speaking to a lunch-time gathering of NUS alumni in 
Training for Economic Development in Singapore Since 1965 (Washington 
DC: World Bank, 2008) 149—166, at 153.
5 ‘Dainton’s case for two big universities’ Straits Times, 14 Feb 1990, at 24.
Lord Frederick Dainton (1914–1997), Singapore’s educational advisor extraordinaire.
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September 1996, Goh said: ‘We would like NUS and NTU to 
acquire a reputation for excellence and be dubbed the Harvard 
and MIT of Asia respectively’ and make Singapore ‘the Boston of 
the East.’6 He suggested that the two universities could achieve 
this aim by drawing in ‘the best and brightest’ students from 
Asia and around the world, admitting up to 20% foreign students; 
attracting top academic minds to teach and research in Singapore 
through scholarships and outstanding research programmes; and 
taking in more top local scholars and allowing them to spend one 
or two fully-sponsored terms at top universities abroad.7 Shortly 
after he made public his challenge, Goh made it known that he had 
already set up a committee to study how to transform NUS and 
NTU into world-class institutions. Unsurprisingly, Tony Tan was 
placed in charge of the panel which included Education Minister 
Lee Yock Suan, NTU President Cham Tao Soon and NUS Vice-
Chancellor Lim Pin.8 Goh’s challenge was consistent with his 
long-held view that for Singapore to develop a knowledge-based 
economy, it was necessary to invest heavily in higher education.9
And to prove how serious the Government was about this 
challenge, Goh tasked Deputy Prime Minister Tony Tan to 
spearhead this initiative. Tony Tan, a former mathematics 
lecturer at the University of Singapore, was appointed the first 
Vice-Chancellor of the National University of Singapore in 
1980 when he was Minister for Education. In 1981, he left the 
Education Ministry to become Minister for Trade and Industry 
but continued to act as Minister-in-charge of the universities. 
He returned to helm the Ministry of Education in 1985 but 
left Government to become Chairman of the Oversea-Chinese 
Banking Corporation (OCBC) in 1991. At the request of Prime 
Minister Goh Chok Tong, Tan returned to the Cabinet in 1995 
6 Chua Mui Hoong, ‘PM Goh to NUS and NTU — Aim to become world-
class’ Straits Times, 22 Sep 1996, at 1.
7 Ibid.
8 ‘“Dead serious” about world-class status for NUS, NTU’ Straits Times, 
22 Dec 1996, at 26.
9 Goh Chok Tong, ‘Prime Minister’s National Rally Day Speech’ 18 Aug 
1996, available at: <http://www.nas.gov.sg/archivesonline/speeches/
record-details/81389eca-115d-11e3-83d5-0050568939ad> (accessed 1 Aug 
2014).
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to serve as Deputy Prime Minister and once again oversaw the 
development of the universities.
This was in September 1996, a few months before Singaporeans 
were set to go to the polls in Singapore’s eighth general election 
since independence from Malaysia. On 2 January 1997, the 
People’s Action Party was returned to power with popular vote 
of 65%. Goh lost no time in pushing through the universities 
upgrading plan. He put Tony Tan — now Deputy Prime Minister 
and Minister for Defence — in overall charge of the universities 
and appointed rising political star, Rear-Admiral (NS) Teo Chee 
Hean as Minister for Education. Teo was assisted by two other 
‘heavyweights’ — Dr Aline Wong (a former Associate Professor 
at the Department of Sociology at NUS) and Peter Chen (former 
CEO of Shell) — as Senior Ministers of State.10
In January 1997, Tan revealed his action plan for his 
committee’s efforts to make Singapore’s two universities ‘world-
class’. The plan comprised three main initiatives. First, to expand 
post-graduate education and research at both universities, 
doubling postgraduate intake by year 2000. Second, by reviewing 
undergraduate curricula at both universities — especially the 
engineering curriculum — to make them more up-to-date and 
to emphasise creativity and thinking skills; and third to provide 
Singaporeans with more tertiary educational opportunities by 
expanding the Singapore Institute of Management (SIM), the 
LaSalle-SIA College of the Arts, and the Nanyang Academy of 
Fine Arts. The last of these strategies  — the proposal that SIM 
expands its business and financial courses to become degree 
courses — is germane to our story.11
BuSIneSS educatIon In SIngapore
The Genesis of Business Studies
Up till the 1960s, ‘business’ was not a traditional subject of study at 
university level since the common adage then was that one learnt 
about business by doing it and not by studying about it. That said, 
the Braddell-Allen Report on the expansion of the University of 
10 ‘Priority for Education, Straits Times, 7 Feb 1997, at 19.
11 Chua Lee Hoong, ‘Action Plan to make NUS, NTU world-class’ Straits 
Times, 25 Jan 1997, at 1.
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Malaya recommended the establishment of departments of Law, 
Commerce, Public Administration and other social sciences, 
and also proposed the establishing of diploma courses in public 
administration, accounting and business administration, in 
addition to the existing Diploma on Social Studies.12
The first attempt at institutionalising formal business at 
a local university was in 1957 when Nanyang University 
announced the establishment of a Faculty of Commerce and 
Industry to offer subjects ‘like business administration, banking 
and accountancy.’13 This Faculty was set alongside those of Arts 
and Sciences that had been established when Nantah opened in 
1955,14 and the person appointed as the first Professor of Business 
Administration was Dr Wu Ban Nong, Chairman of the Chinese 
reparations and restitution delegation to Supreme Commander 
for the Allied Powers, in Tokyo.15 There were reports that the 
University of Malaya was already offering a Diploma in Business 
Administration in 1956, but we know little about the success of 
this programme. 
Leslie Wong and the UBC Connection
In 1957, Professor Thomas Silcock, Head of the Economics 
Department, visited the newly-established Faculty of Commerce 
and Business Administration at the University of British Columbia 
and was impressed by their programme. There he met and 
befriended Professor Leslie JG Wong, a Canadian-born Chinese, 
who was Professor of Finance and Chairman of the Division of 
Finance. The University of British Columbia (UBC) had initially 
been established as the McGill University College of British 
Columbia in 1908, but adopted its current name in 1915. UBC 
first offered a Bachelor of Commerce degree in 1929 through its 
Faculty of Arts and Science. Ten years later, a separate Department 
of Commerce was founded, and in 1950, it established a School of 
12 Roland St John Braddell & RGD Allen, Scheme of Organisation and 
Courses in Social Studies and Law: A Report Presented to the Council of 
the University (Singapore: University of Malaya, 1955).
13 ‘Planned new Faculty’ Straits Times, 5 Jan 1957, at 8.
14 ‘Nanyang to open with three faculties’ Straits Times, 20 Nov 1954, at 5.
15 ‘Nanyang picks four economists’ Straits Times, 28 Jan 1955, at 7.
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Commerce. It first began offering 
a graduate business education 
programme — offering a Master 
of Commerce and later Master 
of Business Administration — 
in 1952. In 1956, the School 
became a full-fledged Faculty 
of Commerce and Business 
Administration with Earle D 
MacPhee (1894—1982) as Dean. 
Silcock invited Wong to visit 
Malaya the following year to 
study the practicability of starting 
diploma courses at the University 
of Malaya to meet the needs 
of businesses in Singapore and 
the Federation for professional 
administrators.16 Wong, who 
arrived in August 1958, proposed 
that the University of Malaya introduce courses in accountancy 
and business administration. These courses should be made 
optional for economics students but if sufficient progress was 
made, a separate Chair for commerce and business administration 
might be created.17 Wong expressed the hope for Canada to 
send experts to develop teaching methods suitable to the area. 
The course would cover marketing, industrial organisation and 
management, factory management, accounting, labour relations, 
business policies, and administration and banking.18 At the end 
of his visit, Wong urged authorities in the University of Malaya to 
set up a Commerce and Business Administration Faculty:
With rapid industrialisation in your new and independent nation, 
trained managers and graduates in business administration will 
be in great demand. Both government officials and local business 
concerns have shown interest in the idea. Some business 
16 ‘Varsity plans business courses’ Straits Times, 9 Aug 1958, at 7.
17 ‘Colombo Plan man here to work on a faculty of business management’ 
Straits Times, 9 Dec 1960, at 11.
18 ‘Varsity plans business courses’ Straits Times, 9 Aug 1958, at 7.
Professor Thomas Silcock, Head of 
the University of Malaya’s  
Economics Department who invited 
Professor Leslie Wong of UBC to 
Singapore to start business courses 
at the University.
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concerns are even willing to award scholarships to their staff for 
these courses.19
In June 1959, Professor AA Sandosham, Principal of the 
Singapore Division of the University of Malaya, announced that 
the University was offering three new courses, including a three-
year course on business administration. This course had been 
recommended by Leslie Wong and was to be supported by the 
Canadian Government which would send a team of experts to 
Singapore to inaugurate the department provided the Singapore 
Government followed it up with the necessary staffing.20 
In 1960, Leslie Wong arrived in Kuala Lumpur as Colombo Plan 
expert to work out a plan for the establishment of a commerce and 
business administration in the University of Malaya.21 Despite 
Wong’s 1958 study, this review was necessary as a decision had 
been made to have separate universities in Singapore and Kuala 
Lumpur by 1962.22 
In March 1961, the Singapore Government agreed to the 
terms of the Colombo Plan programme, and it was announced 
that Canada was sending five university professors from 
the University of British Columbia to teach accounting and 
business administration at the two divisions of the University 
of Malaya.23 According to Professor Lim Tay Boh, Dean of the 
Faculty of Arts at the University of Malaya in Singapore, the 
Canadian Government would bear the bulk of the expenditure, 
contributing $1.4 million while the two Malayan governments 
would spend $215,000 between themselves in the course of the 
next five years.24 The team of professors, who arrived in May 
1961, was led by Leslie Wong. Professor D McDonald and Dr 
Noel A Hall were stationed in Singapore while Professor Arthur 
Beedle and Dr William Hughes were based in Kuala Lumpur. 
19 ‘University told: Set up business faculty’ Straits Times, 28 Sep 1958, at 5.
20 ‘University plans 3 new courses’ Singapore Free Press, 27 Jun 1959, at 7.
21 ‘Colombo Plan man here to work on a faculty of business management’ 
Straits Times, 9 Dec 1960, at 11.
22 ‘Colombo Plan man here to work on a faculty of business management’ 
Straits Times, 9 Dec 1960, at 11.
23 ‘Six Canadian professors for Malaya’ Straits Times, 5 Mar 1961, at 11.
24 ‘$1.4m from Canada for new Varsity course’ Straits Times, 22 Apr 1961, 
at 4.
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Wong, who was to be based in Singapore for four years, would 
travel frequently between Singapore and Kuala Lumpur.25 The 
ultimate aim of his team, Wong stated, was to ‘hand over to a 
qualified staff by 1965’.26 Wong, who clearly approached his 
mission with a rare spiritual zeal, shared his vision of the role of 
a business administration faculty:
It is part of the function of my colleagues and me to open the eyes 
of the students to the place of business in the life of mankind and 
the course of human history. It is also our function to create 
in our students an awareness to the social significance of what 
they do, to stimulate their powers of imagination, enabling them 
to discern the ever widening patterns of human endeavour and 
human destiny within which they work.
The justification of our system of enterprise is to be found in 
the amazing facility which it has given for the large and complex 
25 ‘Canadian varsity team due’ Straits Times, 1 May 1961, at 5.
26 ‘New varsity courses’ Straits Times, 2 May 1961, at 4.
The establishment of a business school in Singapore made headline news in 1961.
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organisations required by modern life to be combined with 
decentralisation of decisions in that make freedom compatible 
with order.… The business world recognises that its most 
important functions concerns persons and not just things.27
In April 1962, it was announced that local qualified personnel 
would take over the teaching of accountancy and business 
administration from visiting professors in the Department of 
Economics.28 Three years later, in March 1965, Vice-Chancellor 
Lim Tay Boh announced the establishment of a separate 
Department of Business Administration under a new Faculty of 
Social Sciences. Successful candidates in the Department would 
be awarded the new Bachelor of Business Administration (BBA) 
degree. This followed the announcement of plans to introduce 
degree courses in business administration.29 The University 
of Singapore’s Department of Business Administration was 
officially established on 16 August 1965 under Deputy Vice-
Chancellor Reginald Quahe. This came at the end of the four-
year assignment which Leslie Wong and his Colombo Plan team 
of experts undertook when they arrived in 1961.30 The first batch 
of 32 BBA candidates graduated in 1968. 
That year, the Government announced the establishment 
of a School of Business Administration and Accountancy by 
combining the University of Singapore’s Department of Business 
Administration with the Singapore Polytechnic’s Department of 
Accountancy.31 In addition to its undergraduate programme, the 
new School would also offer a Master of Business Administration 
(MBA) programme.32 It was perhaps only just as well that Leslie 
Wong saw the fruits of his early labours. He died suddenly on 
27 ‘Urgent need for business teaching at the varsity’ Singapore Free Press, 
24 May 1961, at 6.
28 ‘Accountancy: Local men as teachers’ Straits Times, 28 Apr 1962, at 4.
29 ‘Business Management Dept for Singapore University’ Straits Times 2 Mar 
1965, at 6.
30 ‘School of Business starting at Singapore University’ Straits Times, 3 Aug 
1965, at 5.
31 ‘Singapore to set up business school’ Straits Times, 15 Dec 1968, at 11.
32 ‘Business admin degree course soon at S’pore varsity’ Straits Times, 9 Mar 
1969, at 7.
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20 October 1968, aged 49.33 Wong is remembered through two 
prizes offered by the National University of Singapore’s School of 
Business — the Leslie Wong Memorial Medal for the ‘best student 
awarded First Class Honours in Business Administration’ and the 
Leslie Wong Prize for the top student in Business Administration.
When the Nanyang Technological Institute (NTI) was 
established in 1981, it only offered engineering courses. In 
1987, the Accountancy Department from NUS moved to NTI 
and a School of Accountancy was established there. Because of 
NTI’s continued affiliation with NUS, students graduating from 
this School received Bachelor of Accountancy degrees issued 
by NUS right up till 1991 when NTI was converted into the 
Nanyang Technological University (NTU). In 1990, the School 
of Accountancy was renamed the School of Accountancy and 
Business (SAB). It launched its MBA programme a year later 
and its PhD programme in 1994. In 1995, it was renamed the 
Nanyang Business School (NBS). Most of the SMU pioneers were 
originally teaching at the Nanyang Business School.
The Singapore Institute of Management (SIM)
The Singapore Institute of Management (SIM) was founded in 
1965 with a grant from the Economic Development Board (EDB). 
The idea for such an institute — to provide courses and training 
opportunities for managers — came from ND Holt, President 
of the Supervisory and Management Training Association of 
Singapore, who proposed it in 1961.34 The Association had itself 
been established in 1955. The real push for the establishment of 
SIM came from the EDB which set up a Management Training 
Committee to offer and conduct management courses. The 
Committee later reconstituted itself as SIM35 which was registered 
as a Society under the Societies Ordinance in December 1964.36 
Established with a Governing Council of 15 members from 
33 ‘Ex-S’pore varsity professor dies’ Straits Times, 21 Oct 1968, at 1.
34 ‘The secret of success in industrial relations — by Mr Holt’ Singapore 
Free Press, 8 Jun 1961, at 11; see also ‘School for managers urged’ 
Singapore Free Press, 19 Oct 1961, at 19.
35 ‘Highest efficiency now necessary, says Goh’ Straits Times, 23 Apr 
1963, at 4.
36 ‘On the register’ Straits Times, 6 Dec 1964, at 19.
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the academic and business 
communities, the Institute’s 
key object was to ‘foster the 
art and science of management 
and provide a centre of learning 
for all managers’.37 The Council 
was chaired by EDB Chairman 
Hon Sui Sen and included 
amongst its members, ND Holt 
and the Vice-Chancellors of the 
University of Singapore and Nanyang University.
Even before it was formally registered, the Institute invited 
Professor Leslie Wong to organise and co-ordinate a residential 
advanced management course at the University of Singapore. As 
noted above, Wong was in Singapore on a four-year Colombo Plan 
mission to help establish a Department of Business Administration 
at the University of Singapore. From its humble beginnings, SIM 
grew in strength and ambition in the coming decades. In 1972, it 
acquired its own premises at Scotts Road and in the following year 
launched a two-year Diploma in Management Studies programme. 
The launch of this programme saw SIM move into the provision 
of certified courses, and this led in 1978 to the offering of a one-
year Diploma in Marketing Management. In 1985, SIM offered 
its first advanced degree — the Master of Science in Management 
Studies — through distance 
learning with Henley 
Management College and 
Brunel University. In 1986, 
SIM launched its first full-
time bachelor’s degree 
programme — Bachelor 
of Science (Economics) in 
Management Studies — 
in conjunction with the 
University of London. The 
courses were profitable 
ventures for SIM. In 1989, 
it moved into its own 
Management House, and by 
37 ‘“Vital responsibility” of Managers’ Straits Times, 28 Jun 1964, at 6.
Notification of the registration of the 
Singapore Institute of Management as a 
society under the Societies Ordinance
An early advertisement by SIM  
promoting its Diploma in Marketing  
Management course
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1990, it was the largest provider of adult and continuing education 
in Singapore. Over the two-and-half decades since it started 
offering short-term management courses, SIM had established an 
excellent reputation for the quality of its programmes, and it was 
to SIM that the Government of Singapore looked when it needed 
a private body to start the Open University in 1992.
the open unIverSIty 
In August 1991, the Singapore Government announced that 
it would establish a new university — the Singapore Open 
University (SOU) — modelled after the Open University which 
had been established in 1969 in Britain. This new university was 
designed to ‘give a second chance to working adults who have 
missed out on a degree earlier in life and who now find it difficult 
to give up their jobs in order to study full-time.’38 SOU was to 
be constituted as a separate university with its own governing 
council and academic board, and offer courses in science and 
the humanities like educational studies, science and technology, 
electronics and computing, business management and accounting 
,and psychology.39 Dr Tay Eng Soon, Senior Minister of State for 
Education, was named Vice-Chancellor, and it was expected that 
the University would admit up to 1,000 students by 1993.40
Barely six months after the Government announced its 
intention to establish SOU, it changed its mind and decided 
against establishing it as a public institution. Instead, it pledged 
to help a private sector institution run the programme instead. 
The University’s opening would be delayed a year to 1994.41 
Announcing this major change in policy, Education Minister Lee 
Yock Suan explained that there was ‘already a well-established 
and growing private sector that offers such distance-learning and 
part-time programmes in collaboration with reputable overseas 
universities’ and rather than duplicate these efforts, it would be 
38 ‘Open U to start next July’ Straits Times, 17 Aug 1991, at 1.
39 Ibid.
40 Cherian George, ‘Open U to admit 1,000 in 1993’ Straits Times, 29 Dec 
1991, at 1.
41 Ng Wei Joo, ‘Govt changes mind on open university’ Straits Times, 14 
Mar 1992, at 1.
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better for the Government 
to assist such institutions to 
offer additional tertiary level 
courses beyond its existing 
programmes.42 This sudden 
change of mind confused 
and upset many potential 
students who thought that 
the SOU would be their 
ticket to better job prospects. 
In an effort to diffuse the 
situation, Prime Minister 
Goh Chok Tong told the public 
that the Government had not 
changed its mind about wanting an Open University but that the 
mode of implementation was being revised. He reiterated the two 
basic objectives of the scheme: to satisfy the pent-up demand 
for university education from working adults; and to improve 
the calibre of the workforce.43 A month later, Lord Frederick 
Dainton, the Government’s chief advisor on university education, 
welcomed the setting up of an open university and added that he 
thought an established private institution like SIM could run an 
open university successfully with the state acting as regulator.44 
Between March and June 1992, talks between the Government, 
the Open University in Britain, and SIM bore fruit in a five-year 
SIM-Open University tie-up and with SIM being selected to 
offer courses through the Open University programme.45 With 
a $38 million capital grant from the Singapore Government, 
SIM would offer three degree courses starting in January 1994.46 
When it opened for enrolment, the Open University received an 
overwhelming response, and SIM had to double its intake from 
42 Ibid.
43 ‘Open U: Keep choices open’ Straits Times, 23 Mar 1992, at 26.
44 Sandra Davie ‘Dainton: Private body can run open university well’ 
Straits Times, 18 Apr 1992, at 24.
45 ‘SIM-Open University Tie-Up: What’s in store’ Straits Times, 10 Jun 
1992, at 20; and ‘SIM takes up Govt offer to run Open U courses’ 
Straits Times, 10 Jun 1992, at 1.
46 ‘Open U — SIM to kick off in 1994 with three degree courses’ Business 
Times, 10 Jun 1992, at 3.
Coat of Arms of the Open University, London
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500 to 1000 students. SIM continued running Open University 
courses till it established UniSIM as its own degree-granting 
University in 2005.
the thIrd unIverSIty
No Need for More University Spaces … for Now
With the establishment of the Open University at SIM in 1992, 
Singapore effectively had three universities, even though SIM 
did not have the authority to grant its own degrees. The demand 
for places in Singapore’s universities abated temporarily. Indeed, 
Education Minister Lee Yock Suan, told Parliament during the 
1996 Budget debate on his Ministry’s estimates that the two 
universities — NUS and NTU — took in 20% of each ‘A’ level 
cohort while the four polytechnics — Singapore, Ngee Ann, 
Temasek and Nanyang — took in a further 40% of each ‘O’ level 
cohort. In total, Lee said, his Ministry was ‘providing places for 
about 60% of each age cohort in our tertiary institutes’ which 
was ‘one of the highest such percentages in the world.’47 
A few months later, following a Government Parliamentary 
Committee (GPC) visit to SIM Centre at Namly Avenue, GPC 
Chairman Ong Chit Chung told the press that SIM could become 
Singapore’s third university.48 Obviously impressed with the way 
SIM ran and administered its various programmes, including 
their post-graduate degrees programmes, Ong told the press: 
This means that students need not go overseas at all and still get 
good degrees. SIM is like an independent school offering tertiary 
education. I hope by the 21st century, the SIM could become a 
university.49
A month later, it was announced that the Open University would 
have a new campus on Clementi Road with modern lecture 
theatres, interactive computer laboratories and a library by 
47 Lee Yock Suan, Speech, Debate the Ministry of Education Budget, 
Singapore Parliamentary Debates, 21 Mar 1996, col 1793.
48 ‘SIM can evolve into third university’ Straits Times, 26 Jun 1996, at 18.
49 Ibid.
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the end of 1999.50 A few months 
after this, in September 1996, 
Prime Minister Goh Chok Tong 
challenged the two universities to 
be ‘world-class’. 
As we noted above, the task 
force for transforming NUS and 
NTU into world-class institutions 
was spearheaded by Deputy 
Prime Minister (DPM) Tony 
Tan. Beyond announcing broad 
plans to improve and upgrade 
the two institutions, Tan also 
announced the appointment of an 
International Academic Advisory 
Panel (IAAP) comprising eleven 
eminent academics from top 
American, European and Japanese 
universities.51 Chaired by former 
cabinet minister Yeo Ning Hong, 
the Panel met in Singapore for the 
first time in August 1997. At its inaugural meeting, the Panel 
endorsed the direction which both NUS and NTU had taken in 
their bid to be world-class but was mindful of the difficulties 
of higher education planning in a fast-moving world. Professor 
William R Brody, President of Johns Hopkins University, 
highlighted the main challenge for Singapore as follows:
Singapore adopted an educational model largely based on the 
British model and executed it extraordinarily well. We do not 
favour a radical overhaul of university education. But, at the 
same time, we believe that the careers of the 21st century call 
for a different education system, one that may not exist, and 
Singapore may have to innovate. We want our and your graduates 
to solve problems not posed yet, invent careers not imagined yet. 
That is the challenge for all of us.52
50 Wong Pok See, ‘Open University to get new campus by end of 1999’ 
Straits Times, 17 Jul 1996, at 3.
51 M Nirmala, ‘International panel to advise on universities’ Straits 
Times, 24 May 1997, at 3.
52 Ibid.
Professor William R Brody,  
President of Johns Hopkins 
University and member of the 
International Academic Advisory 
Panel (IAAP)
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To move the universities forward, the Panel felt that four steps 
needed to be taken. First, undergraduates should be exposed 
to different disciplines so they can better fit into a 21st century 
workplace. Second, world-class national research institutes 
affiliated to the two universities should be established to link 
academia with industry. Third, undergraduate and graduate 
student enrolment should be expanded to attract bright students 
from the region and beyond; and fourth, disciplines should 
be integrated through closer cooperation or even a merger of 
faculties.53
Major Shortage of University Spaces  
… and a Third University
Just over a year after Education Minister Lee Yock Suan told 
Parliament that there was no shortage of spaces for students 
pursuing tertiary education in Singapore, DPM Tony Tan 
dropped a bombshell when he told Parliament that there would 
be a severe shortage of university spaces by year 2000. NUS and 
NTU, explained Tan, could only absorb 9,000—10,000 students 
each year, but the Ministry of Trade and Industry estimated that 
Singapore would need something like 17,000 university graduates 
by 2000. This mean a shortfall of 7,000 to 8,000 graduates a 
year. It was in this context that Tan proposed turning SIM into 
Singapore’s third university:
Now I come to … tertiary education in Singapore and the issue 
is student numbers. To put it bluntly, we do not have enough 
students. This year, NUS and NTU will admit some 9,000 
students of which 8,000 students are Singaporeans, 1,000 are 
foreign students. By the year 2000, that is in three years’ time, 
the Ministry of Trade and Industry has projected that we will 
need something close to 17,000 graduates a year to service our 
economy. This is almost double what we can produce today.
How do we get this large number of graduates whom we need 
to service the Singapore economy? First, we must give every 
Singapore student as much opportunity as possible to qualify for 
university study. With continuing improvements in our schools 
and with better teaching … from a cohort of 40,000 to 50,000 
students every year, we can with a lot of effort raise the number 
of Singapore students qualifying for university studies from 
53 Ibid.
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8,000 today, possibly to 10,000, or hopefully, 11,000 students a 
year by the year 2000–2001. This the first step.
The second step is we must increase the number of tertiary 
level institutions in Singapore. If you have an intake of 15,000–
16,000 students going into university every year and all of 
them go only to NUS and NTU, then this means NUS and NTI 
will be mega universities with student populations of 30,000–
40,000 each. I do not think this is desirable. This will lower the 
standards of education in the two universities. So this is why, Sir, 
the development of the Singapore Institute of Management (SIM) 
into a private university concentrating on finance and business 
courses is very important and timely because this will give us 
another tertiary institution which can take in university students 
and increase the overall enrolment of university students in 
Singapore without making NUS and NTU so large that they 
become unmanageable.54
Tan had obviously been preparing the ground long before his 
Parliamentary statement. Having already determined that SIM 
would be the transformative vehicle for this enterprise, it was 
now crucial to get a buy-in from SIM. In January 1997, he visited 
SIM and discussed the possibility of SIM being transformed 
into the third university with John Yip, its newly-appointed 
Executive Director. Yip was new on the job but was a veteran 
of the education sector, having served ten years as Director of 
Education at the Ministry of Education prior to his retirement 
and joining SIM. Yip recalled:
… there was a talk given by Dr Tony Tan, Deputy Prime Minister 
then, on the expansion of more tertiary education opportunities 
in January. And subsequently in either February or March, he 
visited SIM and he popped the question whether SIM would be 
an ideal instrument for starting a third university. That came as 
a surprise to me. After all, I was only two, three months on the 
job, and although SIM has been, had been there for thirty-odd 
years, my initial reaction was ‘Yes, that would be a good sort of 
a seed organisation to start a third university although perhaps a 
university [that] could take a different form and different shape.’ 
54 Tony Tan, speech, Debate on Ministry of Education Budget, Singapore 
Parliamentary Debates Report, 31 Jul 1997, cols 1432—1433.
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So that was my response to him and we talked about various 
possibilities.55
In the meantime, Tan had spoken to Cham Tao Soon, President of 
NTU and sought his help in identifying someone who could serve 
as the new university’s council chairman. According to Cham, 
Tan wanted someone from the private sector, and someone who 
was young, below 50 years of age. Cham offered Tan three names 
for consideration.56 Tan decided that the choice would be Ho 
Kwon Ping, a well-known businessman who had been a political 
radical as a young man. According to Ho, Cham invited him for 
lunch at the coffee house at the Sheraton Towers Hotel and told 
him that DPM Tony Tan wanted him to spearhead the formation 
of the third university.57 Ho was stunned but intrigued:
I do recall asking Tao Soon, ‘Why me?’ … it was the most illogical 
choice. Okay because, I barely managed to get a bachelor’s 
degree, and I’ve gone to three universities and I end up with 
only a bachelor’s. You’d normally assume you’d get somebody 
who’s a little bit more acquainted with university education. 
But I do think probably the reason that they asked me … was 
because I had very clear and very strong views about university 
education, untainted by expertise. We all know that sometimes 
expertise gets in the way of trying to do something new. So I met 
Tony Tan, and … after some degree of discussion, the device he 
wanted, in order to start SMU, there was no name even, of the 
university, was for me to go in and take over … SIM, Singapore 
Institute of Management, and then use SIM and make it into … 
a third university.58
In April 1997, Tan attended SIM’s annual general meeting where 
he spoke to the general body about the possibility of transforming 
SIM into a third university. After a brief discussion, the general 
body approved of Tan’s plan, and at that same meeting, a new 
55 John Yip, Oral History Interview, Li Ka Shing Library, SMU, 1 Nov 
2010 [hereinafter ‘John Yip Interview’].
56 Interview with Cham Tao Soon, 18 Nov 2014.
57 According to Cham, he had already informed Ho about Tony Tan’s 
choice beforehand and Ho came to the lunch meeting armed with lots 
of questions which he prepared on two sheets of paper. Interview with 
Cham Tao Soon, 18 Nov 2014.
58 Ho Kwon Ping, Oral History Interview, Li Ka Shing Library, SMU, 
17 Feb 2011 [hereinafter ‘Ho Kwon Ping Interview’].
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Governing Council was constituted. The ‘election’ of Ho Kwon 
Ping as Chairman was ‘engineered’. As Ho recalled: 
After I discussed with him [Tony Tan] and I said I was willing to 
do this so, he had the great idea that the first thing we should do 
is … do this inside takeover of SIM. So that was the immediate 
thing that was planned. We gave a call to Tan Chok Kian who 
was then the chairman of SIM, and so quietly had a word with 
him, and Chok Kian was going to step down, so they engineered 
for me to become chairman of SIM.59
The new Council, which comprised prominent businessmen and 
senior education officers, was tasked with drawing up a plan 
to turn SIM into a private university.60 Representing NUS and 
NTU on the Council were Tan Chin Tiong and Tan Teck Meng, 
respectively, while the Ministry of Education’s representative 
was Tharman Shanmugaratnam, later Minister for Education 
and Deputy Prime Minister. While the new university could set 
59 Ho Kwon Ping Interview.
60 ‘SIM to become third, private university’, Straits Times, 23 Apr 1997, at 
1.
Entrepreneur Ho Kwon Ping, whom the Government picked as  
Chairman of SMU’s Board of Governors
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its own fees, it could ask the Government for support in the form 
of land and grants. 
Despite SIM’s enthusiasm, the Institute did not have the 
expertise to manage the transformation. For this, Tony Tan called 
on NTU. In May 1997, he asked Cham Tao Soon to organise a 
meeting of all the Deans at NTU to discuss his idea of establishing 
a ‘business university’. At the meeting was NTU’s President 
Cham Tao Soon and Professor Tan Teck Meng (1947—2011), Dean 
of the Nanyang Business School. Teck Meng vividly recalled his 
excitement on hearing Tony Tan’s idea, thinking that this was 
‘the best thing to happen in Singapore because everybody wants 
to study business’.61 
Over the next few months, this vague notion of creating a 
third university specialising in business and management studies 
would be reviewed, interrogated and refined. Much more work 
had to be done, but DPM Tony Tan was confident that with 
the right Chairman (Ho Kwon Ping), the able help of NTU’s 
faculty, and the institutional backing of the SIM, the likelihood 
of the project moving beyond the drawing board was more than 
promising. It was exciting.
61 Tan Teck Meng, Oral History Interview, Li Ka Shing Library, SMU, 
16 Mar 2010 [hereinafter ‘Tan Teck Meng Interview’].
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Chapter 3
Ideas Evolve: The SMU Emerges
concretISIng aSpIratIonS
Vague Ideas, Clear Aspirations
When Ho Kwon Ping first met up with DPM Tony Tan to discuss 
the third university project in early 1997, both of them had only 
the vaguest idea of what this third university would be like. By 
this time, Tony Tan had been back in the Cabinet for several 
years, albeit as Deputy Prime Minister and Minister for Defence. 
He last served as Education Minister between 1985 and 1991, 
but even when he was out of Cabinet (from 1992 to 1995), Tan 
was the person whom the Government had placed in charge of 
the two universities. For Tan, the starting point was that since 
it was now necessary, from an economic and manpower needs 
perspective, to establish a third university, it should be different 
from the two existing universities:
… by the late 1990s it was quite clear that we needed another 
institution at university level.… My view at that time was that 
rather than simply establishing another university we should 
take the opportunity actually to further develop our university 
sector, provide differentiation, provide variety, provide new 
directions. NTU was different from NUS so I felt that the third 
university should be different from NUS and NTU. And there 
followed many years of discussion in the public, among the 
ministry officials, members of parliament about what type of 
university would be suitable. It has to be something that’s relevant 
to Singapore, something that meets the needs of Singaporeans. 
Eventually we narrowed it down to a university … that would be 
focussed on Management, on Economics, on Business which we 
thought would be complementary to NUS and NTU.1 
Thus, the only certainties for the new university were that it 
should: (a) be private; (b) broadly involve management and 
business; and (c) be created out of a large existing educational 
1 Tony Tan, Oral History Interview, Li Ka Shing Library, SMU, 20 May 
2011 [hereinafter ‘Tony Tan Interview’].
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institution (in this case, the Singapore Institute of Management 
or SIM) As Ho recalled:
… the government didn’t even really have an idea as to what 
kind of university they wanted. We went through so many 
permutations, from a comprehensive university with 25,000 
people to a business school; and a business school alone which 
would be the monopoly business school for all of Singapore and 
all the other universities will shut down their business schools. 
We’ve gone through many, many permutations so it’s clear that 
they had not a clear idea what they wanted at all. It was Tony 
Tan … who I think has got really radical views about education 
and to me is really the person who’s shaken up the entire tertiary 
landscape in Singapore. And it’s to whom I think Singapore really 
owes its greatest debt regarding what our educational system 
overall has become at the tertiary level.
… the priority for him was to start a third university that 
would be private in nature, broadly involving management and 
business. That was it. That was all. And I think he was sort of 
winging it as much as I was. There was no discussion at that 
time about involving Wharton. The … size of university, model, 
everything was unclear.
Tony Tan only had an idea in his mind; he didn’t have a 
real direction. We were, sort of winging it together with him. 
He had aspirations, and we were working together to achieve 
those aspirations. That, to me, was an exciting period because 
we actually had a role to play. It wasn’t as if this is what it’s 
going to be, KP you take over. It was like, this is what I’d like 
to do: introduce much more flexibility to the university system, 
autonomy and so on and so forth.2
As the Government worked seriously to make Singapore a 
knowledge-based economy, DPM Tony Tan had found it difficult 
to make changes at NUS and NTU. Both universities had long 
histories and institutional memories, and change in such places 
was not easy. To compound these problems, both universities 
were created as statutory boards and thus operated more or 
less like the civil service, with all its attendant bureaucracy and 
inefficiencies. Tan’s new strategy was to get Ho — an ‘outsider’ in 
education circles — to take control of SIM and then to engender 
such changes necessary within SIM to convert it into a full-fledged 
2 Ho Kwon Ping, Oral History Interview, Li Ka Shing Library, SMU, 17 Feb 
2011 [hereinafter ‘Ho Kwon Ping Interview’].
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university. Ho would head up the Governing Council and bring 
into it his business acumen, contacts and connections while the 
actual academic planning and execution was to be carried out by 
members of the Academic Board and the Working Committee. 
Greater autonomy, coupled with a more broad-based US-style 
education system would be the way to galvanise change in the two 
established universities.3 Ho remembered thinking that if they 
could show that the new university with its different approach 
could be ‘the change catalyst’, it would completely transform 
the education landscape in Singapore.4 On more than one 
occasion, Tony Tan had voiced his frustration in being unable to 
get NUS and NTU to change and adopt new initiatives because 
of their bureaucratic structures. Both these institutions were 
constituted as statutory boards but functioned like very large 
government departments reporting directly to the Ministry of 
Education. The idea behind constituting SMU as a privately 
run university was to take it outside the direct control of the 
Ministry. This would enable the new university to move more 
quickly and adopt bold initiatives and programmes without a 
constant need to refer back to the Ministry. The change that 
this move engendered was dramatic.5
The Dramatis Personae
Dr Tony Tan Keng Yam was the real impresario behind the 
transformation of the university sector in Singapore. Born 
in 1940 to a well-to-do family, he was educated at St Patrick’s 
School where he won a State Scholarship to read Physics at the 
University of Singapore. There he topped his class and under an 
Asia Foundation scholarship, completed his MSc in operations 
research at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). 
After gaining a PhD in Applied Mathematics from the University 
of Adelaide, Tan joined the Mathematics Department at the 
University of Singapore. In 1969, he resigned his lectureship to 
join the Oversea-Chinese Banking Corporation (OCBC) where 
he did well and rose to the rank of General Manager. In 1979, 
3 Ibid.
4 Ibid.
5 Tan Chin Tiong, Oral History Interview, Li Ka Shing Library, 7 Dec 
2010 [hereinafter ‘Tan Chin Tiong Interview’].
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he entered politics, and won a 
seat as People’s Action Party 
candidate for Sembawang 
constituency. Tan was 
immediately appointed Senior 
Minister of State for Finance 
as well as Vice-Chancellor of 
the newly-created National 
University of Singapore. In 
1981, he stepped down as Vice-
Chancellor to become Minister 
for Finance and held this post 
till 1985 when he became 
Minister for Education, a 
post he held till he left Cabinet 
in 1991. He returned to the 
Cabinet in 1995 at the request 
of Prime Minister Goh Chok Tong to take up the post of Deputy 
Prime Minister and Minister for Defence.
Ho Kwon Ping did not come from academia and consistently 
protested his unsuitability for his job as Chairman of the Governing 
Council of the new university-to-be. Born in Hongkong in 1952 
and educated in an international school in Bangkok, he spent a 
year in Taiwan’s Tunghai University before leaving to study at 
Stanford University in the US. At Stanford, Ho became involved 
in the student protest movement (against the Vietnam War) and 
was suspended for a year. He was accepted by Cornell  University 
but decided not to transfer and returned to Singapore where he 
enrolled at the University of Singapore. In 1977, while working 
as a journalist for the now-defunct Far Eastern Economic Review, 
Ho was detained for two months by the Singapore Government 
under the Internal Security Act for a series of pro-communist 
articles he penned for the Review.6 When he was released, he 
returned to the University to complete his examinations and 
graduated with a BA in economics and history.
In 1981, shortly before he was to leave for France to take up 
a job in INSEAD, his father — the well-known industrialist and 
diplomat Ho Rih Hwa — suffered a stroke and Ho joined his 
father’s Wah Chang International Corporation out of a sense 
6 ‘Ho: I distorted articles to discredit govt’ Straits Times, 17 Apr 1977, at 1.
Dr Tony Tan Keng Yam, the master-
mind behind the overhaul and reform 
of tertiary education in Singapore
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of filial duty. In the years following, he proved himself be an 
extremely astute and successful businessman and built up, 
with his wife Claire Chiang, the luxury resorts group, Banyan 
Tree Holdings Ltd. A man of strong opinions and unorthodox 
ideas, Ho was picked to chair the Governing Council exactly 
because he had such an unconventional past and was prepared 
to think out of the box and take risks in a way someone from 
the establishment was unlikely to. DPM Tony Tan recalled: 
I felt that if it’s going to be a business school, we should look 
beyond the traditional sort of establishment people in order 
to form the council. And I wanted to find somebody from the 
business world, preferably someone young.…  So after looking 
around, I talked to Mr Ho Kwon Ping and asked him and told 
him, this is what we are going to do and I think you could start 
the university on a new direction.7
That said, the job of putting up the concrete plans fell on Cham 
Tao Soon (as Chairman of the Academic Board) and Tan Teck 
Meng (Head of the Working Committee). Professor Cham Tao 
Soon was a well-known university administrator and public 
figure. Born in Singapore in 1939, Cham was educated at Raffles 
Institution and won a State Scholarship to study engineering at the 
University of Malaya. He later 
won a British Commonwealth 
Scholarship to continue 
his graduate studies at 
Cambridge University where 
he obtained a PhD in Fluid 
Mechanics in 1968 before 
joining the teaching staff of 
the University of Singapore. 
In 1978, Cham was appointed 
Dean of the Faculty of 
Engineering, and it was in this 
connection that he was made 
founding President of the 
new Nanyang Technological 
Institute (NTI) in 1981. Cham 
was to be President of NTI 
7 Tony Tan Interview.
Professor Cham Tao Soon, Founding 
President of the Nanyang Technological 
University
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and the successor Nanyang Technological University (NTU) 
till his retirement in 2002 whereupon he was conferred the 
title President Emeritus. In 1997, Cham was inducted into the 
Governing Council of SIM ‘with the primary aim of spinning off 
a management university’.8
Tan Teck Meng (1947—2011) graduated with a Bachelor in 
Accounting degree from the University of Singapore before 
proceeding to the University of New South Wales where he 
obtained a Master of Commerce (Honours) in 1970. He worked 
briefly in the government-linked Chartered Industries Pte Ltd 
before joining the teaching staff 
of the School of Accounting of the 
University of Singapore in 1972. He 
moved to NTI in 1987 with the rest 
of the School of Accounting in 1987. 
In 1990, Tan became Dean of the 
School of Accountancy and Business, 
and he oversaw its transformation 
into the Nanyang Business School 
which was established in 1995. 
Tan was brought into the Council 
by NTU President Cham Tao Soon 
who felt that the help of Nanyang 
Business School was needed as SIM 
did not have full-time academics on 
its staff to work on the transition.9
the teaM coMeS together
The Working Committee
Shortly after Tan Teck Meng and the other deans of Nanyang 
Technological University (NTU) met up with DPM Tony Tan in 
1996, he was appointed Chairman of the Working Committee 
to make plans for the third university. As DPM Tan’s original 
plan had been to move the whole of the undergraduate business 
school from NTU to the new university, it made perfect sense 
8 ‘Cham Tao Soon’ <http://www.sim50.edu.sg/50-faces-of-sim/cham-
tao-soon/> (accessed 14 Nov 2014).
9 Interview with Cham Tao Soon, 18 Nov 2014.
Professor Tan Teck Meng
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to entrust Tan Teck Meng with the task of forming the Working 
Committee. Almost all the members of the Working Committee 
were from the Nanyang Business School and had known and 
worked with Teck Meng for years. Members of the Committee 
were: Low Aik Meng, Pang Yang Hoong, Leong Kwong Sin, Low 
Kee Yang, Khoo Teng Aun, Hwang Soo Chiat, Toh Thian Ser 
and Michael Gan.10 They were joined by Tan Chin Tiong and 
Tsui Kai Chong from NUS as Ho Kwon Ping was anxious that 
the team should not be made up entirely of academics from 
either university. Tan Chin Tiong was initially a member of 
the Council as NUS representative while Tsui Kai Cheong was 
approached by Tan Teck Meng through Low Aik Meng. Many 
members of the Working Committee considered it a ‘once-in-
a-lifetime opportunity’ and were happy to be part of a team to 
plan and set up a brand, new university. 
Working Through the Options
For almost a year, the team met regularly, after work or on 
Saturdays to draw up various plans for the new university, or 
rather to find ways to convert SIM into a full-fledged university. 
They met mostly on Saturdays and in the evenings — at each 
others’ homes — as Teck Meng was anxious that NTU’s time 
should not be used for this endeavour. The work was divided 
among the various sub-committees that Teck Meng established, 
each dealing with discrete but related parts of the overall plan, 
such as curriculum and facilities. Low Aik Meng recalls:
The group of 12 operated as a team, but each had specific functions 
ranging from strategic issues such as the vision and mission 
of the proposed university, core values, curriculum, teaching 
pedagogy, marketing and recruitment of the first cohort, finance, 
human resource, faculty recruitment, space planning, IT, legal 
matters such as … the Constitution of the Students Association. I 
had oversight of the curriculum, as I had earlier whilst in NTU 
been responsible for the design of the Nanyang MBA curriculum 
when it was launched in 1991. However, all decisions were based 
on consensus after much debate and deliberation.  All of us felt 
privileged and honoured but it was a huge load on our shoulders. 
We knew that the future of the proposed university as well as 
10 Low Aik Meng, Oral History Interview, Li Ka Shing Library, SMU, 
[hereinafter ‘Low Aik Meng Interview].
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its eventual image and success depended on the rigour of our 
planning.11 
In June 1997, Tan Teck Meng and SIM Executive Director John 
Yip visited business schools in Europe and America — the Haas 
School of Business at University of California, Berkeley; Wharton 
Business School at the University of Pennsylvania; the London 
School of Economics and Political Science; and the London 
Business School — to understand how a specialised finance and 
business institution might feasibly function. Personally, Teck 
Meng was in favour of the more broad-based system of the US 
schools but all their programmes took four years to complete 
and he felt that if they implemented a four-year programme, the 
new university would immediately be at a disadvantage vis-à-vis 
the three-year programmes at NUS and NTU. Tony Tan — who 
himself studied at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
(MIT) — was also personally in favour of adopting a US model for 
the new university since both NUS and NTU were universities 
operating on the traditional British model.12 Of the American 
universities he and Yip visited, Teck Meng was particularly 
impressed by the Wharton School of Business. Although most 
of his professional ties were with MIT — which had a joint 
MBA programme with NTU — he felt that Wharton’s model 
worked best since it was the only one of the schools offering 
an undergraduate degree. The people at Wharton were also 
particularly welcoming and open in sharing. 
In July 1997, Ho Kwon Ping told the press that he and his 
team would present their initial findings and recommendations 
to DPM Tony Tan in August that year, and thereafter spend a 
few months fine-tuning their recommendations before their final 
11 Low Aik Meng Interview.
12 Tan Teck Meng Interview.
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submission at the end of the year. In the meantime, he offered the 
public a sneak preview of what students hoping to gain entry into 
the new university might expect. The University would adopt an 
American system of education where potential students would 
be required to sit for an entrance test. A course-credit or unit 
system would allow students with the requisite number of credits 
to graduate, thus giving students greater flexibility in designing 
their own learning. Students would also be allowed to transfer to 
the new university from either NUS or NTU in mid-course, and 
new subjects such as information and communication technology 
and health care management would be offered. Ho also hinted at 
the use of ‘virtual learning’ where lecturers based abroad could 
give lectures through video-link.13
By August 1997, the Working Committee had completed 
its work and forwarded its recommendations to the Academic 
Board which approved them and forwarded them to the Council 
for submission to DPM Tony Tan. The Committee proposed an 
American-style, broad-based curriculum with related subjects 
like economics, sociology and accountancy. These courses 
would be developed from scratch, and focus would be on 
continuous assessment rather than semester-end examinations. 
US university nomenclature would also be adopted with the 
new university being run by a ‘President’ rather than a Vice-
Chancellor, and with all academic staff being ‘Professors’ of 
varying ranks. Most exciting was the recommendation that the 
University be situated in the city. It was anticipated that the first 
intake would be in year 2000 and that for the first three years, 
degrees would be issued by NTU. This last proposal stemmed 
from the idea that NTU’s business programmes and faculty 
would move to the new university. After this submission, 
things sat with the Ministry of Education. 
froM SIM to SMu
The Government Commits
By December 1997, it had been decided that the instead of the 
proposed ‘SIM University’, Singapore’s third university would be 
13 ‘New SIM university will take radical approach’ Straits Times, 16 July 
1997, at 2.
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named the Singapore Management University. The naming of the 
university also involved long discussions with the officials at the 
Ministry of Education. One name that was floated was ‘Singapore 
University of Management’ but the acronym — SUM — did not 
sound good. Eventually, the Ministry returned to one of the 
original names that surfaced during discussions — Singapore 
Management University. As DPM Tony Tan recalled:
… eventually, like many of these things, we actually ended up 
with the first suggestion which was Singapore Management 
University after going around, several months. We, in fact hired 
a firm of branding consultants to give us ideas about the brand, 
about the logo and so on … But you always end up with your first 
suggestion. That’s the simplest and the most direct name. It had 
to have … the word ‘Singapore’ …  the word ‘management’ has to 
be there, and the word ‘university’ has to be there, so put them all 
together and it comes up to Singapore Management University. 
In retrospect, … this was the obvious choice. We need not have 
gone to all this trouble.14
In January 1998, Ho Kwon Ping told the press that SIM was set 
to ‘achieve university status in seven or eight years’ and that it 
will eventually be located in a ‘prime, urban’ site. At the same 
time, SIM would, starting from Year 2000, admit 1,400 students 
in a four-year programme leading up to a Bachelor of Business 
Management (BBM) degree to be awarded initially by NTU. This 
scheme would continue till 2005 when SMU would be given the 
authority to confer its own degrees. Ho also told the public that 
the Wharton School of the University of Pennsylvania would 
provide consultancy services for a five-year term to help establish 
this university. 
Ho explained that the mission was to ‘create a first-class 
university devoted to the study and practice of management’ and 
that ‘in the process’, it would ‘introduce innovation’ in all it did 
from its criteria in accepting students, its location as a city campus, 
its curriculum, and the entire pedagogy. The aim, he added, is ‘to 
attract those who are intelligent and creative in different ways.’ 
Admission requirements would also be different from those of 
NUS and NTU which were based purely on the GCE ‘A’ level 
examinations as SMU’s applicants would be expected to sit for 
the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) taken by students applying to 
14 Tony Tan Interview.
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universities in the United States.15 Ho further announced that 
the new university would be temporarily housed at the Bukit 
Timah campus that was soon to be vacated by the National 
Institute of Education (NIE).
Up to this point, the plan was still to have the entire cohort 
of NTU undergraduate business programmes moved over to 
SIM, and to reduce the intake of NUS’s undergraduate business 
students. A Ministry of Education circular stated:
In January 1998, SIM announced the establishment of a new 
private university to be called the SMU. The new university 
will admit its first batch of students for the proposed course 
in Business Management from 2000. The degree will initially 
be accredited and awarded by the NTU until SMU acquires 
its charter to grant its own degrees. From 2000, NTU will stop 
admitting new students to its Business course while the NUS 
will slightly reduce its intake into the undergraduate Business 
Administration programme.…
… From 2000 onwards, all NTU Business courses will be 
conducted at the new SMU. Students who enrol for the First Year 
of the NTU Business course in July 1998 will study their Final 
Year at SMU while students who enrol in July 1999 will do both 
their Second and Final Years of study there.16 
The circular also stated that NUS would reduce its Business 
Administration course intake from 600 to 500 in 2000; 400 in 
2001 and 300 in 2002. With such a public announcement, the 
die was cast. By the end of February 1998, it was clear that the 
Singapore Government was whole-heartedly committed to the 
project of a brand new, American-style third university and a full-
time team had to be assembled to push these nascent proposals 
to the next level. 
15 M Nirmala, ‘First intake of 1,400 students in the year 2000] Straits 
Times, 20 Jan 1998;see also, ‘City campus for 3rd S’pore university’ 
Business Times, 20 Jan 1998.
16 ‘Information for Applicants Choosing Business Administration/
Business Courses at NUS/NTU’, Ministry of Education, Edun C09-
01-034, 28 Feb 1998; see also ‘NTU business students to move to new 
university’ Straits Times, 3 Mar 1998, at 36.
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The Pioneers 
From the outset, it had been DPM Tony Tan’s idea to capitalise 
on SIM’s existing programmes and upgrade and modify them 
to a sufficiently high level that SIM could be transformed into 
a university. As noted above, the new university was to have 
become the sole university in Singapore offering undergraduate 
business, accountancy, and finance courses. This would mean 
that NUS and NTU would cease offering courses by 2000 and 
perhaps focus on post-graduate MBA programmes.17 Had this 
proposal materialised, it would have meant Tan Teck Meng 
and his team migrating the entire undergraduate teaching of 
the Nanyang Business School to the new university. The job 
of the Working Committee — which comprised senior faculty 
of the Nanyang Business School — was thus to work through 
the existing courses of SIM to determine how they could be 
adapted for use in the new university. 
On 1 March 1998, Tan Teck Meng, Low Aik Meng and Tan 
Chin Tiong resigned their posts at NTU and NUS, respectively, 
and became the first employees of the Singapore Management 
University (SMU).18 Technically speaking, the trio were 
employees of SIM since SMU had not yet been legally 
established. Tan Teck Meng was appointed Deputy President 
and Provost-Designate while Tan Chin Tiong and Low Aik Meng 
were appointed Deputy Provosts. The new university had no 
other staff at this point. Teck Meng’s decision to quit NTU and 
move over to SMU was logical since he anticipated bringing 
all his NTU business undergraduate classes along with him to 
the new institution. His erstwhile Vice-Dean, Low Aik Meng 
had pledged to support him and resigned to ‘show faith’ in the 
start-up ‘and to show that it was not going to be a half-hearted 
effort.’19 Tan Chin Tiong deliberated the offer and decided that 
it was ‘kind of cool to do something new’ and resigned his post 
at NUS to avoid any conflict of interests.20 There was, at this 
time, no President of the university yet because Ho Kwon Ping 
17 Alison de Souza, ‘NUS, NTU may stop business courses’ Straits Times, 
24 Apr 1997, at 36.
18 Low Aik Meng Interview.
19 Ibid.
20 Tan Chin Tiong Interview.
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was keen to bring in someone from outside Singapore to helm 
the new institution. When SMU was eventually incorporated 
in 2000, Teck Meng was confirmed as Deputy President while 
Tan Chin Tiong was made Provost.21
In the next few months, the troika was joined by their 
erstwhile colleagues from NTU and NUS. Next to join SMU 
were Pang Yang Hoong, Low Kee Yang and Leong Kwong Sin 
in August 1998; followed by Tsui Kai Chong from NUS, who 
joined in October 1998. For Pang, Low and Leong, their last 
months at NTU were not terribly pleasant, especially after they 
had made known their resignations.22
… In a Makeshift Office
The pioneering team of six — Tan Teck Meng, Tan Chin Tiong, 
Low Aik Meng, Low Kee Yang, Pang Yang Hoong and Tsui Kai 
Chong — were finally on board and could dedicate their full efforts 
to establishing the university. As the plan had hitherto been for 
them to develop and grow SIM into a full-fledged university, 
SIM provided them seed funding for salaries, disbursements and 
meeting room facilities as well. This was not satisfactory since 
the team needed its own office. As the Government had already 
earmarked the historic Bukit Timah campus as SMU’s temporary 
home, Tan Teck Meng set about looking for office space nearby. He 
noticed that there was a row of ‘black and white bungalows’ along 
Evans Road and applied to the Urban Redevelopment Authority 
(URA) — who were landlords of the properties — for permission 
to use one of them as an office. This request was turned down 
on grounds that these bungalows were not meant to be used as 
offices. So the team ended up running up and down to SIM and 
various other places to meet until Ho Kwon Ping offered them 
a space in his office building along Upper Bukit Timah Road. 
Tan Teck Meng agreed, but not before insisting that this be an 
arm’s length deal with SMU paying rent at market rates. The deal 
was struck, and thanks to the fact that a nearby building offered 
very low rents, Teck Meng got a bargain from Ho. The building, 
21 Ibid.
22  Pang Yang Hoong, Oral History Interview, Li Ka Shing Library, SMU, 
27 Apr 2010 [hereinafter ‘Pang Yang Hoong Interview’]; and Low Kee 
Yang, Oral History Interview, Li Ka Shing Library, SMU, 12 Nov 2010 
[hereinafter ‘Low Kee Yang Interview’].
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The ‘Pioneers’ of SMU. Seated (L-R): Tan Teck Meng, Tsui Kai Chong, Ho Kwon Ping, Tan 
Chin Tiong and Pang Yang Hoong.
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Standing (L-R): Low Aik Meng, Khoo Teng Aun, Michael Gan, Low Kee Yang, Leong Kwong 
Sin, and Hwang Soo Chiat.
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then known as Wah Chang House, was the headquarters of 
Ho’s business empire, and the room which SMU rented was a 
vacant room on the ground floor.23 
The room was as bare as old Mother Hubbard’s proverbial 
cupboard. There was no computer, no telephone or fax machine, 
only a few old desks, but no chairs. At the beginning, the team 
was literally working off the floor of the office. Staff had to rely 
on their own resources and equipment to get work done.24 The 
office was slightly reorganised when Pang Yang Hoong, Low 
Kee Yang and Leong Kwong Sin joined the team on 1 August 
1998. As more people needed to be accommodated, something 
had to be done. As Pang Yang Hoong recalled: 
… we had rented the ground floor of Wah Chang House and we 
were looking at it and saying, ‘This certainly doesn’t look like a 
university office at all.’ So the very first task was to rearrange 
the ground floor and set up work stations so that each of us 
could sit. That took us about a week or so. Then we had to get 
new partitions.… each of us had a cubicle six feet by six feet. It 
was just a little cubicle and as all of us had resigned from our 
previous jobs, we had all these boxes … around us because we 
had no shelves. We had no place to put them, so if you came into 
the office at that time, it was quite a challenge to find anyone 
sitting in a cubicle because you had to climb over the boxes …25
Getting Down to Work
Having now settled themselves into a proper office space, the 
real work began. The team sat down and started working out 
a ‘roadmap’ for their tasks ahead. Leong Kwong Sin, who was 
not only experienced in tactical planning, but also a wizard at 
project management and Excel spread-sheets, worked out the 
first ‘Milestone Chart’. This chart set out the roadmap for what 
was to be accomplished with all major points to be completed 
before the new University could be started.26 Leong explains the 
methodology he employed:
23 Tan Teck Meng Interview.
24 Ibid.
25 Pang Yang Hoong Interview.
26 Ibid.
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What I did was to use a simple programme evaluation review 
technique (PERT). It is a project management tool that translates 
into a milestone chart because it is easier for lay people without 
all the maths and things involved. And essentially we identified 
about a dozen or thirteen major things that we have to achieve.… 
Everybody knew their tasks, mainly assigned through the 
Milestone Chart …. It’s a simple project management tool. The 
planning for the third university may involve a lot of things but 
there are not really that many major activities. For example, if 
you build a big building, there are only about 30 major activities 
you need to accomplish. There may be hundreds of sub-activities, 
but that’s at a different level. 27
One of the first tasks which the team set itself was to work on a 
mission statement for the new university. The team spent a whole 
day brainstorming on what kind of university they wanted to 
have and came up with a mission statement that is very similar 
to the current one:
To create and disseminate knowledge. SMU aspires to generate 
leading-edge research with global impact as well as to produce 
broad-based, creative and entrepreneurial leaders for the 
knowledge-based economy. SMU is committed to an interactive, 
participative, and technologically-enabled learning experience. 
Towards this end, it will provide a rewarding and challenging 
environment for faculty, staff and students to kindle and sustain 
a passion for excellence.
Having determined the mission statement, the team had to figure 
out how to operationalize it. Pang explains:
… so based on what we set out in the mission statement, we 
looked at what we wanted to do in the area of research, what we 
wanted to do in the area of teaching and faculty development, 
what we wanted to do in the area of curriculum development, 
and then in entrepreneurship, and then if we want a world-class 
university, it’s got to be a globalised one, so where do we go from 
there.28 
Two months later, the team came up with document entitled 
Making Words Come Alive which sought to operationalise the 
Mission Statement. This enabled the team to know what sort of 
27  Leong Kwong Sin, Oral History Interview, Li Ka Shing Library, SMU, 
13 Jul 2010 [hereinafter ‘Leong Kwong Sin Interview’].
28 Pang Yang Hoong Interview.
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university they had collectively envisaged and planned. The team, 
clearly revelling in being able to start with a blank slate, wanted a 
university ‘that would be very proactive in world-class research’ 
with a curriculum and pedagogy ‘that would be different from 
the other universities.’29
The team was also anxious that certain core values be 
embedded in the entire educational process to make the SMU 
graduate distinctive. They deliberated at length on what these 
core values might be and arrived at six key CIRCLE values: 
Commitment, Integrity, Responsibility, Collegiality, Leadership 
and Excellence. As Low Aik Meng recalls, the team hoped that 
these values would imbue the SMU graduate ‘with soul’.30  The 
team also considered SMU’s corporate philosophy on how 
staff and students were to be treated. Pang Yang Hoong, Leong 
Kwong Sin, Low Aik Meng and Tsui Kai Chong developed two 
acronyms to encapsulate how the University saw students and 
faculty. The first was FRIEND — which stands for ‘Focus, 
Responsibility, Intellectual, Entrepreneurial, Noble, and 
Dynamic — which was used to refer to students. Faculty was 
referred to as TALENT — Teacher, Academic, Leader, Expert, 
Natural and Team Player.31
The team scheduled regular meetings in the office but their 
meetings tended to be lively and noisy and this proved rather 
disruptive to the master tenant. Although there were two 
meeting rooms in the building, the team’s preferred meeting 
room was a nearby coffee shop run by an Indian man who 
made excellent coffee and ginger tea. It was to this coffee-shop 
that members of the team would often retire to carry on their 
conversations, and it was in this more relaxed atmosphere that 
many solutions were found and decisions made. The coffee 
shop was informally and affectionately dubbed ‘Meeting Room 
3’ by the team. As Hwang Soo Chiat — who joined the team 
with Khoo Teng Aun on 1 April 1999 — recalled, ‘a lot of things 
were actually decided in that little coffee-shop’ and the time 
spent there was more enjoyable than anywhere else during that 
29 Ibid.
30 Low Aik Meng Interview.
31 Ibid.
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time.32 As Leong Kwong Sin recalled, a ‘lot of time was spent 
debating the curriculum, … and things like what the structure 
of the university should look like.’33
Some members of the team were given specific tasks. 
Hwang Soo Chiat, for example, was put in charge of the 
Human Resources Department and was, for a time, Acting 
Human Resource Director for SMU. In this connection, Hwang 
worked on the faculty and staff manual, and even had to attend 
a course on the human resource module of the enterprise 
resource planning (ERP) system SMU intended to purchase 
from German enterprise software firm, SAP. Khoo Teng Aun, 
who was in charge of accounting, also attended the accounting 
module of that same course.34 Low Kee Yang, the only lawyer 
on the team, was, quite naturally, assigned the task of working 
through the corporate structure and constitution of the new 
university while Pang Yang Hoong was tasked with reviewing 
the curriculum. 
32 Hwang Soo Chiat, Oral History Interview, Li Ka Shing Library, SMU, 
12 Oct 2010 [hereinafter ‘Hwang Soo Chiat Interview’].
33 Leong Kwong Sin Interview.
34 Ibid.
Many key decisions pertaining to SMU were made over frothy cups of teh tarik (pulled 
tea) at ‘Meeting Room 3’, the coffeeshop along Cheong Chin Nam Road.
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Leong Kwong Sin was tasked with working out the finance 
side of things and was, as he claimed, the first Chief Financial 
Officer of the university. One of his immediate tasks was to 
project a budget needed for their operations once the decision 
had been made to establish SMU as an independent university. 
This proved to be quite a challenge because the initial amount 
allocated was just below that which required Cabinet approval. 
However, this was only about a quarter of what was required 
for the first year of planning alone. Over the course of a few 
days, including the Chinese New Year holidays, Leong reworked 
the entire budget which ballooned to four-and-a-half times 
the initial allocation. Despite some delays, the Government 
approved the budget as prepared by Leong.35 One of the most 
difficult things the Ministry of Education asked Leong to do 
was to provide them with a 15-year budget. Knowing full well 
that no person could really prepare a realistic 15-year budget, 
Leong nonetheless set about doing it, giving them ‘a very big 
ballpark figure’. 
Even though much of the work done by the Working 
Committee — especially with respect to curriculum — was 
jettisoned once it was decided that SMU would work with 
the Wharton School, the pioneering team were instrumental 
in establishing the administrative and support structure that 
would form the backbone of the University. Their pioneering 
work was significant in enabling SMU to get off on the right 
foot. 
Decoupling from SIM
The task of transforming a large organisation like SIM into a third 
university was a lot more difficult and problematic than Tony Tan 
or the Working Committee anticipated. Difficulties arose on two 
fronts. The first was the problem of converting and upgrading 
SIM’s course offerings to a university level; and the second 
pertained to SIM’s legal status. Beyond the difficulty in converting 
SIM into the SIM University or SIMU, the Working Committee 
was also concerned that as an ongoing institution, SIM remained 
extremely relevant and important in providing tertiary education 
35 Ibid.
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opportunities to working adults. If SIM was transformed into the 
third university, then another SIM-like institution would need to 
be created from scratch, and this would be a total waste of time.36 
John Yip, speaking for SIM remembered having to convince 
DPM Tony Tan not to turn SIM, into a university but to retain 
it as SIM whose ‘facilities and experience’ could be used to ‘put 
together a concept for SMU.’37
The legal problem was rather more complicated. SIM had 
been registered as a society under the Societies Act and was 
organised like a private club with its assets collectively owned by 
its members. The task of studying and figuring out the legalities 
fell on Low Kee Yang, the only law professor on the Task Force. 
Low was also convinced that if the Government were to take over 
SIM there would be major legal issues. For one, the Government 
would need to take over the private assets of SIM and pay off 
members of the society. It would be far better to start with a 
clean slate, and the recommendation to do so was made to the 
Governing Council. Ho Kwon Ping recalled: 
… all of us came to the conclusion that SIM was not a workable 
model, largely because SIM comprises paying members of the 
public, and if you were, if the government was to pay for this 
university, I mean it just became a very convoluted vehicle.… So 
anyway, going back, we convinced Dr Tan that SIM wasn’t going 
to work. So we basically suggested that SMU be created, as an 
Act of Parliament, like the other two universities.38
Wharton and the fIrSt preSIdent
The Wharton Connection
At the time DPM Tony Tan was pushing for a third university, the 
Economic Development Board was also working hard to attract 
foreign universities to establish satellite campuses in Singapore 
36 Ibid.
37 John Yip, Oral History Interview, Li Ka Shing Library, 1 Nov 2010 
[hereinafter, ‘John Yip Interview’].
38 Ho Kwon Ping Interview.
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as part of Singapore’s Global Schoolhouse Initiative.39 Among 
the early high-profile successes in this quest were INSEAD 
and the University of Chicago Graduate School of Business 
which were both established in 2000. One obvious high-profile 
target under this scheme was Wharton School at the University 
of Pennsylvania. Established in 1881 through the bequest of 
businessman Joseph Wharton, the School was the first collegiate 
business school in the world. Over the years, it established a 
formidable reputation for teaching and scholarship and was 
consistently ranked among the very best business schools in 
the world.
The initial official link with Wharton was established through 
John Yip, Executive Director of SIM. Yip knew Richard Herring,40 
a Finance professor then teaching part-time at the NUS and had 
some discussions with him on the possibility of SIM linking 
up with Wharton. In his efforts to find a suitable partner for 
SIM in this new enterprise, DPM Tony Tan visited a number 
of universities in the United States to meet up with faculty 
and administrators of the various business schools and found 
particular support and enthusiasm from the Wharton School 
Tan recalls his reception at Wharton:
So when I visited the US, I visited a number of universities and to 
discuss with them, find out whether any of them were interested in 
partnering the Singapore Government in establishing a university 
in Singapore. The University of Pennsylvania and its Wharton 
School were extremely enthusiastic about the possibility. At that 
time the Wharton School, recognising the growth of Asia, was 
trying to find a means of increasing their footprint here. And they 
felt that they needed to have a base here. But, as usual, they’re 
not quite sure how to proceed. And partnering the Singapore 
government to form a management university in Singapore 
seemed to be the ideal. From the Singapore Government’s point 
of view we would be in partnership with a very prestigious 
and well-known school of management in the US, the Wharton 
School. We have the full backing of the university establishment 
39 See generally Mun-Heng Toh, ‘Internationalization of Tertiary 
Education Services in Singapore’, Asian Development Bank Institute 
Working Paper 338 (Tokyo: ADBI, 2012).
40 At the time of writing, Richard J Herring is Jacob Safra Professor of 
International Banking and Professor of Finance at the Wharton School 
of Business.
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including its President, I believe it was Judith Rodin41 at that 
time. Yes, she was very enthusiastic about it.  It was very 
important to have complementary interests, and it’ll provide 
a new model for business education in Singapore. So we were 
able to agree on a joint venture fairly quickly, including the 
terms, what would Wharton do, who would come, and so on.42 
Given the enthusiastic response from Wharton, it was quickly 
decided that while Wharton would not establish an overseas 
campus in Singapore, it would enter into a five-year consultancy 
agreement to work with SIM to establish a business university. 
John Yip was responsible for drafting the Memorandum of 
Understanding which was signed at Wharton in January 1998. 
Yip recalled:
… when the understanding was reached that we could have this 
relationship, I put together an MOU, which we subsequently 
signed with Wharton.… The document was signed at Wharton. 
And since Dr Cham was the President of NTU [and] was in UK 
at that time, I said, ‘Well, why don’t you come over to Wharton, 
have a look for yourself? Since you are the Chairman of the 
41 Judith Rodin served as the seventh President of the University of 
Pennsylvania from 1994 to 2004.
42 Tony Tan Interview.
Signing of the MOU to establish the Wharton-SMU Research Centre by SMU Chair-
man Ho Kwon Ping (left) and Wharton Deputy Dean, Janice Bellace; and looking on 
are Dr Tony Tan (left) and Rear Admiral Teo Chee Hean
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Academic Board, see for yourself and sign the MOU?’ And I will 
be the witness to the MOU, just like Janice Bellace signed the 
MOU with Richard Herring as the witness.43
Janice Bellace, who was to become SMU’s first President, 
remembered that the first tentative steps in collaboration started 
with the EDB contacting Wharton School about the possibility 
of establishing a campus in Singapore and running an MBA 
programme. It was also a time when Wharton was looking to 
expand its research into Asia and was looking for a partner 
institution to further that object. Wharton turned down the 
EDB’s invitation but continued exploring the possibility of some 
kind of collaboration so that Wharton faculty could have a place 
where they could ‘do research and learn much more about the 
economy and culture of parts of Asia’.44 This was to directly 
lead to the establishment of the Wharton-SMU Research 
Centre. However, the Singapore officials persuaded Wharton to 
broaden its terms of engagement, and this led to the signing of 
a five-year agreement for Wharton to assist SMU to establish a 
business university.45 
A Wharton President
When SMU was formally established in March 1997, the post 
of university President was left vacant as Ho Kwon Ping and his 
Council were anxious to engage an American academic for this 
position. The idea was that if SMU was to promote an American-
style system of tertiary learning, it would be better to get an 
American to head the university. Tan Chin Tiong recalled that 
the Board actually engaged a head-hunter to find SMU a president 
43 John Yip Interview.
44 Janice Bellace, Orgal History Interview, Li Ka Shing Library, 27 Apr 
2010 [hereinafter ‘Janice Bellace Interview’].
45 Marissa Chew, ‘Wharton-SMU Research Centre set up’ Business 
Times, 11 Jun 1999. Nine Wharton faculty members were set to begin 
research in Singapore in 2000: Professors Teck-Hua Ho, Stephen 
J Hoch, Olivia S Mitchell, Jehoshua Eliashberg, Ian C MacMillan, 
Max Boisot, Bruce Kogut, Adrian E Tschoegl and Stephen J Kobrin. 
See ‘Singapore Management University: The Inaugural Opening 
Convocation — Asia’s New University for the Borderless Millennium 
Opens under the Skies’, SMU Press Release, available at <http://ink.
library.smu.edu.sg/oh_pressrelease/7> (accessed 1 Oct 2014).
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but few names surfaced, and of the two Ho interviewed, neither 
was suitable. The search for a President proved rather more 
difficult than Ho had expected, but this did not surprise those in 
academia. The most established academics who might be suitable 
for the presidency of SMU were in all probability highly-valued 
in their respective institutions and serving in senior academic or 
administrative positions. The likelihood of getting someone like 
that to uproot himself or herself and decamp to Singapore to start 
up a new university was very small. 
In March 1998, Ho Kwon Ping wrote to Janice Bellace, then 
Deputy Dean of Wharton and the prime mover in the Wharton-
SMU collaboration, asking her if she would be prepared to serve 
as Special Advisory to him, as Chairman of the SMU Board. She 
agreed and was offered the presidency of the university. Bellace 
recalls: 
… what happened in March was that I was contacted about 
my ability to serve as a special advisor to the Chairman of the 
board on certain terms and I wrote back and said that I would 
be pleased to do that but that as I was stepping down as Deputy 
Dean – this was to Ho Kwon Ping – you might want the person 
who’s the Deputy Dean of the Wharton School, and if that’s the 
case, I understand completely. 
Janice Bellace, Deputy Dean of the Wharton School, who went on to serve  
as Founding President of SMU.
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And then 48 hours later, I got an email saying essentially, well 
then, we’ll make you this offer, and the offer was would you be 
the first president.… I think I was really surprised.… separately 
months before, I knew that SMU was searching for a president 
and I had been asked if I wanted my name in the consideration, 
and I said ‘No’. So the way it came about is curious. Serendipity 
I would say. So that’s what surprised me. 
By the way I had said ‘No’ partly because of, at that point in 
time, I couldn’t move, so I said ‘No, this is impossible’. So when 
the offer was made to me, it was known that I would not pick up 
and move. So we discussed that and that’s how that happened.46 
Bellace delights in telling the story of how the offer of the 
presidency came by way of an email from Ho Kwon Ping. 
Luckily, she said, ‘there was not so much spam and junk mail 
in those days.’ She correspondingly confirmed her acceptance to 
Ho by email as well. Even though she could not commit herself 
full-time to the enterprise, Bellace decided to accept the position 
because it was ‘such an exciting opportunity’, especially since 
few people ‘ever get the opportunity to start something from 
scratch.’47 Bellace’s appointment as SMU’s first President was 
viewed positively all round. As DPM Tony Tan reflected, years 
later, Bellace’s acceptance was ‘very significant’ as it would 
ensure a ‘very close nexus between SMU and Wharton’. At the 
same time, she was able to recruit top faculty from around the 
world on the basis of her personal reputation and standing, and 
this created a positive public image for the university.48
Bellace’s appointment was for a period of two years, and as 
she was due for some study leave from Wharton, she spent two 
out of every six weeks in Singapore. When a press conference was 
called to announce her appointment in June 1999, Bellace said, 
‘It is a great honour to have been selected to lead the Singapore 
Management University, the first new Asian university of the 21st 
century.’49
46 Janice Bellace Interview.
47 Ibid.
48 Tony Tan Interview.
49 ‘Wharton deputy dean is SMU president’ Straits Times, 11 Jun 1999.
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The Wharton Model?
Having chosen Wharton as principal partner in the creation of 
the new university, it naturally followed that  Wharton’s methods, 
systems and curriculum would be adopted and adapted as a 
matter of course. This was, as Tony Tan envisaged. He wanted 
the new university to adopt a more broad-based American style of 
education which would distinguish it from NUS and NTU, both 
British-style comprehensive universities.50 While SMU adopted 
many things from Wharton, its academic programme was of its 
own making. Central to the new curriculum was that it should 
provide students with a broad-based education. At the Business 
School, Low Aik Meng, Leong Kwong Sin and Tsui Kai Chong 
took Wharton’s syllabus as well as those of other schools and 
hammered out a curriculum that was uniquely SMU’s. Low 
explains:
As the Government had earlier decided on collaboration with the 
Wharton School, it was natural to use it as a starting block for 
the design of the SMU curriculum. However, we made various 
changes and additions to make the SMU curriculum more 
unique. For instance, we decided to implement a compulsory 
internship component to ensure that our students graduate with 
some work experience, making them more employable. Further, 
employers would also get to know the quality of our students. 
Another compulsory requirement was community service. 
We wanted to inculcate in students the spirit of giving back to 
society and to nurture students with a heart. Another addition 
was a course module named Business Study Mission (BSM) 
which we had implemented successfully in the Nanyang MBA 
programme. We saw the importance of developing in students 
a global mindset. Study trips overseas, visiting companies, 
interacting with top management — all these would provide our 
students with a better understanding of operating in different 
cultures, as well as economic, political and legal systems. 
The BSM is now become a very popular feature of the SMU 
undergraduate curricula.51
Anyone comparing the curriculum set out in SMU’s first 
prospectus with that of Wharton’s will quickly realise how 
different they look. Wharton’s impact on the Accounting 
50 Tan Chin Tiong Interview.
51 Low Aik Meng Interview.
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curriculum and research was even more negligible. As Pang Yang 
Hoong recalled: 
For accountancy, I would say the impact on both research and 
curriculum has been negligible. I did make a trip to Wharton 
in 2000, when I was designing the programme, to visit the 
Accounting faculty there. Basically the Wharton faculty felt that 
they were not interested to link up with a brand new university 
in Asia because… it is so competitive to publish accounting 
papers in top journals in the US. ‘We can’t spare the time to 
visit you because we feel that you will not add value to us.’ So 
although we had collaboration … and I extended invitations to 
a lot of Accounting faculty to visit us, not a single one accepted 
my invitation. None came and no one wanted to do research 
with our faculty because we were just rookies. So in terms of 
research, we had no assistance from Wharton; in terms of the 
curriculum, Wharton does not have an Accounting degree so 
there was no opportunity for collaboration.52
The SMU team — having come from both NTU and NUS — were 
also anxious to address what they saw to be a major problem with 
graduates from those two universities — the lack of confidence and 
the inability to articulate their thoughts, or to question convention. 
They were, on the whole, too passive. To differentiate SMU from 
the other universities, the team decided that they would adopt 
MBA pedagogy in the classroom. This would mean much smaller 
classrooms, and a highly-interactive and participative classroom. 
As Tan Chin Tiong recounted, all students needed to quickly get 
used to the idea of bringing their own name placards to class, 
volunteering, interrogating and leading class discussions. This 
intensive interactivity engages the students’ attention and also 
helps strengthen their self-confidence. After four years of this 
kind of interaction, speaking up confidently in public becomes 
second nature.53
Two other components were embedded into the SMU 
curriculum — a compulsory course on ethics and a mandatory 
requirement of 80 hours of community service. These were 
supplemented by courses that would promote attributes like 
leadership, team-building, ethics and social responsibility. These 
initiatives, including a three-day Leadership and Teambuilding 
52 Pang Yang Hoong Interview.
53 Tan Chin Tiong Interview.
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camp, were designed to ‘inculcate the core SMU CIRCLE values’.54 
One innovation introduced by the team that caught the public 
attention was the American-style course bidding system using 
‘e-dollars’. Under this system, all students enrol for up to five 
courses using their e-dollars. Any unused e-dollars are carried 
forward for use in the following term.55
From Teaching to Research University
By the time Bellace came on board as President, the Government 
had completely reversed its initial plan to phase out undergraduate 
business education at NUS and NTU and have the students 
transferred over to SMU. Indeed, the proposal met with strong 
resistance at both universities. As DPM Tony Tan recalled:
I felt at that time that with the establishment of SMU providing 
undergraduate business education in Singapore, NUS and NTU 
may like to take a look at their business schools and instead 
of providing undergraduate education, transform their own 
business schools into graduate institutions, only taking in 
students for MBAs and higher degrees rather than providing 
undergraduate courses. But of course 
this has to be discussed with the NUS 
and NTU councils and with their 
management. I think they went into 
this in great detail and eventually they 
decided that ‘No’, they will not close 
down their undergraduate classes. 
Instead they would try and build on 
the undergraduate schools to increase 
their postgraduate output which they 
have done.56
Staff and students of both universities 
did not want to transfer to the new 
university. It was a setback for the 
team at SMU and initially rankled the 
54 Low Aik Meng Interview.
55 ‘Singapore Management University Matriculation Day: Innovative 
Pioneer Undergraduates will bid for courses using e-dollars’, SMU Press 
Release, available at <http://ink.lib.smu.edu.sg/oh_pressrelease> 
(accessed 1 Oct 2014).
56 Tony Tan Interview
SMU Founding Provost  
Tan Chin Tiong.
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pioneer team. When Bellace took office as President, she critically 
re-examined SMU’s strategic plan and very quickly concluded 
that the idea of starting up a large university with a projected 
student population of 15,000 was ‘not going to fly’, and neither 
was the idea that NTU should continue conferring degrees for 
students of SMU. Tan Chin Tiong recalls: 
The decision at that juncture was that we should be on our own. 
We should develop our own faculty, doing everything from 
ground up, and, as a result, a 15,000 student university is not 
going to fly, and the number was cut down from 15,000 to 6,000.57
One immediate upshot of this decision was that SMU would 
need to return a number of land parcels which the Government 
had allocated to the University since the physical planners had 
provisioned for a 15,000-strong university.
From the outset, Ho Kwon Ping was not keen on building a 
big university. Years later, he recalled: ‘We saw ourselves more 
like a Princeton, we’re Ivy League … [with] about six, eight 
thousand undergraduate students so, we thought we’d like, we’d 
rather be small.’58 Neither did he personally endorse the idea 
of SMU becoming the sole provider of undergraduate business 
education: 
We actually didn’t want that, because it’s against my personal 
values and the whole values that SMU were set up on … I 
wouldn’t call it competition as such, I would say, diversity is 
always good. That’s a fundamental value, even within the ethos 
of SMU itself. We don’t want all top academic performers. We 
don’t want all Singaporeans. We don’t want. Diversity has an 
inherent value, in and of itself. And diversity in the choice you 
give to Singaporeans, are, first of all, it does lead to competition, 
which is very healthy. I think having NUS and NTU business 
schools that are doing very well can only be good for us because 
it makes Singapore as a destination for, for high quality business 
education, that will rub off on SMU.59
57 Tan Chin Tiong Interview.
58 Ho Kwon Ping Interview.
59 Ibid.
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IdentIty and perSonalIty
Legalities
One of the most difficult problems facing the team had to do with 
the incorporation of SMU. There was no local precedent for the 
kind of university SMU was intended to be. Both NUS and NTU 
were created by Acts of Parliament and were legally statutory 
boards under the purview of the Ministry of Education. SMU 
was intended to be an entirely different creature. It was ostensibly 
a private university, but one which received funding from the 
Government of Singapore. SMU was thus incorporated as a 
company limited by guarantee under the Companies Act. This 
was done on 12 January 2000 with Ho Kwon Ping and Michael 
Fam60 as the two subscribers of the company. On 1 April 2000, 
the Singapore Management University Act (Cap 302A) was 
passed by Parliament to recognise the corporate entity, allow it 
to ‘confer and award degrees, diplomas and certificates’61 and 
to allow the Government to ‘pay the university company such 
moneys as may be provided by Parliament, from time to time, 
for the funding of the university company.’62
The Articles of Association — the company’s constitution — 
was, also drafted to allow the Board of Trustees greater say in 
the management of the university, compared to those of NUS and 
NTU. Low Kee Yang, who was in charge of this process, was also 
anxious to include as much of the Wharton philosophy in the legal 
documents and worked through the Wharton documentation 
with a fine-toothed comb. Low recalled being especially taken by 
the Wharton philosophy encapsulated in the phrase ‘Academic 
Freedom with Responsibility’.63 His version of this philosophy 
is to be found in Article 59 of SMU’s Articles of Association 
which reads:
60 Dr Michael Fam Yue Onn was then Chairman of Fraser & Neave 
Centrepoint Ltd. With a distinguished corporate career, Fam had 
previously served on the Council of NTU from 1982 to 1983.
61 Section 3 Singapore Management University Act, Cap 302A, Singapore 
Statutes.
62 Section 6(1) Singapore Management University Act, Cap 302A, 
Singapore Statutes. 
63 Low Kee Yang Interview.
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59. It is the policy of the University to maintain and encourage 
freedom of inquiry, discourse, teaching, research and publication. 
At the same time, the University expects its Faculty members to 
exercise their freedom responsibly, within the realms of law and 
of ethics, and bearing in mind the good name of the University.
The legal structure of SMU was very much an experiment since 
the Government was anxious that the university be run along 
private sector lines without the debilitating bureaucracy and red 
tape that typically encumbers public bodies and statutory boards. 
At the same time, no private university can survive and perform 
at the level expected of SMU without substantial government 
funding. This is what made the crafting of the legal documents 
particularly tricky, and it surprised many how long it took for all 
the legal details to be worked out. The final structure of SMU was 
most succinctly described by Howard Hunter, third President of 
SMU, and himself a law professor, as follows: 
SMU … is a private limited company incorporated under the 
laws of Singapore as a non-profit private limited company with 
an independent board of trustees. We have a contract with the 
Ministry of Education for funding. That contract is in the form of 
a performance agreement where we agree that we will accomplish 
certain things. Some of them are pretty straightforward. We’ll be 
a certain size, we’ll take students etc. Some of them very specific, 
because these are redone every five years. Some are permanent 
performance issues; some are five-year performance things. And 
in return for our agreeing to do those things, we get funding 
from the government, both capitation grants for undergraduate 
students and research funding for faculty research and a separate 
set of funds for postgraduate students who are doing PhDs.64 
This structure worked so well that the Government used the 
same format to legally restructure both NUS and NTU in 2006. 
At the time, the Ministry of Education’s officer coordinating 
this process was Tan Hang Cheong, a dynamic officer who fast-
tracked SMU’s creation by sticking out his neck and moving the 
passage of the Singapore Management University Act to the front 
of the legislative queue in Parliament. Tan later became Principal 
of Singapore Polytechnic.
64 Howard Hunter Interview.
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Granting Its Own Degrees
By the time Janice Bellace came on board as President of SMU, 
the initial idea of having NTU award degrees for SMU students 
had been abandoned. SMU’s senior management all decided that 
as a matter of policy, SMU should award its own degree especially 
since it could leverage on its Wharton collaboration. Ho Kwon 
Ping, who was also concerned about recognition decided to test 
his colleagues and went down to their office and asked point-
blank, ‘How comfortable, confident are you all that you can issue 
your own degree and survive?’ The team confidently told him 
that SMU would be better off issuing its own degree. The bold 
confidence displayed by the group was infectious and Ho told 
DPM Tony Tan that SMU would issue its own degrees from Day 
One. When Janice Bellace became President, she reinforced this 
point: 
… you have to stand on what you produce very quickly; your 
reputation will be formed. And I came to realize that although 
this was a change for Singapore because that’s not what had been 
done originally with NTU, they were willing to try it out. And 
that’s what happened. They said they would accept that and then 
we had the Act in January of 2000.65
In June 1999, SMU announced that it would be granting its 
own degrees and that its first intake, scheduled for the 2000–
2001 academic year, would be only 300 students instead of the 
projected 1,200. This was a remarkable volte face on the part of 
the Government. This change had been brought on by Ballace’s 
warning about how wrong-footed the original scheme was:
Tan Teck Meng said that we were supposed to take a thousand 
students the very first year. And I said that’s impossible. It just 
would be impossible to find enough faculty to teach that many. 
We’d get off to a very bad start with very mediocre teachers. And 
by the way, since we weren’t getting the NIE site, how would 
we… where would we put these people? So I remember speaking 
to Dr Tony Tan on both grounds explaining this and he said, 
‘What number do you see as right?’ and I said ‘300’. Actually the 
Wharton School, was at that point, only admitting  400 in its first 
year. So we set it at 300.66
65 Janice Bellace Interview.
66 Ibid.
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DPM Tony Tan explained that the Ministry of Education was 
prepared to allow SMU to award its own degrees from the outset 
‘in view of the strong involvement of Wharton in the academic 
and institutional development of SMU’ and that it would ‘in 
no way compromise the high standards that the Government 
expected from a Singapore university.’67 Education Minister Teo 
Chee Hean added that the Government envisaged each of the 
three universities carving a niche for themselves — SMU in 
management, NTU in engineering and technology, and NUS 
as a comprehensive university — and that allowing all three 
schools to run business courses was good for competition.68 
DPM Tony echoed this sentiment:
SMU will offer a different type of business education from that 
which is being offered currently by NUS and NTU. This is good 
for Singapore and good for NUS and NTU. Competition always 
improves the curriculum and the type and quality of education 
our graduates get. It is good to have diversity, certainly in 
university education in Singapore. I hope this will make the staff 
of the three institutions work much harder. I think it’s a good 
thing.69
The Logo
Another task which occupied much of the team’s time was the 
creation of suitable logo or crest for SMU. The very first logo was a 
makeshift one made up of three blocks with the words ‘Singapore’, 
‘Management’ and ‘University’ in the SMU’s corporate blue.70 
This was temporary and used only for a short time on the name 
cards of the earliest staff members. Subsequently, a tender was 
put out for the design of SMU’s logo, and several companies put 
in bids. Many of the submissions were very traditional, with 
coat-of-arms and flourishes in traditional heraldic splendour. 
These were shown to DPM Tony Tan whose only question was, 
‘Where is the lion?’ Both the logos of NUS and NTU feature the 
67 Sandra Davie, ‘SMU to take 300, award own degrees’ Straits Times, 11 
Jun 1999.
68 Ibid.
69 M Nirmala, ‘Rivalry among varsities “beneficial”’ Straits Times, 28 Jun 
1999.
70 Low Kee Yang Interview.
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lion — the symbol of Singapore — and this was not found on 
most of the submissions. 
One submission — by the Bonsey Design Partnership — which 
caught everyone’s eye was an abstract head of a lion. It was 
modern, stylish and quite unlike all the others. Some members 
of the team thought it looked ‘pretty cool’ but found it a little 
difficult to discern the lion since there was only ‘half a face’ of 
the creature. Initially, the team rejected it, but as its designers 
Simon Wong and Jonathan Bonsey knew, the design would grow 
on the team ‘like good music’, and they returned to it later. The 
lion’s face is constructed out of the seven pieces of a Chinese 
tangram puzzle with the mane forming ‘half of a shield shape … 
balanced and set in motion with a wisp of golden mane above its 
head’.71 Low Kee Yang recalled that because the initial design 
only had the tangrams on one side of the face, it was very hard 
to see the lion. After some adjustments, the current logo was 
agreed upon. It was, he thought, an extremely ingenious and 
effective logo, both clever and profound.72
The selected logo was presented to DPM Tony Tan, who was 
less enthused about the design but agreed to it anyway:
Well, we had a firm and they would put up various suggestions 
and eventually Mr Ho Kwon Ping and his staff presented to me 
what they thought would be a suitable logo which was based 
on a Chinese tangram with shapes and so on. And there was 
nothing, I meant there was no relation to SMU at all; it was just 
a conceptualisation of what they thought SMU could be like. 
The consultants whom they had engaged to come up with the 
71 ‘Lion creeps up on you.’ Straits Times, 18 Dec 1999.
72 Low Kee Yang Interview.
The SMU logo, featuring the unique and modernist tangram lion.
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logo gave me a presentation which was extremely elaborate, had 
a lot of reasons why they thought that this would be suitable. I 
listened carefully and in the end I asked Mr Ho, ‘Do you want 
to go with this?’ He said, ‘Yes’ and then I said, ‘Let’s proceed.’ 
And that was it.73 
And as the face of the SMU lion emerged, the team moved into its 
next phase in building a robust infrastructure and buildings that 
would accommodate the first batch of students.
 
73 Tony Tan Interview.
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Chapter 4
Tertiary Trailblazer
gettIng the caMpuS ready
The Move to Goldbell Towers
In July 1999, Janice Bellace arrived in Singapore for her first 
visit as SMU’s President. When she stepped into the university’s 
office at Wah Chang House, she was immediately swamped by a 
number of issues that needed her attention, the most immediate 
of which was to find a proper office for everyone. As she recalled, 
everyone was cramped into ‘one large room’ and there was no 
way to ‘get one more person in there.’ Something had to be 
‘done very, very quickly’ to alleviate the space crunch. Bellace 
immediately went around to office buildings in close proximity 
to Bukit Timah campus to see if she could find a suitable space 
that could be rented for a two-year period as the ‘administrative 
home of the university.’1 Eventually, the building selected was 
Goldbell Towers, a brand-new 18-storey office building at 47 
Scotts Road. Renovations were immediately carried out and 
on 13 October 1999, the entire planning team left Wah Chang 
House for Goldbell Towers. The SMU offices occupied several 
floors of the building, although the ‘official address’ was level 6 
where the reception was located. 
Goldbell Towers was a much more comfortable and 
‘professional’ premise than the single-room office the team had 
occupied at Wah Chang House. The move to Goldbell Towers 
also signalled the next phase of work for the new university. With 
the key appointments now made and the budget approved, SMU 
was set to commence operations in August 2000, just slightly 
less than a year away. This meant that the University would 
need to seriously speed up its search for suitable faculty and 
support staff, prepare the campus for the new students, market 
its programmes and finalise their course offerings. With the 
intensification of faculty and support staff hires, the additional 
1 Janice Bellace, Oral History Interview, Li Ka Shing Library, SMU, 27 
Apr 2010 [hereinafter ‘Janice Bellace Interview’].
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space available also meant that new hires would have a proper 
office from which to work. The location of Goldbell Towers was 
also ideal. It was less than five minutes’ drive from Orchard 
Road, in a prime district, and with wonderful connectivity on 
account of its close proximity to the Newton MRT station, it 
quickly established, in a palpable kind of way, the presence and 
growth of the new institution. 
In the meantime, work had to be done to prepare the campus 
for the first intake of students. The Government had already 
earmarked several parcels of land for redevelopment in the Bras 
Basah Road / Stamford Road precinct for SMU’s permanent home, 
but that campus would not be completed for quite a number of 
years. In the meantime, the Government allocated the old Bukit 
Timah campus for SMU’s use. The location of SMU’s offices at 
Goldbell Towers, which was near to Bukit Timah campus meant 
that staff could easily shuttle back and forth while overseeing the 
development of the campus for the first student intake.
Evans Road
The plan for SMU’s first interim campus was simple. The 
National Institute of Education (NIE) which occupied Bukit 
Opening of SMU’s office at Goldbell Towers in October 1999. Officiating were  
President Janice Bellace (left), Eddie Wee, Director of Campus Development (centre); 
and Chairman Ho Kwon Ping (right).
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Timah campus was set to move to its new premises at NTU in 
Jurong, thus vacating the campus for SMU’s use. Bukit Timah 
campus had long been the seat of higher education in Singapore. 
It was originally built for Raffles College (1929—1948) and was 
subsequently occupied by the University of Malaya (1949—1962); 
the University of Singapore (1962—1980); and the National 
Institute of Education (1980—2000). It was a beautiful, idyllic 
campus built around two quadrangles and located amidst the 
verdant greenery of the Singapore Botanic Gardens. No one could 
ask for a better campus location, and many members of the staff 
— who had graduated from the University of Singapore — looked 
forward to returning to Bukit Timah.
Trouble brewed when it was announced that NIE would not be 
able to vacate Bukit Timah campus in time for SMU’s projected 
first intake, which was scheduled for August 2000. Construction 
delays at NIE’s new campus in Jurong meant that NIE would 
have to stay put for the time being. Janice Bellace remembered 
the shock of hearing this news: 
… this was truly major. It had been assumed that we would be 
able to go into what was then the National Institute of Education, 
NIE, which was at what was called the Bukit Timah campus. 
And so, in June of 1999, it was assumed, up until a few months 
before, that, NIE would move out rather quickly and somehow this 
could be renovated, or at least some part of it could be renovated 
quickly, so that we could start students in June of 2000. 
So we go out to NIE and are told that this is completely 
impossible because their new building had been delayed. Once 
again, I remembered, it was a day when it poured rain very, very 
heavily. It was just like, it’s impossible, so once again where 
would we be? Secondly, it was evident to me upon visiting NIE 
that it would need very substantial renovation, and I mean very 
substantial. So then the next question is, ‘Where’s our temporary 
campus?’2 
This shock announcement meant that the team had to scramble 
around to find a suitable temporary campus. After much to-ing 
and fro-ing, it was Professor Leo Tan, Director of NIE who pointed 
out a sliver of vacant land on Evans Road, right next to the sports 
complex of NIE which he suggested might be requested from the 
Government. It was a most helpful suggestion and thus began a 
2 Ibid.
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round of negotiations with the Singapore Land Authority and the 
Ministry of Law. By the time every detail for the allocation of this 
parcel of land was settled, it was already October 1999. This gave 
SMU only nine-months to design and construct a new building to 
handle its initial crop of 300 students. The Government provided 
SMU with the land and a grant of $2 million to construct a 
suitable building for the plot.3 
SMU’s corporate communications department saw a 
wonderful media opportunity for the ground-breaking ceremony 
for the new building, which was scheduled for 12 January 2000.4 
To draw media attention to the event, it suggested that both 
the Chairman of the Board and the University President don 
construction worker overalls and boots for the occasion. Janice 
Bellace recalls that occasion:
This is so funny, I think just before this happened, maybe a week 
before … the ground-breaking was scheduled, and I was asked, 
‘Well would you wear construction worker overalls?’ Now I 
must admit I thought this was very strange and I said, ‘Well what 
3 M Nirmala, ‘SMU plans new $2m building in Evans Road’ Straits 
Times, 23 Oct 1999.
4 Francis Kan, ‘SMU holds ground breaking for 1st building’ Business 
Times, 13 Jan 2000.
Chairman Ho Kwon Ping and President Janice Bellace posing for the press at the 
groundbreaking ceremony of SMU’s Evans Road building.
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does the Chairman say?’, and the person said to me, ‘Oh, the 
Chairman said he’ll wear it if you wear it.’ So I said, ‘Well, OK’, 
not realizing that the Chairman thought this was strange also … 
Now I didn’t know that construction workers in Singapore 
wear red overalls because they don’t in the United States, nor 
did I know how heavy those boots are. So it was very funny 
and I certainly … and I think the person who suggested it … 
knew that this would get on the front page of the newspaper, so 
… she had a great sense about what’s a good photo op … I mean 
anybody who’s reading it, even the Business Times, would say, 
SMU’s temporary campus at Evans Road. Built at the cost of $2 million  
in an amazing six months
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‘What’s that?’ … I don’t know if it made my image at first to be 
so iconoclastic, I normally would not do that. So that was very 
fun, it was very hot too.5  
The high-level Campus Development Committee, which 
oversaw the overall development of SMU’s town campus, was 
headed by Chairman Ho Kwon Ping himself, and it benefitted 
greatly from his vast experience as a developer of resorts. At the 
ground level, a number of faculty took a particular interest in 
the space planning exercise, chief of whom was Michael Gan, 
an Accountancy professor who had also joined the team by this 
time. Before embarking on an academic career, Gan had worked 
in the international accounting firm of Peat, Marwick, Mitchell 
& Co in London for a number of years. He joined the University 
of Singapore in 1969 and moved along to NTU with the rest of 
the Accountancy Department in 1987. He was one of the most 
senior academics in the Nanyang Business School and had taught 
practically everyone. He joined the SMU team in 1999. Gan 
took charge of ‘space programming’, ensuring that the facilities 
that were built were eminently suited to the university’s new 
pedagogical approach.
The Evans Road building was a small two-storey building 
that housed three seminar rooms and a small library, with a 
few faculty offices on the upper level.6 The building had to be 
erected quickly and cheaply and this made it difficult for Gan 
to work out his space programming. In doing so, SMU went 
beyond the established guidelines for space allocation which 
had been used for NUS and NTU, which was 12 sq metres for 
each student. The team wanted to start from scratch and after 
much negotiation, the Government allowed SMU to allocate 
18 sq metres per student which was 50% more space than for 
the other two universities. Gan, who demonstrated an amazing 
talent for space planning did not miss a beat. When Anthony 
Blackett, the Boston-based space consultant was brought in as 
part of the Campus Development Committee, he found Gan’s 
5 Janice Bellace Interview.
6 Pang Yang Hoong, Oral History Interview, Li Ka Shing Library, 27 Apr 
2010 [hereinafter ‘Pang Yang HoongInterview’].
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computation and calculations extremely helpful.7 The Evans 
Road building was completed in an amazing six months and 
painted an unforgettable iridescent blue. For a time, it became 
the instant landmark on quiet Evans Road.
fInance and adMInIStratIon
At the back-end, there was also much that needed to be done to 
build up a robust financial and administrative infrastructure that 
would adequately support the University and its ambitions. At 
its inception in 1998, SMU had been financially depending on 
SIM for its start-up funding. This fund paid for the salaries of the 
staff, travel, disbursements and a raft of miscellaneous expenses. 
When the decision was made that SMU would be established as 
an independent legal entity, separate and distinct from SIM, a 
separate budget had to be drawn up and SIM repaid for its earlier 
expenditure. After the Ministry of Education provided SMU with 
its own funding, SIM was repaid in full.8 
Sim Teow Hong, who joined SMU in 1999 as Chief Financial 
Officer, was tasked with setting up the entire financial system. 
When he first arrived, he was aghast to find that the financial 
accounting system at SMU was maintained through a series 
of spread-sheets. As a first step, he determined that a more 
sustainable enterprise-wide system of accounting was required: 
They were running the books on a spread-sheet … and we were 
recruiting people.… the pay-roll was building up, all kinds of 
costs were building up, to maintain that on the spread-sheet is 
not going to be sustainable, so we have to look at building the 
system. That’s when we embarked on implementing the SAP 
system to take care of the administration of the university.9
A second major issue Sim had to tackle was the budgeting. 
Looking beyond the ‘start-up phase’, it was now necessary to 
plan for the long-term needs of the university. The difficulty for 
the financial planner was: How do you work out what kinds of 
resources the institution would require five or 10 years hence. 
7 Leong Kwong Sin, Oral History Interview, Li Ka Shing Library, 13 Jul 
2010 [hereinafter ‘Leong Kwong Sin Interview’].
8 Sim Teow Hong, Oral History Interview, 8 May 2013, Li Ka Shing 
Library, SMU [hereinafter ‘Sim Teow Hong Interview’].
9 Ibid.
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This was particularly problematic because there was no financial 
precedent for the new American-style of business education being 
embraced by SMU. Nothing done at the other two universities 
would be helpful in this respect. There was a need for what Sim 
called ‘premium funding’ that would allow SMU to ‘ramp up’ its 
operations quickly. Luckily for SMU, the Ministry of Education 
was extremely supportive and generous, and SMU got the funds 
they required. However, Sim was ever conscious of the fact that the 
‘premium funding’ afforded SMU would not last forever. Indeed, 
officials at the Ministry made it clear: ‘Yes, for a few years, yes, 
but ultimately you have to come down to the same level as we 
fund the other two universities for similar programmes.’ There 
was thus an urgent need to build up the University’s endowment 
and giving programme and to find alternative income streams.
Bellace made arrangements for Sim to visit Wharton and spend 
a few days with their Head of Finance who shared with him their 
planning, budgeting and accounting systems. Sim also visited 
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) and New York 
University (NYU) where he met their various heads of finance. 
This trip proved valuable to Sim who then proceeded to create 
an accounting and planning system that helped planners better 
understand the dynamics of the University, rather than simply 
show how much money SMU had or how it was spent. It was a 
system based on business models with revenue streams, costs 
and a bottom line. This type of accounting and planning system 
was adaptable to the different needs of the various departments 
where different dynamics operated. This was markedly different 
from the traditional accounting systems then in operation at the 
other universities in Singapore. Sim also introduced budgeting 
for each division, and initially, he met with some resistance 
and apprehension especially since many of his colleagues had 
moved to SMU from a civil service-type environment. He created 
each entity as a ‘centre’ responsible for running the services it 
was established to provide and also responsible for managing 
the allocated financial resources in respect of the services to be 
provided. 
SMU also engaged some US-based financial consultants 
familiar with university planning to look at a suitable financial 
model of accounting for the university. One of the most important 
persons in this external consultation was Professor William Massy 
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who was Professor of Education and Business Administration 
at Stanford University. Massy, who had previously been Chief 
Financial Officer of Stanford, came to Singapore and helped Sim 
build up the financial model currently in place at SMU. He and 
Sim engaged the Board in the planning process which had only 
two other academics but various members from the business 
sector providing insights and inputs before implementing the 
system. Sim recalled how challenging it was to get academics to 
think like business owners and make them accountable for their 
expenditure and revenue streams. However, after a few years, 
everyone became more comfortable with this management style 
where ‘accountability and responsibility are now aligned.’10
Of course, it was not simply a case of transforming every 
department into a business, for as Sim readily acknowledged, 
some schools were more likely to offer lucrative programmes 
to generate an income while others were, by dint of their 
disciplines and markets, simply unable to do so. And unlike 
in the rational business world, ‘loss leaders’ cannot simply be 
dispensed with since all the schools are inter-connected and 
the university is ultimately, one.11
harneSSIng InforMatIon technology
One advantage SMU enjoyed as a new university starting up in 
the first decade of the 21st century was the ability to leverage on 
information technology for administration, teaching and learning. 
SMU was also blessed with a number of IT-savvy academics in 
the start-up team, including Tsui Kai Chong and Leong Kwong 
Sin. Leong, who was appointed the Head of the IT Task Force, had 
long argued that if SMU were to be run like the big universities, 
its cost would be astronomical since SMU would not enjoy the 
same economies of scale as the two large universities. One way 
to overcome this was to enhance the university by deploying 
information technology and investing heavily in it. Leong recalls 
what happened when the first IT budget was submitted:
I still remember the first IT budget we submitted to MOE … The 
figure was so big that the Chairman asked, ‘Are you kidding?’ 
But the rest of the board members, two of them, were CEOs 
10 Ibid
11 Ibid.
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of IBM and HP respectively, said, ‘Sounds reasonable’. Thank 
goodness there’s somebody to support our IT budget. Of course, 
the government cut it down a lot, but then we had asked for the 
sky, so we still got a lot and we managed to experiment a lot with 
IT, driving our pedagogy.12
To develop its IT strategy, SMU did 
three things. First, it talked to people 
in Singapore — at the universities and 
polytechnics — to determine what they 
were doing with regard to e-learning. 
Next, they went abroad to look at how 
other universities  were harnessing 
IT for teaching and management; and 
third, they spoke to vendors of hardware 
and software, sharing with them their 
technological roadmap. It was crucial that 
whatever systems were implemented, 
they did not become obsolete too quickly.13 
Of the foreign universities visited, 
Tsui was particularly impressed by the 
Harvard Business School where the team 
was shown around by F Warren McFarlan, then the Albert H 
Gordon Professor of Business Administration. McFarlan was an 
early adopter of IT and introduced information systems to all 
major programmes at Harvard, starting from the 1960s. Tsui Kai 
Chong recalled:
One, in particular, was extremely impressive, that was the 
Harvard Business School. McFarlan, who was the guru of IT, 
brought us around and showed us what they did. So we decided 
to copy some of the ideas. We also explored wireless. That was 
something new, and we were taking a rather bold step in doing 
that. 
The decision to adopt wireless technology in a big way made for 
big news, but this was not the real reason why wireless technology 
appealed to both Tsui and Leong. Tsui explained:
12 Leong Kwong Sin Interview.
13 Tsui Kai Chong Oral History Interview, Li Ka Shing Library, 26 Oct 
2010 [hereinafter ‘Tsui Kai Chong Interview].
Founding Dean of the 
SMU Business School, 
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… Why we decided to use wireless although it’s a very new 
technology? We have a very short timeline to bring the IT 
systems up. If we were to wire every point, we would probably 
take another three months, or probably more. So it’s far easier 
just to put wireless points down, and that worked pretty well. 
And obviously in some places wireless worked incredibly well, 
like in the cafeteria. And not so obvious, but within classrooms as 
well, because with wires and people sitting around and moving 
around, it becomes a little cumbersome, so wireless helped. We 
were, at that point in time, one of the first institutions of higher 
learning that use wireless. So that worked for us.14
The use of IT for teaching and learning was, at the end of the 20th 
century, still in its infancy. Some innovators at NUS and NTU 
had already experimented with the use of IT for teaching but 
there was nothing terribly new nor innovative, simply because 
there was simply insufficient bandwidth to allow large chunks of 
information and data to flow freely between users. The IT team 
visited several campuses in the US, picked up some ideas and 
sought to implement them at SMU. One of the first things SMU 
invested in was a learning management system that was put 
together by a local company called NCS15 to create a data bank 
where soft copies of materials could be deposited for students 
to download. Tsui explains:
Back then, there weren’t that many commercially available 
online materials, so we had to develop our own. But what we 
wanted to do was to get away from distributing hard copies 
of notes or slides to students before a class. So we wanted all 
of this to be moved online. We also wanted submissions of 
assignments to be done online. So the learning management 
system that we had designed was specially designed to cater for 
that. You also have to understand that back then, bandwidth was 
a problem. Buffering technology was still at its infancy, so video 
streaming that we have today, like YouTube, would have taken 
a horrendous amount of money to put in place. So those things 
were not available. But what we had were soft copies of notes, 
transparencies and so forth.16
14 Ibid.
15 NCS had initially been incorporated as the IT division of the National 
Computer Board (a statutory board). It was acquired by SingTel in 
1997.
16 Tsui Kai Chong Interview.
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As the team was building up its campus — albeit a temporary 
one — from scratch, they invited their colleagues to try out 
new IT-related ideas in their classrooms. At the Bukit Timah 
campus, two ‘experimental teaching rooms’ were built where the 
more IT-savvy staff would experiment with new things. Many 
experiments ended dismally or were successful but too expensive 
to implement. Through this exercise and spirit of experimentation 
and testing, the team at SMU arrived at what it considered to 
be an optimal, cost-effective classroom for the kind of teaching 
they were embracing.17 When the Evans Road building was 
completed, it came fully equipped with fibre optic cables and 
multiple computer points for laptops.18
eStaBlIShIng an Independent Board of truSteeS
As a privately run university, SMU needed a strong, active and 
independent Board of Trustees who could not only help chart 
directions, but to help raise funds for the University as well. Ho 
Kwon Ping was anxious that the SMU Board be as independent 
as possible. It had to be constituted like the board of a private 
company where each member pulled his or her weight and 
contributed seriously to the running of the enterprise. Moreover, 
the Board had to be autonomous and, as a result, self-selecting. 
Beyond the inaugural board, which Ho himself assembled, all 
subsequent appointments to the board would be proposed and 
accepted by the Board itself. 
In putting together SMU’s first Board, Ho strove for diversity. 
He wanted a ‘mixed board’ with people from diverse backgrounds. 
He also wanted foreign trustees to represent countries ‘whose 
inputs are important to us’ and important individuals who could 
contribute to the development of SMU.19 Moreover, Ho was 
anxious to engage individuals with a track record of ‘serving 
pro bono’ because unlike corporate boards, the University did 
not pay for members to serve on its Board:
17 Leong Kwong Sin Interview.
18 Francis Kan, ‘SMU holds ground breaking for 1st building’ Business 
Times 13 Jan 2000.
19 Ho Kwon Ping, Oral History Interview, Li Ka Shing Library, SMU, 
17 Feb 2011 [hereinafter ‘Ho Kwon Ping Interview’].
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For the University you’re not paid. So you’ve got to be people 
who have a certain passion for what they’re doing and have to 
believe, at the same time, that they themselves are making a big 
contribution. So we’ve had board members come and go and so 
on but my philosophy of it has been: (a) diversity is important; 
and (b) empowerment. I mean the last thing you want to be on a 
board is you just come in and the chairman tells you, this is it and 
you just sit in.… I think our board is clearly not like that because 
of the nature of the people, and also the committees we’ve set up. 
They will grumble and grumble and say this chairman doesn’t 
do any work because he makes them do all the work, but the end 
of it, they feel ownership, because they really do affect a lot of 
the things about SMU.20 
As the Government has a huge stake in SMU, there is always 
a Ministry of Education representative on the Board as well. 
That aside, the Ministry does not interfere in the activities or 
decisions of the Board, whose members have to be approved by 
the Ministry. Occasionally the Ministry might suggest or propose 
names, knowing full well that the autonomous board may or may 
not accept their proposals. 
In keeping with established practice, members of the Board 
initially served a period of six years, which was quite normal 
for large listed corporations. Later, the International Academic 
Advisory Panel (IAAP) recommended lengthening the service 
of university boards because in the educational setting, there 
was much less opportunity for conflicts of interest to arise, and 
the values and mission of the university are very different from 
profit-driven corporations.21 
BuIldIng the faculty
Beyond planning the physical buildings and establishing 
strong internal processes, Janice Bellace’s next most important 
and urgent task was to recruit the requisite faculty to run the 
course. When she arrived in Singapore in June 1999, the team 
at the SMU office comprised little more than a dozen pioneering 
academics from NTU and NUS. These individuals — all highly 
qualified and accomplished in their own right — would later be 
20 Ibid.
21 Ibid.
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heads of schools and divisions, but there was a serious dearth of 
faculty who would handle the teaching. While the first intake 
was limited to just 300 students, SMU was set to expand and 
eventually accommodate a student population of about 6,000. A 
serious faculty recruitment exercise was needed to fill the ranks. 
At first, Bellace set out to hire staff for a ‘research faculty’ but 
very quickly came to the realisation that there ‘would not be … 
enough people who could do both research of the type’ that was 
expected and to teach as well.22 She then decided to look more at 
individuals who would focus more on teaching — the so-called 
‘practice track’ or ‘education track’. Quite naturally, some of the 
first faculty came from NUS and NTU. Many members of SMU’s 
pioneer team were known to business school faculties at NUS 
and NTU, and soon quite a number of their former colleagues 
began applying to teach at SMU. Bellace and her recruitment 
team also took the tried and trusted road of attending academic 
conferences and placing advertisements in prominent magazines 
like The Economist as well as the higher education supplements 
of various international newspapers. Bellace also reached out to 
people she knew through her extensive academic network, and 
by the end of 1999, several new hires had been made. Bellace 
recalled:
It was, it was quite difficult in those times because a lot of the 
faculty we hired, we maybe would have been a bit hesitant about 
hiring them today because some of them had not yet completed 
their PhDs and then so we hired them and then, we took them 
on first and then allowed them some time to finish their PhD. 
So we had to be a little more flexible in the early days, until we 
managed to get a core group of faculty. 
So within the Business School, the first thought we all had 
was we need to fill the classroom. These are the courses that we 
have to offer; we need to get the faculty to fill those classrooms. 
So it was quite targeted hiring at that time. We need to have 
one marketing faculty; we need to have one faculty teaching 
LTB [leadership and team building]… and so on.… And it was 
only after the first year that we could afford to be a bit more 
general and say, ‘OK, now we are hiring faculty generally in 
those areas.’23 
22 Janice Bellace Interview.
23 Ibid.
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While SMU had to hire quickly to fill the ranks and get instructors 
for the various compulsory course offerings, the team was also 
anxious to ensure that hiring would be on an international, 
competitive basis. This was how the top American schools hired 
faculty, and SMU took this hiring policy very seriously. It was, 
however, not easy to entice mid- or late-career academics from 
outside Singapore to uproot themselves and come to Singapore 
to teach in a brand new university. The kind of people SMU 
was able to attract were, in Bellace’s words, the ‘high-risk, high 
return’ sort of people who were willing to say, ‘Yes, I want to be 
in Singapore, and I want to try a university where we’re going to 
have this interactive style of teaching and really have students 
who were going to be entrepreneurial and articulate and not just 
regurgitate material, I don’t want to do big lectures, and I want 
to have more collaboration among the faculty.’24 Among the first 
hires for SMU from abroad were Singaporeans who had been 
living overseas for some time. In terms of adjustments, it was 
easy for them since they knew Singapore well, and they quickly 
segued into the routine of research  and teaching.25
SMU also put in place a hiring, tenure and remuneration 
policy that was in line with the practice of universities in the 
United States, but totally alien to NTU and NUS in Singapore. 
For one thing, the salary scales of professors were benchmarked 
against those of corresponding rank and discipline in the US. 
Thus, professors of Finance — the highest paid in the US — would 
draw comparable salaries at SMU. It was, as Bellace conceded, 
‘a complete departure’ from the British system that had been 
in place in Singapore universities from the very beginning. In 
the American system, a tenure-track hire would be hired as an 
Assistant Professor straight after or shortly after the completion 
of a PhD, be reviewed at a certain point (depending on the 
discipline), and then evaluated — internally and externally — 
for tenure. It was an ‘up or out’ system which means that if a 
young scholar fails to meet the standard required at the tenure 
evaluation stage, that person is asked to leave. Of course, if the 
scholar makes the cut, then he or she will be promoted Associate 
Professor and put on tenure. 
24 Ibid.
25 Pang Yang Hoong Interview.
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At both NUS and NTU, external review was only necessary 
when a person came up for promotion to full professor, and in 
the old British system, there were very few full professors which 
‘meant that most people spent their entire academic life never 
having an external review.’26 Bellace instituted the American 
system immediately by having three ranks of professors — 
Assistant, Associate and full Professor. This was very different 
from the British system which had four or more ranks — 
Assistant Lecturer or Senior Tutor, Lecturer, Senior Lecturer, 
Associate Professor, and full Professor. Under the British system, 
all Assistant Lecturers would be given clear key performance 
indicators (KPIs) to meet and would be assessed after six or seven 
years for tenure.27
The other major change Bellace effected was to institute an 
American-style faculty remuneration model. Up till the late 1990s, 
both NUS and NTU had faculty remuneration packages that were 
pegged to the pay scales in the Civil Service. While standard pay 
scales made sense in a civil service where fairness was ensured 
by a combination of rank and pay, this did not make sense in 
a university setting. The opportunity cost for a top student to 
enter teaching rather than enter the private sector would be much 
higher for certain disciplines, such as business, banking and the 
‘professions’ such as accountancy, law, medicine and engineering. 
This practice made faculty remuneration packages at both NUS 
and NTU uncompetitive in the global marketplace, and Bellace 
knew that unless SMU broke away from this model, there was no 
way it was going to be able to hire top-level  professors from the 
US or elsewhere.28 
SMU also put in place the US practice of paying faculty a 
nine-month salary package for their work at the university. This 
means that for three months of the year, the faculty was free to 
do something else, such as consultancy or to teach at another 
institution. Again, this system was totally alien to then-current 
practice at NUS and NTU. For scholars who pursue research in 
the non-teaching months, they would be remunerated according 
26 Janice Bellace Interview.
27 Ibid.
28 Tan Chin Tiong, Oral History Interview, Li Ka Shing Library, 7 Dec 
2010 [hereinafter ‘Tan Chin Tiong Interview’]..
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to the amount of time they put in. So if a scholar spent two out 
of the three months doing research, he or she would be paid 
two-ninths of his or her annual salary as compensation. SMU 
was able to put this in place very quickly because it was run 
as a private corporation and was thus outside the control of the 
Ministry of Education.29
This move made SMU instantly competitive on the international 
market. And while faculty at NUS and NTU looked on enviously 
at the high salaries offered, SMU was able to capitalise on its 
start-up largesse to hire some excellent faculty from America, 
especially when, at ‘that point in the US business school cycle, 
a lot of business schools were not hiring.’30 While salaries were 
certainly a draw for potential faculty, the fact remains that 
academics are not entirely driven by monetary rewards. There 
was a serious need to connect with potential faculty and convince 
them that in the longer term, something interesting was going on 
at SMU, and that they had a bright future in helping build this 
future. For would-be hires, credibility for the start-up university 
came instantly with its close connection with Wharton, and 
with Janice Bellace at its helm. This, coupled with attractive pay 
packages and the excitement of building something new, made 
SMU a very attractive place to be.
To emphasise SMU’s commitment to research, it became 
necessary to ensure that research faculty did not get too involved 
in teaching and thus neglect their research. Tan Chin Tiong 
remembers vividly a conversation he had with Professor Laura 
Tyson of the University of California, Berkeley, and a member 
of the IAAP. Tyson told Tan that at Berkeley, half the courses at 
undergraduate level were taught by adjunct and clinical professors 
and that research professors did not teach undergraduate classes. 
‘How’ she asked, was SMU ‘going to be able to do this?’31 By 
adopting a teaching model that has only small classes, it was thus 
necessary for SMU to engage a lot of adjunct faculty. Indeed,  the 
size of adjunct faculty would be about a quarter of the University’s 
entire teaching staff. At the same time, about 30% of the full-
time teaching staff were on the teaching or practice track and 
29 Ibid.
30 Ibid.
31 Ibid.
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this freed up faculty on the research track to spend more time on 
their research.32
Another recruitment strategy that SMU deployed was to 
seek out top scholars who were on the verge of retirement and 
offer them teaching positions. These were scholars with a long 
stellar track record, a barrel full of publications, and a long list of 
contacts and connections. Ronald Frank, SMU’s second President 
was particularly skilled in this, as his successor, Howard Hunter 
explains:
… Ron did a really good job in identifying a couple of people 
who were very senior, ready to retire or close to retirement, 
had a lot of scholarly credentials, connections. And Bobby 
Mariano in economics from University of Pennsylvania and 
Dave Montgomery in the business school from Stanford. And 
those were very good selections early on. We did a similar 
thing in the law school with Michael Furmston. And if you 
take Montgomery, Furmston, Mariano, in their respective 
disciplines, they’re considered to be top five, ten people in the 
world in their generations and known wherever they go. So that 
leads sometimes to a sort of instant credibility in the scholarly 
community to the school to where the person is dean.33 
The challenge, as Hunter readily agrees, is in finding ‘somebody 
who really has the energy and drive to want to create something 
and isn’t looking for a comfortable retirement home or a nice little 
job where he can spend most of the time on Bali or Phuket.’34 At 
the same time, there would always be opportunities to hire 
rising stars who felt that they had a better opportunity to build 
their reputations or do so more quickly in Singapore than at one 
of the big American business schools. For such hires, the reality 
is that there is a high likelihood that this person would leave 
after a few years. Through his years in Singapore, Hunter added 
one further factor in hiring foreign scholars. It is important, he 
feels ‘to get people who have at least some knowledge of Asia, 
who are not totally clueless about traditions, history, culture … 
if you’re going to work here you have to understand a little bit 
32 Ibid.
33 Howard Hunter, Oral History Interview, Li Ka Shing Library, SMU, 30 
Jun 2011 [hereinafter ‘Howard Hunter Interview’].
34 Ibid.
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more about Asia and Asian cultures and be comfortable with 
that, not fighting against it all the time.35
SellIng the neW unIverSIty
Junior College Talks
Shortly after the official announcement of SMU’s establishment 
was made, Eunice Lau of the Straits Times asked 20 junior college 
students in Singapore if they would consider enrolling in the new 
university.36 The straw poll yielded an overall positive result, 
with many students citing its Wharton connection as the main 
reason why they would apply to SMU. Notwithstanding this 
generally positive outlook, the team at SMU lost no time in 
reaching out to the schools to persuade students to apply to the 
new university. In July 1999, Janice Bellace announced her plan 
to visit the principals of the 14 junior colleges and to explain to 
them what SMU had to offer but this did not materialise. 
At the same time, faculty were also dispatched to give talks to 
the various junior colleges. As Low Kee Yang remembers:
… trying to bring in the first batch of students was very 
challenging, because you are coming up with a product that’s 
not seen at all. You’ve got no building, no track record, and you’re 
supposed to persuade these young people who’ve got choices, you 
know, to come to you. So we had to go and give talks et cetera, 
and to tell them about the distinctives of SMU. And yes, … I think 
part of it is to believe in it yourself. You’ve got to believe in it then 
you can persuade them to believe in it. So you give quite a lot of 
talks, and I would say that the first batch was reasonably good.37
Contrary to what the Straits Times’ straw poll showed, it was not 
the Wharton name that attracted students and parents but rather 
the opportunity to pursue a good education in a government-
recognised university. Indeed, most parents, teachers and 
potential students were mainly worried that SMU’s degree might 
not be recognised by employers and that the quality of teaching 
would not be on par with that of NUS and NTU. Few of those who 
attended talks organised by SMU had even heard of Wharton. 
35 Ibid.
36 ‘Would you enrol in new university? Straits Times, 12 Jun 1999.
37 Low Kee Yang Interview.
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Janice Bellace put them at ease by informing them that the 
programmes at SMU ‘would be more rigorous’ than those offered 
at NUS and NTU, and capitalised on the ‘interactive pedagogy’ 
element that SMU had adopted. Small classes, coupled with 
focus on interactive learning, dialogue, class presentations and 
project work were touted as key differentials, unique experiences 
that NUS and NTU could not offer. Students, assured Bellace, 
‘would be given personalised attention’ and it was SMU’s plan to 
‘produce a new breed of graduates’.38
In addition to visiting all the junior colleges, SMU mounted 
a number of public talks in rented auditoriums and halls. These 
attracted parents as well as would-be students and offered them a 
chance to understand what SMU was all about. The biggest fear, 
as Leong Kwong Sin recalled, was that SMU might be viewed ‘as 
a flow over situation’ in that it would end up being the university 
of last resort for students who could not get into either NUS or 
NTU.39 Pang Yang Hoong remembers the time leading up to 
admission of the first intake in 2000 as being one of the busiest. 
Everyone was visiting the polytechnics and junior colleges, 
in addition to planning curriculum, recruitment and campus 
planning. That said, she remains convinced that had the team 
not gone out to advertise the programme in this way, they 
might not have had such a good cohort of students applying in 
that first intake.40
Advertising and Marketing
Another unique strategy adopted by SMU in reaching out to 
parents and students was to make use of paid advertisements. 
This had never been done in Singapore before although it was 
quite common in the US. Bellace explained:
Well, of course, I come from a business school and I certainly 
see advertising as a way of getting your message across. But in 
the very first year, it was extremely important because we didn’t 
have the visibility in Singapore. So we needed students to apply 
38 Low Aik Meng, Oral History Interview, Li Ka Shing Library, SMU 
[hereinafter ‘Low Aik Meng Interview].
39 Leong Kwok Sin Interview.
40 Pang Yang Hoong Interview.
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and to do that you had to have an image, and a very distinctive 
image.41 
The first advertising campaign was initiated by Tan Lee Chuan, 
then Director of Admissions, working closely with the Corporate 
Communications Department, as he prepared for the first intake of 
students. He had discussed the campaign with Pang Yang Hoong 
and it was decided that a full-page colour advertisement would 
be taken out. It was a unique move since no other university in 
Singapore took out advertisements in the local newspapers. The 
full-page advertisement featured the photograph of a boardroom 
and had a tagline ‘We are planning to train you to become 
corporate executives fit for the boardroom.’42
In another campaign, Janice Bellace interviewed a number 
of advertising agencies and settled on an ad with the tagline 
‘Aspire to Lead’, which featured a koi swimming upwards. She 
thought that it captured the spirit of the pioneer batch of students 
who would have ‘a different spirit’ in their willingness ‘to take 
this challenge and do something that was quite different.’ The 
campaign was necessarily aggressive since SMU had to have 
create an image quickly to forge brand awareness.43 
These advertising campaigns proved enormously popular 
and successful. Probably the most famous and iconic of which 
was the ‘SMU is Different’ campaign of 2003, which comprised 
a series of three advertisements featuring SMU students Peng 
Fong, Marina and Elsie striking interesting poses. Peng Fong 
is pictured doing a handstand with the tagline ‘Peng Fong 
approaches problems from all angles.’ Elsie is pictured in an 
acrobatic dance movement with arched back and on tiptoes 
with the tagline ‘Elsie looks at things from new perspectives’. 
Probably the most iconic of these was of Marina, who is shot 
from a low angle, jumping gleefully, with the tagline, ‘Marina 
sees the bigger picture’.
One advertising campaign — the ‘I Love SMU’ campaign — 
arose out of what SMU students were saying about their school. 
During his many interactions with students as Provost, Tan Chin 
Tiong kept hearing the students say how much they enjoyed school 
41 Janice Bellace Interview.
42 Pang Yang Hoong Interview.
43 Janice Bellace Interview.
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and how they loved SMU. This then became the tagline for their 
next advertising campaign.44 One thing which SMU insisted on 
in all its advertising campaigns was that if actual people are 
featured, they should be genuine SMU persons, whether it be 
students, faculty, administrators, advisory board members or 
even parents of a student.45
adMISSIonS
In keeping with its promise to introduce a more holistic business 
education in Singapore, a major policy decision was made to base 
the admission of students on a combination of good grades, active 
co-curricular activity participation, Scholastic Aptitude Test 
(SAT) scores, written essays and interviews. This was a marked 
departure from the traditional method of admitting students 
44 Tan Chin Tiong Interview.
45 Howard Hunter Interview.
The three advertisements of SMU’s highly-successful  
‘SMU is Different’ publicity campaign.
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into local universities based almost entirely on grades.46 The 
job of convincing the Singapore Government to allow SMU 
to structure its own unique admissions process proved tricky, 
especially since the examination system had long been regarded 
as sacrosanct and transparent. If a person was admitted into 
university on the basis of examination marks, the criterion 
is made absolutely clear and ‘fair’ since it would simply be a 
case of scoring enough marks to meet the entry requirement. 
So, while officials at the Ministry of Education were not 
particularly concerned about the SAT score requirement,47 they 
worried about the subjectivity of the interview process. 
Janice Bellace made her case convincingly: While excellent 
grades obtained in the GCE ‘A’ level examinations in a subject 
like Chemistry would bear some correlation to a student’s ability 
if that student was training to be a chemist, no such correlation 
existed for students hoping to start, run or manage a business.48 
These were exactly the same kinds of arguments which the NUS 
Faculty of Law advanced back in the 1970s when it insisted 
that in addition to the ‘A’ level results, the Faculty needed to 
interview candidates to ascertain their command of English for 
admission. The Ministry was worried and reluctant, but agreed 
to SMU’s admission process.
To steal a march on the other universities, SMU also 
introduced an ‘early decision’ process whereby students, 
armed only with their preliminary ‘A’ level results, as well as 
polytechnic diploma holders, could apply for the first 100 places 
available. Early decision applications opened in December 
1999 and when it closed in January 2000, SMU received 
1,100 applications for the 100 places available.49 The other 
200 places were intended for ‘normal decision’ admissions, 
and applications could be made in March 2000, after students 
46 This was not absolutely the case. NUS introduced interviews for 
applicants to the Faculty of Law in 1980, and applicants to the Faculty 
of Medicine shortly thereafter.
47 SMU dropped the use of SAT scores for admission in September 2004. 
See Sandra Davie, ‘SAT no longer a must for entry to SMU’ Straits 
Times, 7 Sep 2004.
48 Janice Bellace Interview.
49 Sandra Davie, ‘1,100 apply for 100 places in new university’ Straits 
Times, 22 Jan 2000.
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received their ‘A’ level results. Quite clearly, the visits to junior 
colleges and polytechnics had worked. Looking at the first 
batch of applicants, Pang Yang Hoong concluded: 
… we were very happy with the fact that there were many 
students, very good students who decided to join a brand new 
university.… for the very first cohort of business students, the 
target was to take in 300 students. The first 150 applicants 
were really good, we had no problems making our offers. And 
then, there was going down the list, and then we were looking 
at some of these students, and we were saying that, ‘Gee if we 
were to adopt the criteria that were being used by the other two 
universities, we won’t take them in’, because if you were to go 
on the basis of academic results alone, both universities will not 
take them, but because we also look at SAT and we also interview 
the students, we actually found that students who didn’t make 
it in terms of the academic results had very good personalities. 
There were those who were very entrepreneurial and those who 
could see the vision of what we wanted to achieve. So we were 
able at the end of the whole admissions exercise to accept our 
first cohort of business students. And the first cohort actually 
turned out to be really very good. These were the students who 
were actually sold on the idea … that we were going to offer them 
something different.50
Many faculty have their favourite stories of how this admission 
process, with an enlarged scope for assessment picked up students 
who would otherwise have simply been rejected. Low Kee Yang 
remembers how, when he was Vice-Dean of the Business School, 
he received an appeal letter from a young lady named Cheryl 
Goh, who had been rejected by all three universities, including 
SMU. Seeing that she was also a member of Singapore’s women’s 
judo team, he arranged for three faculty to interview her and 
this time they admitted her.51 She graduated summa cum laude.52 
Another student whom everyone remembers was Jimmy, a 
‘Yellow Ribbon’ student who had previously been in jail. He 
50 Pang Yang Hoong Interview.
51 Chan Tse Chueen, ‘A place for Cheryl at SMU’ Straits Times, 6 Dec 
2001.
52 Low Kee Yang Interview.
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had turned his life around, applied to SMU, impressed his 
interviewers and gained admission.53 
leaderShIp and teaMBuIldIng
Another unique feature of SMU’s programme was the Leadership 
and Teambuilding exercise which every student had to undergo. 
For the very first batch of students, members of the faculty 
participated in the teambuilding exercise along with the students. 
Beyond the obvious pedagogical objectives of the exercise, SMU’s 
planners were convinced that if students got to know each other 
better outside the classroom, they would bond more naturally 
and this would make for a more positive group dynamic in the 
classroom. By getting faculty involved in the first teambuilding 
exercise, a particular tradition and ethos were established. They 
made it very clear that unlike ‘orientation’ in the other universities, 
which often descended into humiliating ragging sessions for 
the freshmen, this was absolutely forbidden. The exercise was 
intended to bring out the best in the students, and not to degrade 
or humiliate them. This ethos was maintained in subsequent 
years when the senior students took over the organisation and 
running of the teambuilding camps.54 These camps were held 
at the Outward Bound School on Pulau Ubin, after the faculty 
and administrative staff had themselves undergone the same 
exercise.55 Faculty was only involved in the first year of the 
teambuilding exercise. In subsequent years, student leaders 
took over and organised this for incoming batches.
InauguratIon of SMu
Getting the Evans Road building up in time for term was a nerve-
wracking challenge for the entire SMU team. It was completed 
just a week before the students stepped in, the paint still wet on 
some walls. Indeed, many faculty who had been hired in the 
preceding months hardly knew each other and had never in fact 
met collectively in any place. It was at Evans Road where the 
first university-wide gathering of faculty took place. Provost Tan 
53 Howard Hunter Interview.
54 Tsui Kai Chong Interview.
55 Hwang Soo Chiat Interview.
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Chin Tiong welcomed everyone and fired them up by likening 
the establishment of SMU to a start-up and asking everyone to 
join in the exciting journey ahead.56 However, the Evans Road 
campus, small as it was, was not a suitable site for a big grand 
inauguration. Janice Bellace felt that some sort of a major 
opening event would be appropriate to announce to the world 
that SMU had opened. She suggested to Ho Kwon Ping that 
they should ‘make opening convocation a big thing.’ He agreed. 
The plan was to have an opening convocation at the Bras Basah 
site rather than the Evans Road since this was where SMU’s 
permanent home was going to be. 
The site of the convocation was significant as it was to be 
SMU’s permanent home and this, thought Ho and Bellace, was 
preferable to some comfortable, air-conditioned hall. As the site 
 — at Bras Basah Park — was bare, a large marquee had to be 
erected so that the 1,200 guests could be accommodated. On 
29 June 2000, with a thunderstorm threatening to derail events, 
SMU’s first academic procession, led by President Bellace, 
strode into the marquee to the grand strains of the Prelude to 
Marc-Antoine Chapentier’s Te Deum. It was a glittering event, 
with  international guests, including Wharton’s dean, Professor 
Patrick Harker, DPM Tony Tan and Education Minister Teo Chee 
Hean. Wharton faculty who flew in for the ceremony included: 
Professors George Day, Jerry Wind, and Ian MacMillan. All the 
SMU students were proudly decked up, donning their special-
issue SMU ties (for men) and SMU scarves (for women). At this 
ceremony, the Government symbolically handed authority — as 
symbolised by the University’s mace — to the University. Teo 
Chee Hean, representing the Government solemnly handed 
the 7.8kg mace to SMU’s first Chancellor, Lim Kim San and 
Chairman Ho Kwon Ping, and told the crowd: ‘The establishment 
of SMU marks many “firsts” in university education in Singapore 
— It is the first university in the city; the first government-funded 
but privately-managed university; and the first university to 
be devoted to business.’57 Earlier that morning, Bellace signed 
a Memorandum of Understanding with Kazuikchi Sakamoto, 
President of Ritsumeikan Asia Pacific University of Japan to 
56 Janice Bellace Interview.
57 ‘SMU opens to big fanfare’ Straits Times, 30 Jul 2000.
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enable SMU students to spend six months studying there.58 That 
evening, former Prime Minister Lee Kuan Yew was a guest at a 
small dinner hosted by SMU to commemorate the inauguration. 
Ho asked if Lee would consent to lend his name to a Global 
Business Plan Competition the University was planning to 
organise. Lee agreed.59 SMU was now truly in business.
 
58 ‘Singapore Management University: The First Term of Asia’s New 
University for the Millennium’, SMU Press Release, available at 
<http://ink.library.smu.edu.sg/oh_pressrelease/6> (accessed 1 Oct 
2014).
59 Interview with Tan Chin Tiong, 19 Nov 2014.
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Chapter 5
Daringly Different
the toWn caMpuS
Planning the Bras Basah Campus
Back in 1997, one of the big questions which the Governing 
Council and Working Group faced was: where should the 
campus be? Singapore is notoriously short of land and it came 
as a big surprise to everyone when DPM Tony Tan promised the 
third university a city campus. In January 1998, Ho Kwon Ping 
made several important announcements pertaining to the new 
university, one of which was that the new university would be 
located in a ‘prime, urban’ site. 
Urban planners had from time to time proposed to build 
some kind of a campus in town, to liven the city area since much 
of Singapore’s city centre — especially the financial district — 
became a virtual ghost town after office hours and on weekends. 
It was DPM Tony Tan who decided that SMU’s campus should 
be in town. He determined that such a unique location would be 
a key differentiating factor vis-à-vis the other two universities 
since they were located in the suburbs. That said, he needed to 
persuade his cabinet colleagues to allocate extremely valuable 
city centre land for the university. Tan explained:
For the site of the permanent campus, again, I felt that as far as 
possible it should be different from NUS and NTU which are 
located in basically the outskirts of Singapore, in the suburbs. 
NUS in Kent Ridge and NTU up in Jurong, and if it’s going to be a 
business university, then ideally that it should be located within 
the city. That took a lot of discussion within Cabinet because any 
place within the city will result in the use of extremely valuable 
land — from a commercial point of view — for educational 
purposes. But eventually I’m happy that the Cabinet agreed to 
the proposal to establish SMU as a city university.1
1 Tony Tan, Oral History Interview, Li Ka Shing Library, SMU, 20 May 
2011 [hereinafter ‘Tony Tan Interview’].
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Tan Chin Tiong remembers the long-drawn discussions with the 
Urban Redevelopment Authority (URA) on suitable sites following 
DPM Tony Tan’s decision. One of the sites proposed by the URA 
was Marina South, a large piece of land that had been reclaimed 
from the sea back in the late 1970s. This land had initially been 
slated to be Singapore’s second ‘downtown’ but had for many 
years been little more than a recreation area. It was, as Tan Chin 
Tiong remembered, a most unpromising site and was rejected 
by the University.2 Another site offered by URA was at Outram 
Road, at the foot of Pearl’s Hill. It was a sizeable piece of land 
which was occupied by the infamous Outram Prison from 1847 
to 1970 when it was demolished to make way for Outram Park 
Complex, a mixed development by the Housing and Development 
Board (HDB). In 1999, Outram Park Complex was still in situ 
but had been slated for demolition under the 1998 Master Plan 
to make way for ‘high density housing’, given its proximity to 
Outram MRT Station. There was another piece of reclaimed land 
at Beach Road which SMU was asked to consider.3 Finally, as a 
matter of strategy, Ho Kwon Ping and his team decided to put in 
an application for two sites — Marina Bay (where Marina Bay 
Sands Hotel now stands), and the current SMU site at Bras Basah. 
It was a tactical move since they knew that the Marina Bay site 
was far more valuable and attractive to developers than Bras 
Basah. They were right. 
Obtaining the site at Bras Basah was only the first step in a 
long process to build SMU’s permanent campus. First, a proper 
budget had to be prepared. That job fell on Leong Kwong Sin, the 
nominal Chief Financial Officer of SMU at that point. Within six 
months of his joining the Working Committee, he was asked to 
prepare three budgets, the largest and most complicated of which 
pertained to the city campus. Leong recalled: 
… the third budget all within the first six months when I joined, 
was how much does it cost to build the city campus? … I 
remember the government was pushing, they need to announce 
things. So somebody from Deputy Prime Minister’s office called 
up and asked, ‘Who’s the guy responsible for all the budgeting?’ 
and, of course, somebody had to put up their hand. He asked, 
2 Tan Chin Tiong, Oral History Interview, Li Ka Shing Library, 7 Dec 
2010 [hereinafer ‘Tan Chin Tiong Interview’]
3 Ibid.
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‘What is the estimate for the city campus?’ So I give an estimate, 
… $1.6 billion. 
Leong remembered the number well because DPM Tony Tan 
mentioned it when he made a speech which was reported in the 
newspapers. The morning the report appeared, Leong received a 
call from Chairman Ho Kwong Ping who asked, ‘Now who gave 
the figures to the government that I don’t know about?’ It was, 
as Leong reminisced, one of those cases where everyone was so 
busy working on their portfolios that they forget the ‘nicety of 
communicating’ information up to management. Leong sent Ho 
his Excel files which detailed how he arrived at this figure.4
Once the budget had been approved, SMU decided to hold 
an international design competition for the campus. The 
competition was announced in April 2000 and was structured 
in two phases. Stage One would involve the development of an 
urban design concept within the context of the masterplan. The 
Selection Committee would short-list between five and eight 
architects for Stage Two of the competition.5 The competition 
was considered by the architectural and planning fraternity to 
be extremely exciting and challenging because of its complexity. 
Anthony Blackett, a space planning consultant on the three-man 
City Campus Planning Committee, told the press that the SMU 
project offered ‘an entirely unique opportunity that … has never 
occurred anywhere else in the world.’ Blackett explained that 
while a number of new university campuses have been built 
around the world of late, none of them were ‘in the heart of the 
city’.6 The complexity arose from the fact that the university 
would be built over eight different sites totalling 7.76 hectares. 
At the same time, the sites were interspersed between important 
historic buildings and thus had to blend in harmoniously with 
the entire cityscape. Historic trees also had to be preserved. In 
May 2000, it was reported that over 400 architects, including the 
4 Leong Kwong Sin, Oral History Interview, Li Ka Shing Library, 13 Jul 
2010 [hereinafter ‘Leong Kwong Sin Interview’]
5 Lydia Lim, ‘Picture-perfect setting for Bras Basah campus’ Straits 
Times, 1 Apr 2000.
6 Marissa Chew, ‘SMU unveils masterplan for its S$1b campus in the 
city’ Business Times, 1 Apr 2000.
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famous Kenzo Tange, had expressed an interest in bidding for the 
project. 
Stage One of the competition came to a close in October and 
six firms were shortlisted.7 In December 2000, SMU announced 
the results of the competition. The team comprising KNTA 
Architects of Singapore and Cullinan Architects of the UK was 
declared overall winner of the competition and was appointed 
Master Architect for the campus project. The winning design 
for the Administrative Building was submitted by the team of 
Design-Environment Group of Singapore, and Cox Architects and 
Planners from Australia.8 The designs would be refined over the 
next 18 months and construction was expected to commence in 
mid-2002.
While the choice of Bras Basah pleased SMU and its planners, 
it proved a controversial choice for two reasons. First, the 
announcement came at the time when a public controversy had 
broken out over the proposed demolition of the National Library 
building on Stamford Road. Second, many members of the 
public lamented the loss of the much-loved historic green lung 
— flanked by Bras Basah Road on one side and Stamford Road 
on the other — and were urging the authorities to reconsider 
their decision. In respect of the first issue, the Government had 
decided that the National Library — a utilitarian brick building 
that had been built in 1960 — should be demolished to make way 
for a traffic tunnel that would straighten Stamford Road and ease 
congestion in the vicinity. The decision to demolish the library 
building had nothing to do with the decision to situate SMU in 
town. Nonetheless, the coincidence of announcements led the 
public to connect the two decisions with each other. SMU was 
thus inadvertently caught in the middle of the huge public outcry 
7 ‘Have your say on look of SMU’ Straits Times, 22 Oct 2000. The firms 
were: Architects 61 (Singapore and DesignInc (Australia); Design 
Environment Group Architect (Singapore) and Cox Architects and 
Planners (Australia); DP Architects (Singapore); KNTA Architects 
(Singapore) and Edward Cullinan Architects (UK); LPT Architects 
(Singapore) and Rietveld Architects (USA); and PWD Consultants 
(Singapore) and Perkins and Will (USA).
8 Sara Vincent, ‘City campus will be green, open and inviting’ Straits 
Times, 8 Dec 2000.
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against the demolition of the library.9 Feeling rather bad about the 
impending demolition of the building, Janice Bellace went over to 
the National Library to tell the librarians that although SMU had 
nothing to do with the Government’s decision to tear down their 
building, she nevertheless regretted any inconvenience caused to 
them.10 One librarian assured her that while they all loved the 
old building, they were in fact quite happy to be moving since 
the building had, over the course of time, become inadequate to 
house a modern library for the 21st century.11 
To manage the controversy, SMU officials took great pains to 
explain their plans, consult the public and hold dialogue sessions 
to assuage the public. These efforts allowed SMU to engage 
actively with its neighbours and also allowed the public to see 
how sensitive and consultative the University was. It took up 
9 See generally, Kwok Kian Woon, Ho Weng Hin & Tan Kar Lin (eds), 
Memories and the National Library (Singapore: Singapore Heritage 
Society, 2000).
10 Janice Bellace, Oral History Interview, Li Ka Shing Library, SMU, 27 
Apr 2010 [hereinafter ‘Janice Bellace Interview’].
11 Ibid.
Scale model of the original campus layout of SMU which was designed to accommodate 
15,000 students. When the size of the university was scaled back, several parcels of 
land shown here had to be returned to the Government.
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a lot of time but the goodwill engendered in this exercise was 
extremely valuable.
the lIBrary
SMU’s temporary building on Evans Road had only space for a 
very small library, and the planning team at SMU knew that it 
would be extremely costly to build up a collection comparable to 
those existing in the older university libraries at NUS and NTU. 
With the move to situate the campus in town, the problem of 
space cost was ever present in the minds of the planners. SMU’s 
interactions with the National Library led the University to 
realise that as the Library would be SMU’s ‘neighbour’ in town, 
it might be possible to make use of the considerable expertise at 
the Library to run SMU’s library as well.12 In September 1999, 
SMU signed a Memorandum of Understanding with the National 
Library Board to allow all SMU students access to the National 
Library’s resources.13 With this tie-up, the plan was that SMU 
would not have to operate a library of its own but could instead 
rely completely on NLB ‘to establish and manage library and 
information services for the university at an estimated $20 million 
over the next five years.’14 At the signing ceremony, Bellace told 
the press that this collaboration was much less costly than setting 
up a library from scratch, and that SMU students had the option 
of studying anywhere since all the information is electronically 
linked up.15
In theory, this collaboration looked wonderful and totally 
synergistic, but in reality, it was difficult to operationalize. The 
main problem, as Khoo Teng Aun saw it, was the conflict of 
interest that resulted from competing demands made by SMU 
and the National Library on the library’s staff. The National 
Library’s Chief Librarian, who was seconded to SMU, was often 
put in a difficult position because of specific requests from the 
SMU side, and often found herself ‘squeezed in the middle’ when 
12 Ibid.
13 ‘SMU to get access to all NLB libraries’ Straits Times, 4 Sep 1999.
14 Ibid. 
15 Ibid.
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a conflict with her employer, the National Library, arose.16 At the 
same time, SMU’s academic staff began feeling that the ‘domain 
knowledge’ of the National Library was not appropriate or 
sufficient to support the needs and requirements of a university 
library. This prompted Khoo Teng Aun to persuade Provost Tan 
Chin Tiong that SMU should have its own librarian.17 
Howard Hunter, who took over as SMU President in 2004 
recalled that when he arrived, there was a tiny library at Bukit 
Timah campus run ‘by a group of people from the National 
Library on secondment.’18 It was not a ‘professional research 
library suitable for a university’ and he was anxious that a 
proper university research library be established. Hunter, who 
was a strong advocate and supporter of libraries, then called in 
a consultant from Stanford University to look at the library and 
advise him on what was needed. The consultant told Hunter 
that SMU needed to have its own library and its own library 
staff, and this, together with prodding from Provost Tan Chin 
Tiong and other staff, gave him the impetus to start hunting for 
a librarian for SMU.19 One of Hunter’s tasks was to work with 
outgoing President Ronald Frank to do an international search 
for a librarian, using the global executive search firm Heiderick 
& Struggles to find a suitable candidate.20 One of the candidates 
was Ruth Pagell from Emory University. 
Ruth Pagell arrived in Singapore in 2005 just after the five-year 
contract with the National Library had lapsed. She proceeded to 
negotiate a three-year extension on the contract, but changed 
the terms to make the National Library a ‘vendor’ rather than a 
partner of SMU. With this new arrangement, she could ensure 
that the Library’s staff was actually working for SMU rather than 
for the National Library, and could thus instruct the staff to work 
to SMU’s protocols, rather than the National Library’s. One of the 
16 Khoo Teng Ann, Oral History Interview, Li Ka Shing Library, SMU, 26 
Nov 2010 [hereinafter ‘Khoo Teng Aun Interview’].
17 Ibid.
18 Howard Hunter, Oral History Interview, Li Ka Shing Library, SMU, 30 
Jun 2011 [hereinafter ‘Howard Hunter Interview’].
19 Ruth Pagell, Oral History Interview, Li Ka Shing Library, SMU, 20 Jan 
2011 [hereinafter ‘Ruth Pagell Interview].
20 Howard Hunter Interview.
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first things she did was to take stock of the collection. Walking 
into the library, she found that:
They had about 20,000 different titles and, up to that point, books 
were being purchased on a one-off basis. So normally, when you 
start a new library you buy an opening day collection. SMU had 
not done that, so individual faculty were ordering the books that 
they wanted, and there was no collection development policy. 
There were no librarians to actually do a collection development 
policy. So there was an assortment of different books based on 
the classes that were being taught.21
Pagell was not happy with the design of the library and the 
arrangement of its reading spaces: 
I was not thrilled by the furniture that they had purchased and 
how they had set the library up … the thing about SMU was they 
were teaching American style and they were teaching seminar 
style and students were being told to interact with each other and 
talk to each other, and then you created a library that was kind of 
a throwback to the 1950s where everyone sat there and just did 
their own work. So it was then a challenge to take this beautiful 
building externally and gradually make changes to it to reflect 
what was actually going on in the university.22
According to Pagell, as a young library, SMU could not afford to 
spend lots of money to buy books to duplicate the large collections 
21 Ruth Pagell Interview.
22 Ibid.
Ruth Pagell, Founding University Librarian (right) briefing Li Ka Shing (left) and  
showing him around the Library
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like those at NUS. Instead, money was better spent subscribing 
to digital databases and services that allowed the academic staff 
quick access to the kinds of materials they needed for their 
research.
When Ruth Pagell left SMU in early 2011, Korn Ferry, 
an international search firm was engaged to find a suitable 
replacement. Gulcin Cribb, Founding University Librarian of 
Ozyegin University in Turkey was appointed SMU’s second 
University Librarian. Cribb came to SMU with extensive 
international leadership experience and knowledge of academic 
libraries, both as a practitioner and academic, having formerly 
been Director of Library and Information Services at Bond 
University and Executive Director of Physical Sciences and 
Engineering Library Service at the University of Queensland.  
Cribb oversaw SMU Library’s next growth phase which 
witnessed increased student and faculty engagement, 
collaboration with Schools, Centres, faculty and students, as well 
as the external community. Cribb and her team focused on service 
excellence, customer experience, communication and interaction 
with all stakeholders. They made use of social media and other 
channels of communication, as well as regular face-to-face 
gatherings, both formal and informal to raise awareness about 
the potential of the Library and to strengthen the community.23
Under Cribb’s leadership, the Library adopted a ‘just-in-time’ 
rather than a ‘just-in-case’ approach to collections and majority 
of the collections are in electronic format. The size and depth 
of the collections expanded a great deal to support increasing 
research needs of the faculty, graduate student population as 
well as the learning needs of the undergraduates. New services 
were introduced, including a very popular suggestion board in 
the Library. Library staff are actively involved in collaborating 
with faculty to support their research as well as their teaching 
by conducting workshops, seminars and talks. In October 2013, 
the SMU Research Council approved the Open Access policy 
and the creation of the University’s open access repository, InK, 
which holds nearly 4,000 full-text research publications with over 
half a million downloads since its inception in 2011. The policy 
states that each faculty or student will provide an electronic copy 
23 Gulcin Cribb to Kevin Tan, email communication, 8 Nov 2014, on file 
with the author.
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of their publications to the University Library. The student or 
faculty may choose the level of access to be allowed for the work 
deposited.
pedagogy and the actIve learner
During the planning stages of the University, the Working 
Committee made a strong commitment to changing the way 
students in Singapore learnt, and resolved to introduce a highly-
interactive system of teaching and learning in the classroom. 
To effect this, three things were needed. First, the teaching 
environment had to be conducive to active class participation; 
second, committed faculty had to be hired and trained to conduct 
classes in a way that would foster engagement and verbal 
jousting; and third, students admitted to SMU had to be prepared 
to undergo the rigours of such training. These objects stemmed 
from the team’s desire to ensure that students graduating from 
SMU would be able to excel in the business world, to be engaged 
and make decisions with confidence, to think out of the box and to 
challenge orthodoxies critically, and to remain life-long learners. 
The ability to speak confidently, and to articulate thoughts and 
ideas clearly were virtues this system of pedagogy was designed 
to promote. Ron Frank, second President of SMU put it this way: 
So we wanted to build a capacity to make decisions on the part 
of the students. We also wanted a climate that would increase 
their self-confidence, because again, my impression, which may 
be wrong as an outsider, is that the family structure in Singapore 
is that students [are] … very passive in their relative roles, and 
in business very passive in junior positions. We wanted to create 
a bunch of non-passive, creative human beings, who would ask 
the ‘but if’s’ and ‘whys’ of Mum and Dad, and of their bosses, 
tactfully and politely, but would have something to say that 
might be a better idea. We want to encourage this in them.24 
From the outset, the pioneer team set out to create the right 
physical setting in which this type of intense and interactive 
teaching and learning could take place. A common grouse has 
long been that the traditional system of lectures and tutorials — 
long the staples of the other two universities — were one-way 
24 Ronald Frank, Oral History Interview, Li Ka Shing Library, 19 Aug 
2011 [hereinafter ‘Ron Frank Interview’].
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affairs, with the lecturer or tutor doing most of the talking, 
and where students were passive learners, at best. As Edwin 
Emery Slosson reputedly observed, ‘Lecturing is that mysterious 
process by means of which the contents of the note-book of the 
professor are transferred through the instrument of the fountain 
pen to the note-book of the student without passing through the 
mind of either.’25 The lecture method — a system of knowledge 
dissemination that evolved in the early Middle Ages when books 
and other published material were in short supply — was to be 
scrapped in favour of a pedagogical method that actively engaged 
the learner through interactive discussion and interrogation. 
Ronald Frank — who became President after the whole system 
was operational — suggested one way in which this could be 
done:
One way to do that is the case method. Using cases, and using 
the design of the classrooms, to get the students used to learning 
from each other, and talking to each other, and finding out 
that they too could think through a problem without someone 
called a faculty member taking them step-by-step through that 
problem, and they were capable of exercising that muscle and 
doing a decent job, even though … they were undergraduates.26 
Designing the Active Classroom
To facilitate active engagement in the classroom, it was 
imperative that the classroom be physically suited for this form 
of engagement. As Frank explained:
… the classrooms, not only were class-sized, but more importantly 
in those classrooms for me is that they’re U-shaped and they’re 
banked. Which means, if you design it right, anyone in a given 
chair in a classroom, by pivoting the chair, can go eyeball-to-
eyeball with any other student. If the acoustics are right, no 
matter where the faculty member is, no matter where anybody 
else is … everybody else can hear at the same level. If you want 
to have that kind of peer-learning, you need those architectural 
and acoustics characteristics and you need a peda-guide27 … 
25 This quote was attributed to Slosson by Harry Lloyd Miller in his 
Creative Learning and Teaching (New York: Charles Scriber, 1927).
26 Ron Frank Interview.
27 A cross between a pedagogue (a teacher) and a guide.
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[then] you have a teaching style that encourages that kind of 
behaviour you’re after.28
The planning of space for SMU’s classrooms and other facilities 
was spearheaded by Michael Gan, who spent much time working 
out the possible permutations for the use of space, based on 
the ‘per-student’ allocation of space offered by the Ministry of 
28 Ron Frank Interview.
The cosy horseshoe-shaped classroom layout allows students to ‘eye-ball’ each other 
easily and to actively take part in discussions
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Education. Tsui Kai Chong remembered how keen everyone was 
in having a purpose-built classroom that would suit the way 
faculty taught and students learned. For too long, classrooms were 
designed by people ‘who obviously have no clue what they were 
supposed to be used for.’ The team thus ‘sat around’, brainstormed 
and ‘dictated what the classroom should look like.’29
The first decision to be made was: How large should the class 
be? Having decided against the kind of passive learning a large 
lecture theatre was likely to engender, the team decided that there 
would be no such lecture theatres. Most members in the pioneer 
team were experienced in teaching MBA classes and executive 
education courses and were convinced that a class that would 
accommodate between 30 and 50 students would be suitable. 
The debate on class size occupied the team for many hours and 
this made it difficult for Michael Gan to work out the space 
requirements since any computation was necessarily impacted 
by the decision on class size. Leong Kwong Sin recalled:
So we sat down and computed what the teaching requirements 
were, and here you can see a new complication that comes in. 
The spacing requirement cannot be determined until we know 
the policy of our teaching style. At the early stage, pedagogy was 
not established yet. So poor Michael here planning all the things, 
how many classrooms do we need, that depends on how many 
students you want, and how big per class, right. Both of these 
variables changed many times. 
… the debate varied from 30 all the way to 120 per class. We 
have some people who said, ‘Well, Harvard can do it with 120’, 
but Harvard is a graduate programme … I know MIT did it in 80 
per class, but that’s also a graduate programme. Some of them 
have very small class. If you go to look at some of the European 
and UK models … if you look at their science and medical 
model, their class is eight. Of course we can’t have a class of 
eight. We can, but the school fees will go through the roof. So 
… the teaching style affects the design of the room as well as 
the size of the room.… after … many months we actually built 
mock classrooms at Bukit Timah before the first batch came; we 
actually built the room.30
29 Tsui Kai Chong, Oral History Interview, Li Ka Shing Library, SMU, 26 
Oct 2010 [hereinafter ‘Tsui Kai Chong Interview’].
30 Leong Kwong Sin Interview.
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Tsui Kai Chong, who was intimately involved in this planning 
process recalled:
… we decided something between 30 and 50 would do. And those 
of us who taught seminar style… we’re rather comfortable with 
class sizes of between 30 to 50. We were then designing rooms that 
are in multiples of either 40 or 50, because we did envisage times 
where we have to combine two or three classes together. So the 
classroom will always be multiples of either 40 or 50. And class 
sizes, we decided them to be small. Then we have breakout rooms. 
The breakout rooms …  came about from an idea we saw in some 
of the business schools in the United States, where the classrooms 
will break out into smaller discussion rooms. The breakout rooms 
became very popular with the students, because that’s where they 
would discuss and do their assignments and study.31
Designing a university’s entire teaching model around the small 
classroom was certainly a bold move by the SMU team. They 
knew that with this one stroke, they not only succeeded in 
breaking the tyranny of the lecture but found themselves with 
a unique selling proposition (USP). Only SMU would have small 
seminar-style classrooms and this was going to enable the SMU 
student to learn better. The team was also fully cognisant of the 
fact that this decision pretty much left NUS and NTU trailing 
behind since both universities had been equipped with huge 
lecture theatres that sat between 300 and 1,200 students. As Tsui 
was quick to point out: ‘We know that the competition can’t copy 
us too quickly because they’ll need to tear down their buildings 
and rebuild.’32
While the decision was made to equip SMU primarily with 
small classrooms, the planning team was mindful that they 
immediately constrained and limited themselves by such a 
decision. Not only was it going to be much more expensive to run 
small classes, each School was going to be limited to how many 
courses they could offer given the size of the classes. As Howard 
Hunter was later to observe, the size of SMU’s classes created a 
problem when the rate of acceptances went up: 
… the largest classroom we have seats 75 and there are only four 
of them, university-wide. Most of the classrooms seat 40 or 45. 
And then some are 25 to 30. And one year… our admissions yield 
31 Ibid.
32 Tsui Kai Chong Interview.
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just went up, way beyond expectations.… [Y]ou can’t say to the 
student, well, there were too many of you so just go away. You 
have to figure out how to accommodate them. That particular 
year we had about 225 more than we planned. So that created 
a rather difficult situation where we literally had to bring in 
folding chairs for some of the classrooms. And students didn’t 
like that; faculty didn’t like that. And that was a mini-crisis …33
In addition to designing smaller classrooms in a horseshoe shape 
to facilitate interaction, other minor irritations and ‘silly ideas’ 
that typically plagued classroom design had to be eliminated. 
Classrooms that were built in Singapore universities right up to 
the 1980s, were not designed for modern modes of instruction 
that called for the deployment of equipment like computers, 
projectors and the like. The traditional blackboard at the front of 
the class was simply replaced in later years by the white-board 
and the long laboratory-style bench in front of the white-board 
gave the lecturer a place for his or her books and other materials. 
This bench acted as a natural barrier between the teacher and the 
students and also as a security crutch for the lecturer. 
When overhead projectors came into common use in the 1990s, 
the universities simply mounted retractable screens in front of the 
whiteboards, but the lecturer’s bench remained. This meant that 
if the lecturer stood behind the bench or even in front of it, he or 
she would cast a huge shadow on the screen. At the same time, 
with the screen lowered in front of the whiteboard, it was simply 
impossible for the lecturer to go up to the board to write anything. 
The design team solved this problem by mounting the screen 
dead centre, in front of the class and locating the whiteboards to 
the side of the class. The traditional lecturer’s bench was done 
away with and replaced by a unique mobile rostrum designed by 
the teaching staff. This rostrum could be configured in a number 
of different ways, depending on the style of instruction and could 
also be folded up neatly and locked away.34 
Other classroom innovations included the introduction of 
strategic acoustic panels to enable everyone to speak normally 
and be heard throughout the room; the provision of movable 
swivel chairs which allowed students to move around and to 
face each other when in discussion; and roller blinds to block 
33 Howard Hunter Interview.
34 Tsui Kai Chong Interview.
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out bright light from outside 
when the room must be 
dimmed for the projection of 
material. SMU is justifiably 
proud of their classrooms, 
not only because they make 
it easier for instructors to 
carry out the kind of teaching 
the team envisaged, but more 
so because it produced the 
desired results in the students 
using the classrooms. 
Howard Hunter explains:
I noticed … that students 
who would be these bashful, 
shy, innocent ones coming 
in, within about three, four 
months were talkative, questioning, engaged, involved, not all of 
them, but most of them. And that had to reflect to some extent the 
experience they were having in the classroom.… having to speak 
in class, having to be responsive, having to be engaged, having 
to do group projects and so on really does make a difference in 
the maturation of 18, 19 and 20 year olds. And it’s amazing to 
see how they blossom … you can almost see them blossom over 
a short period of time and that’s what you see with the students 
who come in and experience this kind of intense exposure. And 
there’s a lot of experiential learning that goes on. It may vary 
from subject to subject but there’s still a lot of that.35 
This view is not only echoed by professors at SMU but also by 
employers of SMU graduates. In regular focus group discussions 
organised by SMU, Singapore employers often said that they 
considered local graduates to be inferior to foreign graduates, 
because local graduates often lacked confidence in themselves 
and were often tongue-tied at meetings and presentations. SMU 
changed everything. By building projects and presentations into 
the curriculum, students are forced to hone their presentation 
skills to the point that it becomes second-nature to them. In 
many ways, it was a simple case of ‘practise makes perfect’. Each 
SMU student would need to take between 30 and 35 courses 
35 Howard Hunter Interview.
The unique mobile rostrum designed by 
SMU faculty, which offers multiple  
configurations for different teaching styles
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to graduate and would be required to do at least one major 
presentation per course. And since each presentation is graded, 
as is class participation, students are forced to speak out as well 
as to challenge and defend propositions. All this training paid 
dividends. Surveys conducted by SMU revealed that employers 
rated SMU graduates as the best among local graduates in their 
ability to present themselves. In later surveys, some employers 
even ranked SMU students above foreign graduates in this 
regard.36 
Learning and Serving Outside the Classroom
Beyond SMU’s unique pedagogical approach and commitment to 
small classes, there are two other important components of the 
SMU programme that merit mention: internship and community 
service. The object of insisting that all students undergo some 
kind of internship during their four-year course of studies was 
to acclimatise them to working life. Howard Hunter put it thus:
In an internship … they operate within an office or a structured 
business environment for some period of time. Very few late 
adolescents have had that experience, and much better that you 
36 Leong Kwong Sin Interview.
SMU students actively engaged in overseas community service projects
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have it when you’re a student than when you just go to work. 
Those little things like learning office protocol or learning how, 
what the rules are within an organisation and how you function 
and all that, terrifically important.37
The planning team felt very strongly that beyond acquiring 
knowledge and interacting positively with the world about them, 
it was absolutely crucial that students ‘must be given some 
opportunity to contribute to society.’38
The idea of involving students in community service had 
been formally introduced in October 1997 when the Ministry 
of Education launched its Community Involvement Programme 
(CIP). The programme compulsorily involved students of all 
levels — from primary school right up to the junior colleges — 
in community service. This programme was designed to help 
students foster a strong social conscience and a sense of belonging 
and commitment to their community, society and country 
through experiential learning. Students were each expected to 
log in six hours of community service each year. In 2005, the 
mandatory six-hour requirement was removed for students in 
junior colleges. The CIP programme had never been applied at 
tertiary level. As such, students in universities in Singapore had 
never been compelled to clock in CIP hours. In this regard, SMU 
was unique in insisting that all students clock at least 80 hours 
of community service as a prerequisite for graduation.39 The 
rationale offered is stated as follows:
In grooming visionary entrepreneurs and global business leaders 
of tomorrow, SMU recognizes the importance of preparing our 
students to be responsible citizens, demonstrating leadership 
and integrity within the communities they live and work. We 
want our students to give back to society. Our students are thus 
required to complete a minimum of 80 hours in community 
service as part of their graduation requirement.40
37 Ibid.
38 Tsui Kai Chong Interview.
39 ‘Compulsory 80-hour community service for SMU undergraduates’ 
Channelnewsasia, 22 Feb 2001.
40 ‘Why Community Service’ <http://centres.smu.edu.sg/c4sr/why-
community-service> (accessed 6 Oct 2014).
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One criticism levelled at this requirement has long been that 
if community service is mandated, it can no longer count as 
‘service.’ SMU was quick to explain that this requirement compels 
students to step outside their comfort zones and experience what 
it is like to actually perform community service. If there is no 
compulsion, students may not otherwise be exposed to the plight 
of others and may never get involved with the community at 
large. Howard Hunter puts it thus:
… a lot of these kids have never seen say the other part of 
Singapore or some other less developed parts of South East Asia. If 
nothing else, they’re exposed to a part of society that they would 
otherwise not be exposed. And for many it’s a transformative 
event. They also, in many instances, do a lot of very good work.
… This guy came from a comfortable, upper middle class 
Singapore family. He had gone to one of the better JCs. He’d 
done well. He’d done his national service. He’d come here. And 
he did an internship with Ministry of Health or a sub-agency 
of the Ministry of Health … [and] somehow from there he went 
on to an attachment with a group that was doing on-the-ground 
education about HIV and AIDs in Geylang focussing on freelance 
prostitutes… This guy told me that until he had that experience, 
he had never, even though he’d grown up in Singapore, he had 
never even been to Geylang. He didn’t even know anything 
about it at all. That was kind of an educational experience itself. 
But he became so interested in the social and cultural as well as 
health issues involved in trying to reach this particular segment 
of the community, and the real problems that they faced and that 
the health workers faced, that it changed his whole approach to 
his education and what he wanted to do with his life.41 
To harness the talents of their scholarship holders in service 
of others, SMU created the Centre for Scholar Development. 
Scholarship holders were required give back to the university 
community, and the Centre provided opportunities for peer 
tuition and to act as peer coaches to weaker students. Scholarship 
holders  also assist the Centre by giving admissions talks at junior 
colleges and giving admission talks. They are also required to 
perform community service beyond the prescribed 80 hours.42 
41 Howard Hunter Interview.
42 Low Aik Meng, Oral History Interview, Li Ka Shing Library, SMU 
[hereinafter, ‘Low Aik Meng Interview’].
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By the time SMU celebrated its 10th anniversary in 2010, SMU 
students had clocked in more than a million service hours.43
MakIng an InStant IMpact
The first batch of students who applied to SMU openly admitted 
to being excited about doing something new, and being part of 
an exciting new enterprise. The senior faculty at SMU all have 
their favourite story of how this or that student went against all 
odds to make it into that first batch. They were ‘true pioneers’ 
who were ‘very bold’ and had ‘the guts’ to enter as SMU’s first 
batch of students.44 And as these pioneering spirits took to their 
classes, the rest of Singapore wondered if SMU would be able to 
deliver on its promises. Everyone at SMU knew that the world 
was watching, some in silent support, others just waiting for the 
university to trip up. 
Conscious of their small size and serious limitations, staff 
and students at SMU worked strategically to make a mark. 
Every opportunity was a chance for the University to stand 
out and everyone knew it. SMU had, from the very beginning, 
made very clever use of ‘big names’: linking up with Wharton; 
appointing Janice Bellace inaugural President; appointing 
retired cabinet minister and SPH Chairman Lim Kim San, its 
Chancellor; and having well-known poster-boy entrepreneur Ho 
Kwon Ping as Chairman of its Board. The endorsement of such 
important personalities gave the University instant legitimacy 
and credibility. SMU also skilfully cultivated the mass media, 
handing them one exciting story after another. Quotable quotes, 
great news stories and big names aside, the proof of the proverbial 
pudding was still in the eating, and the world had to see how well 
SMU lived up to its own publicity and claims. A university was 
only as good as its products, and it was the SMU students who 
shouldered the burden of flying the flag.
Faculty and students adopted a ‘try, try, never mind’ attitude 
towards their participation in local and international events, and 
since the university was so new, very little was expected of them. 
As Tsui Kai Chong remembered, students were always told ‘go 
43 Ibid.
44 Tan Teck Meng, Oral History Interview, Li Ka Shing Library, SMU, 16 
Mar 2010 [hereinafter ‘Tan Teck Meng Interview’].
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there, please don’t be last; your mission when you go out there is 
to make friends.’45 Students were always told that when attending 
public forums or dialogue sessions, they should be the first to 
stand up and ask a question or make a comment — and proudly 
proclaim themselves to be from SMU.46
Many faculty love recounting the story of how the SMU 
case competition team bamboozled NUS and NTU to win top 
prize at the inaugural NUS Business School Case Competition in 
September 2001.47 Tsui Kai Chong recalls:
After Year One, we received an invitation to participate in a case 
competition organised by NUS. And typically we would send 
Year 3s and Year 4s to a case competition because these students 
would have gone through most of the programme and would 
have probably have done strategy. You must remember we only 
finished Year 1. I was asked to send a team. So we trained a team 
and sent that team to NUS. And that team emerged champion, 
beating Year 3s and Year 4s from NUS and NTU!
Let me tell you the secret behind that. In a case competition, 
all you need is a group of students to stand up and speak with 
confidence for 20 minutes. That’s what we train them for. And 
then to answer questions for another 20 minutes. You can drill 
people to do that. We also demonstrated that much of what we 
learn in strategy could be common sense.48 
Tsui is convinced that if you did not tell the students that they 
could not do something, they invariably rise to the occasion. 
He remembers another occasion when SMU sent a team to 
Copenhagen to compete in an international case competition. 
Again, they were told, to go and make friends and ‘try not to 
be last’. The case competition, added Tsui, ‘is a mere game’ and 
success in a competition did not guarantee success in life. That 
team beat 11 other international teams to emerge as champions.49
45 Tsui Kai Chong Interview.
46 Tan Teck Meng Interview
47 Jane Lee, ‘School notes’ Straits Times, 24 Sep 2001.
48 Tsui Kai Chong Interview.
49 Ibid.
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Student lIfe
As the University was starting up, Low 
Aik Meng was asked by Janice Bellace 
and Tan Chin Tiong to take on the job 
as Dean of Students. His first job was 
to establish an office or department to 
handle all matters relating to students. 
And instead of naming it the Office of 
Student Affairs which resonates with 
connotations that it was an administrative, 
rather than a developmental office, Low 
decided to name it the Office of Student 
Life (OSL).50 The first Director of the 
Office was Ruth Chiang and it was she 
who set up all the ‘proper systems and 
procedures governing student activities, internship, counselling, 
student conduct and community service’. The Office was also 
responsible for encouraging ‘students to participate actively in 
student life as part of their learning and development.’51 
Chiang also laid the ‘groundwork for the formation of clubs 
and their activities, including their budgetary procedures, 
risk and safety guidelines in organising student activities, and 
advising students on club formation.’52 Almost immediately 
clusters of students began organising themselves and forming 
clubs of all sorts, and before long, there were 130 different clubs. 
SMU adopted a relaxed approach to the formation of these clubs, 
knowing well that the fortunes of many of these clubs would 
wax and wane with each different intake of students. In time, 
many closed down or became defunct and were quickly replaced 
by others. However, to push the best organised of these clubs 
ahead, OSL introduced an Excellence Programme ‘whereby clubs 
that are committed and excelled in their activities are provided 
funds to employ coaches and to stage annual public concerts and 
performances.’ Funds were also provided to outstanding clubs 
50 Low Aik Meng Interview.
51 Ibid.
52 Ibid.
Low Aik Meng, SMU’s 
first  Dean of Students
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‘to participate and compete at international competitions and 
events.’53
In 2000, along with OSL, several other organisations were 
established to promote student activities. The first was the Office 
of Career Services (OCS) which, in addition to advising students 
on their career options, was responsible for helping students 
with job placements. OCS set up an e-recruitment portal called 
SMU OnTRAC ‘to enable employers to post their vacancies for 
internships and jobs, and for students to view the listings, submit 
their applications, monitor their progress, and accept job offers.’54 
The SMU Student Association (SMUSA) was established by the 
pioneer batch of students to represent the ‘interests and welfare 
of the student community’ and to establish ‘communication 
channels between students, student leaders, and the university 
administration.’55 
Students volunteer their time to the university as part of their 
community service involvement as well. One scheme that proved 
popular is the SMU Helpers scheme which was established in 2003. 
Volunteer students work closely with professional counsellors at 
the Student Wellness Centre by providing a ‘listening ear and 
emotional support to their peers during 
times of need.’56 The scheme is targeted 
at ‘young, international students who 
have never left home before and who 
face loneliness away from family, 
students experiencing difficulties in 
their relationships or coping with their 
studies, as well as those with family 
problems such as illness in the family or 
abusive parents or siblings.57 In August 
2003, the SMU Ambassadorial Corps 
was established by the Dean of Students. 
Finding students ideal ambassadors to 
53 Ibid.
54 Ibid. 
55 Ibid.
56 ‘SMU Peer Helpers’ <http://www.smu.edu.sg/wklswc/smu-peer-
helpers> (accessed 8 Oct 2014).
57 Low Aik Meng Interview.
Ruth Chiang, SMU’s first 
Director of the Office of 
Student Life
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showcase SMU’s uniqueness, students were trained as external 
relations representatives of the University. Among the duties 
performed by the Corps are: engaging with visitors, guests, parents 
and prospective students during important school functions. The 
excellent work performed by the Ambassadorial Corps and the 
good impressions they made on visitors added much to the lustre 
of SMU’s growing reputation.
With strong encouragement from the University to take an 
active part in the life of the University, it comes as no surprise 
that SMU students are found engaged in numerous different 
activities. SMU students quickly gained a reputation for being 
active, articulate and resourceful. Janice Bellace recalls a 
potentially sticky situation which saw SMU adopt an orang-utan 
and how the students rose to the occasion. One of SMU’s staff 
members had gone to the Singapore Zoological Gardens and made 
a commitment that SMU would adopt an orang-utan.58 Thinking 
that this would give SMU much publicity, the staff member had 
not considered the ramification of using $5,000 of the Ministry 
of Education’s funds to adopt a primate. Faced with this potential 
58 ‘SMU students “adopt” baby orang-utan’ Channelnewsasia, 24 Jan 2001.
Project Primate. SMU students with  
Hong Xing, the baby female orang utan ‘adopted by SMU
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embarrassment, Bellace decided to get one of the student teams 
to raise the funds as one of their projects. Bellace recalls what 
happened next:
It eventually became what was called Project Primate and 
the purpose of which was to not only adopt the orang-utan 
but to educate people how destruction of the rainforests was 
endangering various species. Because they’d gone to the zoo 
and talked to people and they really got very interested in this. 
And so one thing they did, the event that was going to be the 
fundraiser, they had several things and then … the final event 
was at Club Zouk. And Club Zouk said, ‘If you come in before 
9.00 pm, we’ll charge the admission fee but then we’ll give it 
to Project Primate’ and they had all sorts of things going on at 
this nightclub at which I showed up. But here’s the one I never 
expected … when people say, ‘What did you do at SMU that 
you never expected to do?’ and I said, ‘Hold an orang-utan in a 
nightclub.’ 
Bellace held Hong Xing, the baby female orang-utan at Zouk 
for almost half an hour, as part of her contribution to Project 
Primate. The students raised more than the requisite $5,000. ‘It 
was’ Bellace said, ‘just a wonderful example of how a team — and 
they were only first-year students — really ran with it and showed 
it could be done, so I always remember that as an example that 
[gave] me … a great sense of fulfilment … that it could work and 
it can work in Singapore.59 
the pIoneer claSS
On 8 September 2000, DPM Tony Tan visited the SMU campus 
on Evans Road. It was his first-ever visit to the campus and he 
was enthusiastically greeted by SMU’s cheerleaders clad in blue 
and silver. After touring the building, he presented the pioneering 
class with the SMU flag which was then raised to symbolise the 
beginning of student activities under SMU’s banner.60 Every 
member of the faculty who taught at SMU between 2000 and 
2003 remember the very first class — the Pioneer Class — as being 
very special. In a way, this was not surprising because they dared 
59 Janice Bellace Interview.
60 ‘Deputy Prime Minister Dr Tony Tan Announces SMU’s Long-Term 
Plans’, SMU Press Release, available at <http://ink.library.smu.edu.
sg/oh_pressrelease/9> (accessed 1 Oct 2014).
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to ‘choose a university that has no track record whatsoever and 
which, when they applied there, was nothing physical.’61 These 
were a special group of enterprising, risk-taking students who 
helped established SMU’s place among Singapore’s universities. 
Indeed, one of the first things SMU established was an incubator 
laboratory — which was sponsored by chip-maker Intel — to 
provide students with a state-of-the-art computer laboratory to 
run their start-up companies.62
The faculty also did all they could to make things special 
for this first class of 306 students. One of them was Low Kee 
Yang, then Deputy Dean of the Business School who decided to 
welcome each student with an apple. Pang Yang Hoong vividly 
recalls her first day teaching this cohort:
I remember … I was teaching the first class in Financial 
Accounting and here was a group of, I think it was about 35 to 
40 students in the class and I was trying to explain what is a 
seminar style, how is it different from lecture and tutorial style 
… and about 10 minutes into that, the door opened and … the 
Dean of the Business School was Tsui Kai Chong, he came in 
with Low Kee Yang who was the Deputy Dean and they came 
in bringing a box of Fuji apples, and then stopped everybody 
and said, ‘This is the first day of class, the Dean is welcoming 
everybody to class and we hope that you will have a very good 
experience with us, and here is a little sweetener so everybody 
gets an apple.’ And I thought it was kind of interesting because 
I don’t remember it ever being done in NUS or NTU before. So 
that has stuck in my mind … because I thought, that’s a very nice 
way of telling students, ‘We welcome you to something new and 
different.’63
A collegial spirit radiated from both staff and students in the first 
year of SMU’s operations. It was forged by the knowledge that 
they had all worked hard to make SMU happen, that they took 
such huge risks, and invested much sweat and tears in a collective 
enterprise, to create this unique institution. This special feeling 
was never to be repeated for the circumstances that led to the 
61 Ibid.
62 Tracy Quek, ‘Help for SMU students to start dot.coms’ Straits Times, 13 
Jun 2000.
63 Pang Yang Hoong Interview.
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establishment of SMU in two short years could never be reprised. 
Janice Bellace remembered:
The first class are really dear to my heart and … Kai Chong was 
just wonderful, in organizing things, in really having the class 
bond, having some activities that really pulled them together. It 
was such a wonderful class … I think people were really happy, 
partly because some people — including the organizing team — 
had been working on this for two to three years. So finally … 
something you’ve been planning, to have it happen … there was 
a great sense of fulfilment.64  
As the term progressed, Pang Yang Hoong observed that all the 
students, regardless of their academic abilities, were willing to 
learn and to simply try, no matter how daunting a task could be. 
The faculty ‘went all out to challenge them with difficult projects, 
with difficult questions’, but ‘the students never complained’; 
they simply ‘took it all in stride and they learnt.’65 The students 
tried everything; they set up numerous clubs and associations, 
organised activities all over campus, and ‘set the tone for future 
students’.66 Low Aik Meng recalled:
64 Janice Bellace Interview.
65 Pang Yang Hoong Interview.
66 Low Aik Meng Interview.
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Having taught at other local universities, I would describe 
campus life there as impersonal, with little interaction between 
faculty, staff and students. In SMU, at the outset, we decided 
that we would encourage a ‘family’ concept with fewer barriers 
between faculty and students. Our small classes and interactive 
teaching pedagogy also enabled faculty to know students better. 
Students were not afraid to approach faculty to discuss issues. It 
was not unusual for faculty to participate in activities of students. 
For example, many of the faculty joined the pioneer students on 
a three-day cruise at the end of their first year.67
Sometimes, the students’ enthusiasm outside the classroom went 
rather overboard. Tsui Kai Chong remembered how he was 
walking around campus just before the examinations and having 
to shepherd students back to their books:
… one week before the exams, I nearly died of heart attack 
because they’re obviously not studying. And I was walking 
around telling the students, ‘Please study, you know, we do 
kick you out if you don’t do well.’ Their view is that, ‘No, it’s an 
American system, no one fails in the US system.’ I said, ‘No, we 
do kick people out, this is still Singapore.’68 
67 Ibid.
68 Tsui Kai Chong Interview.
Students from SMU’s inaugural intake
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Tsui may have been too late, or the students may well have not 
taken him seriously enough. The results in the first semester were 
rather dismal: a third of the students, more than 100 of them 
obtained a Grade Point Average (GPA) of less than 2.0. Tsui had 
to call an emergency with his senior colleagues in the back room 
of the Tanglin Community Club in the middle of a University 
function to decide what to do. They had two options: to moderate 
the grades, or to leave them be. The team decided: 
We could have obviously moderated the grades such that more of 
them would pass but we decided against it, because that would 
not be a true reflection of, not the abilities, but the efforts. With 
that in mind, we also made the rule, there and then, in that 
basement: Three strikes and you’re out! And that’s how that rule 
came about. That they were allowed three terms with GPA of 
2.0 and below, and thereafter, we’ll have to ask them to leave.69
In May 2004, SMU celebrated the graduation of the first students 
in its Pioneer Class. Some students had, through accelerated 
course work graduated in the latter half of 2003. Everyone who 
graduated in 2003 had secured employment, while more than 
60% of those who graduated, had by July, found employment. 
Of the graduates, more than 50% were employed in the banking 
sector. The high placement rates were a direct result of work done 
by the Office of Student Life. Janice Bellace was convinced that 
as SMU had no track record or reputation in the initial years, it 
was crucial to have good contacts with the business community 
and have SMU students doing internships so that they would 
be known and hopefully obtain employment with them upon 
graduation.70 Bellace paid tribute to the work done by Ruth 
Chiang of OSL in this regard. It was the fact that OSL started 
planning placements ‘from Day 1’ that made all the difference.
The Pioneer Class officially graduated on 10 July 2004, with 
a Commencement ceremony held at Raffles City Convention 
Centre. At the ceremony, a new American-style tradition was 
introduced — a speech by the class Valedictorian. Lim Kong Wee, 
who made history by graduating summa cum laude with degrees in 
Business and Accountancy, and becoming the first valedictorian 
69 Ibid.
70 Janice Bellace Interview.
of any university of Singapore who really spoke for his class and 
his teachers when he said:
SMU has provided me with an extraordinary experience that 
extended well beyond the simple pursuit of a degree. In these 
four years, not only have I come to appreciate the responsibilities 
of a leader, but also the value of independent thinking, confidence 
and team work in real-world business-making. As the pioneer 
batch of students, our decision to pursue a degree at SMU was 
regarded by some as a move into unchartered territory and I am 
proud to say that it was a smart move forward!71
71 ‘SMU Celebrates the Graduation of Its Pioneer Class’, SMU 
Press Release, available at <http://ink.library.smu.edu.sg/oh_
pressrelease/34> (accessed 1 Jun 2014).
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Chapter 6
Growing the Schools
IntroductIon
When SMU took in its first batch of 306 students in 2000, 
it was a university comprising a single school — the Business 
School — quite possibly the smallest university in the world at 
the time. It was never intended that the university remain so 
small, since projections were that SMU would eventually have a 
student population of 6,000. The vision of Janice Bellace and the 
planning team was that SMU would be ‘a university that would 
focus on business and related disciplines’, something akin to the 
London School of Economics and Political Science (LSE) which 
has 20 different academic departments covering subjects related 
to the traditional disciplines of Economics and Political Science. 
The analogy is not exact because LSE is one of the 21 colleges 
and institutes in the federal system of the University of London. 
Nonetheless, it was clear to Bellace and her team that sooner or 
later, other subjects would need to be added and separate schools 
established: 
If you look at … the London School of Economics,… you would 
see Management, you would see Economics, you would see Law, 
Accountancy,… Political Science, Sociology. So those were the 
disciplines that I had in mind.1
Leong Kwong Sin, who was also on the Working Committee 
recalled that the team had it ‘planned all along’ to ‘open many 
schools’. The only unknown was the speed at which this could 
be accomplished, although they had hoped to open a new school 
‘once every year or two.’2 What was less clear was the sequence 
in which each of these Schools would be established. As Low 
Kee Yang recalled, the planning team did not really consider 
1 Janice Bellace, Oral History Interview, Li Ka Shing Library, SMU, 27 
Apr 2010 [hereinafter, ‘Janice Bellace Interview’].
2 Leong Kwong Sin, Oral History Interview, Li Ka Shing Library, SMU, 
13 Jul 2010 [hereinafter ‘Leong Kwong Sin Interview’]
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how many schools there would be because they were focused on 
getting the University started.3
Over the course of the next six years, SMU grew from being 
a single Business School university into a small university with 
six separate schools. The first to ‘break off’ was the School 
of Accountancy, which was established in 2001. Although 
Accountancy is typically nestled within business schools in the 
US, the professional demands for Accountancy professionals in 
Singapore necessitated this break. As Bellace explained:
So Accountancy … was hived off into a separate school — which 
was what I was not accustomed to — because of the requirements 
of the profession here, where you have to go through an approved 
curriculum to be a practicing accountant. The curriculum is such 
that it would have distorted the Business School’s curriculum.… 
if you were at the Wharton School, you could be an accounting 
major inside the business curriculum. The courses they take 
at Wharton, the whole number would not have matched the 
requirements … here. So it was easier to set up a separate school.4 
Two other schools that were very much on the planning table 
were the School of Economics and Social Sciences, and the School 
of Law. As Bellace noted, ‘you really can’t have a Business School 
without economics’, and as a lawyer herself, she thought about 
a School of Law as well. However, as no one anticipated having 
science laboratories or engineering facilities, a school like the 
School of Information Systems had not been envisaged. Indeed, 
she only met Steve Miller — who was eventually appointed to 
head up the School — a month or two before she stepped down as 
President in September 2001.5 Tan Chin Tiong recalled how the 
planning team wanted to have a School of Law ‘from Day One’ 
since it was the most ‘natural’ complement to the Business School, 
but ‘it turned out to be almost the last one in this whole entreé of 
things.’6 When DPM Tony Tan visited SMU’s Evans Road campus 
in September, he told reporters that he saw SMU establishing an 
Accountacy programme by 2001, and this was to be ‘followed 
3 Low Kee Yang, Oral History Interview, Li Ka Shing Library, 12 Nov 
2010 [hereinafter ‘Low Kee Yang Interview’].
4 Ibid.
5 Ibid.
6 Tan Chin Tiong, Oral History Interview, Li Ka Shing Library, 7 Dec 
2010 [hereinafter ‘Tan Chin Tiong Interview’]
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by Information and Communications, and Economics and Social 
Sciences soon after.’7 
the lee kong chIan School of BuSIneSS
Growth and Development8
Students who were accepted in SMU’s first intake were on track to 
graduate with a Bachelor of Business Management (BBM) degree 
at the end of four years. There was, in June 2000, only one School 
with two departments — Business and Accountancy. A couple of 
months later, SMU announced the establishment of a School of 
Accountancy which would offer a separate degree programme 
culminating in a Bachelor of Accounting (BAcc) degree.9 In 
January 2001, SMU announced Singapore’s first double-degree 
programme in Business Management and Accountancy which 
would run from 2002 onwards. Students in the pioneer batch 
were also told that they were eligible to apply for the programme 
provided they performed well in their first year.10 The heart of the 
BBM programme is the University Core comprising six credit units 
covering: (a) Analytical Skills and Creative Thinking; (b) Business, 
Government and Society; (c) Management Communication; 
(d) Ethics and Social Responsibility; (e) Leadership and Team 
Building; and (f) Technology and World Change. This Core was 
compulsory and required in all other courses offered at the 
undergraduate level at SMU.
In 2002, the School introduced the Business Study Mission as 
an elective course. The main object of the course is to broaden 
the mindset of students and offer them a better understanding 
of the benefits and pitfalls of doing business overseas. The first 
7 ‘Deputy Prime Minister Dr Tony Tan Announces SMU’s Long-Term 
Plans’, SMU Press Release, available at <http://ink.library.smu.edu.
sg/oh_pressrelease/9> (accessed 5 Oct 2014); see also ‘Accountancy 
courses at SMU from next year’ Business Times, 9 Sep 2000; and Sandra 
Davie, ‘SMU to offer accountancy from 2001’ Straits Times, 9 Sep 2000.
8 David Bruce Montgomery, Oral History Interview, Li Ka Shing 
Library, 14 Jul 2011 [hereinafter ‘Dave Montgomery Interview]’.
9 Sandra Davie, ‘SMU to offer accountancy from 2001’ Straits Times, 9 
Sep 2000.
10 ‘SMU offers Singapore’s first double degree programme’ Channel News 
Asia, 3 Jan 2001.
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such mission saw 24 students and faculty visiting Hong Kong 
and Shenzhen in August 2002. This was quickly followed up 
with a trip to the Pearl River Delta Region that same December.11 
The elective has proven extremely popular with students. This 
programme has been emulated in the School of Accountancy (as 
Accountancy Study Mission) and the School of Law (Law Study 
Mission).12
Executive Education & MBA Programmes
SMU’s Executive Education programme was kick-started in 
2000 when Annie Koh joined SMU from NUS.13 While the core 
focus of SMU’s Business School was initially undergraduate 
education, Provost Tan Chin Tiong knew that it was absolutely 
crucial that the School also develop an Executive Education 
division to engage more closely with corporate clients. One way 
to get the programmes off to a quick start was to leverage on 
Wharton’s reputation. Through Janice Bellace, Koh was able 
to meet with Wharton’s Executive Education people to work 
out joint programmes they could offer. One of these was the 
Investment Management programme which not only capitalised 
on Wharton’s reputation in investment but also leveraged on the 
strength of local faculty like Tan Chin Tiong, Hwang Soo Chiat 
and Koh herself.14 
The first Master’s level programme at SMU was started in 
2002 by Tsui Kai Chong and Annie Koh. This came as quite a 
shock to many people since SMU had not even graduated its first 
intake of undergraduates, and the normal progression of things 
was to have the undergraduate population provide students for 
the post-graduate courses. This quick start-up was prompted by 
the simple fact that such an opportunity fell into their laps. In 
2002, Tsui was surprised to learn from his former NUS colleague, 
Joseph Lim (who later joined SMU), that the Master in Applied 
Finance programme at NUS (which Tsui had himself started) was 
11 ‘Singapore Management University Report to Stakeholders 2002-2003’ 
at 25.
12 Low Aik Meng Interview.
13 Annie Koh, Oral History Interview, Li Ka Shing Library, SMU, 18 Apr 
2013 [hereinafter ‘Annie Koh Interview’].
14 Ibid.
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being closed down. The programme had been very successful 
especially since the organisation of school terms coincided with 
the examinations for the Chartered Financial Analyst (CFA) 
examinations. And since Singapore and Hongkong have the 
highest number of CFA candidates in Asia, it made sense to seize 
the opportunity and start the programme at SMU. Furthermore, 
Tsui was highly regarded in CFA circles and had been a CFA grader 
and examiner at the University of Virginia, Charlottesville. The 
new course at SMU was a resounding success and continues to be 
one of the Business School’s most sought-after MSc programmes.
Another specialist Master’s degree course that SMU set up 
was the Master in Wealth Management course. Ho Ching, Chief 
Executive Officer of Temasek Holdings, had written to Chairman 
Ho Kwon Ping, informing him that she was planning to set up 
a Wealth Management Institute (WMI). Since the Institute had 
no degree-granting capacity, she asked if SMU would like to 
partner WMI to run programmes with certification. This was in 
2003. Within a year, a Master in Wealth Management course was 
launched but on an Executive MBA model. The course proved 
exceedingly popular. When it was announced, more than 120 
applications were received for the 30-student programme.15
Although SMU’s Business School developed a number of 
other specialised Master level programmes in the ensuing years, 
it was not till 2008 that it launched its own MBA programme.16 
SMU delayed starting its own MBA programmes because it was 
difficult for the School of Business to differentiate itself from 
other MBAs already being offered on the market. The decision 
to launch the MBA was reached when Doris Sohmen-Pao joined 
SMU from INSEAD. SMU’s MBA would be a ‘fast-tracked’ MBA 
because many students in MBA programmes already came with 
a lot of experience and prior knowledge. 
15 Daniel Buenas, ‘120 vie for place in SMU wealth mgt programme’ 
Business Times, 26 Jan 2004.
16 ‘SMU Launches MBA Programme’, SMU Press Release, available 
at: <http://ink.library.smu.edu.sg/oh_pressrelease> (accessed 1 Oct 
2014). 
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Leadership
The first Dean of the SMU School of Business was Tsui Kai 
Chong. He had joined SMU from NUS where he had taught for 
many years. A specialist in financial markets, he had graduated 
from the Polytechnic of Central London and from New York 
University where he obtained his PhD. Tsui had taught at NUS 
from 1981 and at the time he left for SMU, held the rank of 
Associate Professor and was in charge of its MBA programme. 
He was Dean of the SMU Business School from 2000 to 2003. 
From 2001, he was concurrently Vice Provost for Undergraduate 
Studies, a post he held for a year before becoming Vice Provost 
for Graduate Studies. 
In 2003, Tsui stepped down as Dean and Vice Provost and was 
succeeded by David Bruce Montgomery, who had recently retired 
from Stanford University.17 Montgomery, an internationally-
renowned professor of marketing was the Sebastian S Kresge 
Professor of Marketing Strategy and had taught at Stanford 
University since 1970. Montgomery first visited SMU in July 
2002 at the invitation of his old friend Ronald Frank who had 
just become SMU’s second President. Frank suggested that he 
spend two weeks in Singapore and 
at the end of his visit, Frank and 
Provost Tan Chin Tiong — who 
also knew Montgomery from a 
visit he made to Stanford — offered 
him the Deanship. As Montgomery 
recalled, he was stunned, but ‘one 
thing led to another’ and he arrived 
in January 2003 to become Dean.18 
Dave Montgomery stepped down 
as Dean of the Business School in 
2005 and became Consultant and 
Visiting Professor of Marketing and 
Management, a post he held till 
2014. He was succeeded in turn by 
17 Harleen Kaur, ‘Marketing guru is new SMU dean’ Straits Times, 15 Apr 
2003.
18 Dave Montgomery Interview.
Dave Montgomery, second 
Dean of the Business School
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Pang Eng Fong (2006—2008),19 Howard Thomas (2009—2014),20 
and Gerard George (from 2015).
Marketing SMU
Beyond reorganising the Management department, Montgomery 
spent much of his time trying to find and hire senior faculty. It 
was, as he recalled, much easier to hire younger faculty but of 
the three senior faculty he identified, he managed to hire two. 
He also spent a lot of time making SMU known to the highest 
academic circles in management using two key strategies. 
The first was to write letters to friends, telling them about how 
exciting SMU and its mission were, and the many opportunities 
that presented themselves in SMU’s bid to be a world class 
research university. At the time, there was an economic recession 
in the US and Montgomery decided to capitalise on the slow-
down in academic hires to pitch to younger scholars who were 
prepared to take a chance in Singapore. Working closely with Jin 
Han, then Associate Professor of Marketing, Montgomery drafted 
a letter, the first two paragraphs of which read:
What university numbers on its staff the Founding Editor of 
Journal of Consumer Research, the first Departmental Editor 
for Marketing and Management Science, the co-founder of the 
Influence Marketing College, the co-chairperson of the first 
ACR International Conference, the co-chairperson of the first 
AMA International Conference, the co-chairperson of the 
first Marketing Science Conference, a co-author of the Asian 
perspective edition of the Collar Marketing text and the authors 
or editors of over 30 books and monographs on marketing? It’s 
the Singapore Management University, SMU. 
The dynamic new upstart University in Singapore that 
is raising the bar on standards of excellence in research and 
teaching within Asia and the global community.21
19 ‘Singapore Management University appoints new Dean for Business 
School’, SMU Press Release, available at <http://ink.library.smu.edu.
sg/oh_pressrelease/46> (accessed 1 Oct 2014).
20 ‘International Management Expert Helms SMU Business School’, 
SMU Press Release, available at <http://ink.library.smu.edu.sg/oh_
pressrelease> (accessed 1 Oct 2014).
21 Dave Montgomery Interview.
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With this intriguing prologue, Montgomery would then ask his 
friends and colleagues if there were any students he could talk to 
about these opportunities. Having gotten some recommendations, 
Jin Han and a team of other recruiters went off to the American 
Marketing Association Educators’ Conference in August 2003 
‘and interviewed like crazy’.22
Montgomery’s second strategy was to hold a series of ‘research 
camps’ or  what he called Marketing Camp or Finance Camp. 
It was an idea he had copied from the Accountancy people in 
Stanford. He started running these camps to which he invited his 
friends — eminent people in their fields — and brought them over 
to Singapore for a mini conference where they would interact with 
local faculty, interrogate each others’ papers and hopefully form 
research partnerships.23 Montgomery was a tough taskmaster. He 
expected all his faculty to pull their weight and make sure they 
did their best to go to all the major conferences in their fields and 
fly SMU’s flag.24 Montgomery also wanted all his faculty to pay as 
much attention to their teaching as they did to their research. He 
was particularly perturbed by researchers who neglected their 
teaching obligations. It was, as he pointed out, the job of a Dean 
to ‘build a portfolio’, to achieve a balance of talents and ability 
within the School:
I think a Dean’s role is … to build a portfolio.… Every person 
doesn’t have to do everything … what you want is a balance so 
this was translated into SMU. I tried to make sure that people 
understood … the young faculty are going to be worried about 
their research and … tenure and … I’m not saying that I want you 
to stay up all night, everyd ay of the week, worrying about your 
teaching but you better do a good job, you know. Our students 
are important, learning’s important and so is your research, so 
try to … build a balance and do a reasonable job.… Sometimes 
you’ll find faculty, older faculty will advise the younger faculty 
just concentrate only on your research and I said, ‘You know, 
don’t do it on my watch!25
One of Montgomery’s marketing achievements in Singapore 
was the hosting of the first-ever Asian meeting of the Marketing 
22 Ibid.
23 Ibid.
24 Ibid.
25 Ibid.
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Science Institute (MSI) in July 2005. This conference had in fact 
been started by Montgomery and Dick R Wittink back in 1979 and 
Montgomery was able to leverage on his reputation and credibility 
to bring the conference to Singapore. The MSI conference is one 
of the most important and prestigious yearly marketing events 
and it was ‘a big deal’ to have been able to organise it. At the 
time, the Asian Marketing Conference — as it was called — was 
the largest-ever marketing science conference with over 700 of 
the top people in quantitative marketing from around the world. 
Montgomery, who initially only wanted a two-year term as Dean, 
got an extension on his contract so he could see this conference 
through. He explained why he felt it so important for SMU to co-
host this meeting: 
Why did you want them here? Well, they saw our beautiful 
downtown campus, it was brand spanking new, two years old. 
And we rented a tent … which we had just outside the library  
… and we had the cocktail parties and the lunch, and of course, 
beautiful presentation rooms at the Business School and it was 
great. Then they went out and they had wonderful food in 
Singapore and did all sorts of fun stuff. 
… I think back, and you know, it worked so beautifully and 
the Marketing Science Institute … they continue to this day to be 
Present at the launch of the Lee Kong Chian Business School were (L-R): 
Lee Seng Gee, eldest son of the late Lee Kong Chian and chairman of the  
Lee Foundation; Chairman Ho Kwon Ping; and President Ron Frank
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super impressed by SMU. I mean 
our credits just went through the 
roof.26
It was during Montgomery’s term 
as Dean, that the Business School 
was renamed the Lee Kong Chian 
School of Business after SMU 
received its largest-ever donation, 
a S$50 million gift from the Lee 
Foundation. The Foundation, 
established by the late Dato Dr 
Lee Kong Chian (1893—1967) is 
Singapore’s biggest benefactor of 
education and good causes. In 
recognition of the Foundation’s 
generous donation, the Business 
School was accordingly named 
the Lee Kong Chian School of 
Business. This was particularly 
apt since the late Dr Lee himself had come from very humble 
beginnings but through hard work and an uncanny nose of 
business, became one of the richest men in Southeast Asia. 
His business empire included interests in rubber, pineapple, 
properties, various banks and property. Two of his three sons 
— Lee Seng Gee and Lee Seng Tee — had actually attended the 
Wharton School.
In 2011, the School received both the Association to Advance 
Collegiate Schools of Business (AACSB) accreditation and a 
five-year European Quality Improvement System (EQUIS) 
accreditation, becoming one of the youngest schools in the world 
to be accredited.27 Less than 5% of the world’s business schools 
have AACSB accreditation. 
26 Dave Montgomery Interview.
27 ‘SMU Is One of the Youngest Universities to Receive Accreditation 
From Oldest Global Accrediting Body AACSB International’, SMU 
Press Release, available at: <http://ink.library.smu.edu.sg/oh_
pressrelease> (accessed 4 Oct 2014).
Dato Dr Lee Kong Chian in full robes 
and regalia as Chancellor of the 
University of Singapore
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the School of accountancy
Why A Separate School?
In September 2000, just three months after SMU’s first students 
were admitted, the University announced that it would be 
offering degree courses in accountancy from 2001. This would 
mean that Accountancy degree courses would be offered by all 
three local universities.28 Like the Business degree at SMU, the 
Accountancy programme was also a broad-based American-
style accountancy programme that included the University Core 
requirements. Dean of the School of Accountancy, Pang Yang 
Hoong told the press that the programme would ‘train students 
who will be accountants for the new knowledge-based economy 
— those with the ‘extras’, such as creativity and entrepreneurial 
spirit, not just your traditional number-cruncher.’29 
Provost Tan Chin Tiong attributed this rather quick 
decoupling of the School of Accountancy from the School of 
Business to two main reasons. The first of these had to do with 
professional qualifications. The Accountancy degree is a prelude 
to professional qualifications and this required a number of 
specialised accounting modules to be offered. The second reason 
— a rather more sensitive one — was that the Accountancy group 
tended more to be practice-oriented whilst the Business School 
faculty tended to be research-oriented. This natural divide made it 
logical for the split.30  While it may have made sense to eventually 
separate the School of Accountancy from the School, it was really 
a matter of policy. As Pang Yang Hoong recalled: 
Dr Tony Tan said that he wanted a separate Accountancy degree 
that would be professionally recognized … and … to do that we 
should be a separate school. So it was because of his instruction 
that we should have a separate school that the Accountancy 
School was set up just one year after the Business School.31
28 ‘Accountancy courses at SMU from next year’ Business Times, 9 Sep 
2000; and Sandra Davie, ‘SMU to offer accountancy from 2001’ Straits 
Times, 9 Sep 2000.
29 ‘American-style accountancy degree at SMU’ Straits Times, 9 Nov 2000.
30 Tan Chin Tiong Interview.
31 Pang Yang Hoong, Oral History Interview, Li Ka Shing Library, SMU 
27 Apr 2010 [hereinafter ‘Pang Yang Hoong Interview’].
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Setting Up the School
The team that was to set up the 
School of Accounting included 
three very senior faculty: Pang 
Yang Hoong (who was to be 
the Dean of the new School), 
Leong Kwong Sin and Michael 
Gan. Having taught many 
years, both in NUS and in 
NTU, they knew full well the 
problems of the current system 
and sought to design a course 
from the ground up. Pang Yang 
Hoong, inaugural Dean of the 
School of Accountancy, was 
given nine months to set up 
the School and the programme. 
One of the first things she did was to work out a draft curriculum: 
At that time, of course, I was very familiar with that and then the 
accounting faculty that were part of the start-up team helped me 
to brainstorm and we were looking at what were the features of 
the NTU program that we liked, and then what were the features 
of the NTU program that we didn’t like. And then based on that 
we decided that we were going to draw up our curriculum to 
make sure that we incorporate features of NTU program that we 
liked, and then we were going to leave out those things we didn’t 
like, and then we were going to bring in additional qualities 
which the NTU local graduates we feel did not have. So I spent 
probably about one month developing a draft of the curriculum.32
Recognition and Accreditation
One of the stumbling blocks for the team was that SMU’s 
accounting programme was four years instead of three, and 
accountants, and accountants-to-be were quick to make their 
opportunity costs calculations. By creating a different type of 
educational model and pedagogy, the Accountancy team was 
telling the world: ‘This is what future accountants must know; 
the future demands that accountants go beyond technical 
32 Ibid.
Pang Yang Hoong, Founding Dean of the 
School of Accountancy
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competence, you need all these other subjects to prepare you 
for that future.’33 Two things needed to be done quickly. First, 
the degree to be awarded had to be recognised and accredited; 
and second, it was crucial to get endorsement from industry and 
change the way the professionals thought about the profession. 
Both these imperatives are connected since it is the profession 
which regulates new entrants and endorses programmes. This, 
the team did by going to town and talking to the big accounting 
firms — the Big Five — and getting feedback on the shortfalls 
of the accountancy programmes on offer at NUS and NTU. The 
team then addressed all the issues and went back out to the firms 
to show them how their new programme would address all the 
long-standing shortfalls. 34
While it was easy to get the partners in the big accounting 
firms to tell the team what they thought about the proposed 
curriculum, it was rather more difficult to persuade them that 
the ‘old methods of learning’ which they had grown up with 
should be discarded for a new approach. In this regard, they 
were lucky to have on the team Michael Gan who had taught 
most of the partners in all the big accounting firms. Gan was 
able, as their former teacher, to persuade them to look at a new 
way to train accountants.35 This gathering of feedback went down 
very well with the big accounting firms. Indeed, as Leong Kwong 
Sin proudly proclaims, the firms were so happy that ‘a lot of the 
partners send their kids to our programmes.’36 Another thing the 
team did to show the world that SMU’s Accountancy programme 
had widespread recognition, was to secure sponsorship for prizes 
from the big accounting firms and also to get them to agree to 
appear in advertisements endorsing SMU’s programme.37 This 
last move did not go down well with NTU and NUS since these 
accountants were in fact products of their universities and not 
SMU.
Getting accredited was another matter altogether. At the 
time, the accreditation body was the Institute of Certified Public 
33 Paraphrase of Leong Kwong Sin in his Interview.
34 Leong Kwong Sin Interview.
35 Ibid.
36 Ibid.
37 Ibid.
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Accountants of Singapore (ICPAS).38 Pang remembered how hard 
she had to work to persuade ICPAS to accredit SMU’s course even 
before it started:
And when we were done with that, then we applied to the 
Institute of Public Accountants of Singapore for accreditation 
and we also applied to at that time, the Public Accountants Board 
for accreditation of our programme. The accreditation from the 
Institute of Certified Public Accountants of Singapore were 
obtained just before we launched the programme. And they were 
actually very reluctant to do so because they said that ‘Nobody 
accredits a programme that is not yet in existence’ and they 
said, ‘You should be running for a while first before we consider 
accreditation.’ And what I said to them … ‘I can’t afford to run 
for a while first before I get accredited, I must be accredited now.’ 
And I gave them assurance about the fact that we had sought 
employers’ feedback and so on and in the process of seeking 
employers’ feedback, we actually also invited employers to play 
a part in helping us to train students. 
So it was a… concerted strategy to invite for example partners 
from the Big Four to come and teach courses that are very 
practice-oriented. Because the proposition we had for them was 
that … Our faculty … are trained in top universities and so they 
have all of the academic knowledge but they have the practical 
experience and they can bring those into the classroom so that 
all of those knowledge are passed on to our students as soon 
as they become relevant.… And so we actually had employers’ 
buy in, and that’s why we always had adjunct faculty [to] teach 
things like tax,… audit. So when I explained this to the Institute, 
they said, ‘OK, I will give you provisional accreditation.’39
With this provisional accreditation, Pang and her team were able 
to confidently market SMU’s new Accountancy programme and 
also assuage the concerns of worried parents of students looking 
to enrol in SMU. Over the next two years, Pang had to submit to 
ICPAS annual reports detailing the quality of the students and 
the qualification of faculty, as well as how well the students were 
38 In July 2013, the Institute of Certified Public Accounts of Singapore 
changed its name to the Institute of Singapore Chartered Accountants 
(ISCA).
39 Pang Yang Hoong Interview.
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doing, together with sample examination papers. After two years, 
SMU’s School of Accountancy obtained its accreditation.40
The First Intake 
All the groundwork laid by Pang and her team paid off 
handsomely. When applications were open for the new 
Accountancy programme in March 2001, SMU received 659 
applicants for the 100 places in the course. Of these, about 85% 
of the applicants were ‘A’ level holders while the rest were from 
the polytechnics.41 When the selection was finalised, almost all 
successful candidates came from the junior colleges. The fact 
that SMU had only obtained provisional ICPAS accreditation 
did not appear to bother the applicants too much. One applicant, 
Eugene Peh, who already had an offer from the London School 
of Economics, probably summed up the sentiments of those who 
applied, ‘I see opportunity in SMU and I am attracted by its 
enthusiasm and passion.’42 One other ‘sweetener’ for applicants 
was the possibility of combining their Accountancy degree 
with a Business Management degree since SMU had earlier in 
January announced Singapore’s first double-degree programme 
in Business Management and Accounting. Students simply could 
not do this in any other university in Singapore.
Pang and her team at the new School of Accountancy were 
also concerned that many good students may have been deterred 
from applying to the School because of the relatively higher 
costs of studying at SMU made more costly by the additional 
year needed to graduate. To help ameliorate the situation, Pang 
suggested establishing a scholarship fund to help students from 
needy families. It was the first such fund in the entire University 
and enjoyed the widespread support of the faculty and students.43 
The first cohort of School of Accountancy students graduated in 
2005. Most of them went to the Big Four accounting firms — by 
this time, one of the ‘Big Five’, Arthur Andersen had collapsed 
40 Ibid.
41 Sylvia Low, ‘SMU accountancy course a big draw’ Straits Times, 25 Apr 
2001. 
42 Ibid.
43 Hwang Soo Chiat, Oral History Interview, Li Ka Shing Library, 12 Oct 
2010 [hereinafter ‘Hwang Soo Chiat Interview’]
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following the Enron scandal — while the rest joined multi-
national corporations. Everyone found a job. Pang Yang Hoong 
attributed this to the fact that with so many senior accountants 
teaching at the School as adjunct faculty, the students had so many 
opportunities to prove themselves to their potential employers and 
lost no time doing so. Over time, the quality of SMU Accountancy 
graduates also attracted the attention of foreign banks operating 
in Singapore.44
Faculty Development
Having gotten the programme off the ground, Pang and her 
team had now to turn their attention to developing the faculty 
itself. As Pang herself recalled, there was ‘no research faculty’ 
when the School started since most of the start-up team ‘were 
all administrators and teachers’.45 One of the things the team did 
was to start attending the American Accounting Association’s 
annual meetings and to meet with PhD students who were about 
to graduate and to sell them the prospects at SMU. While this 
strategy was reasonably successful, the School was only able to 
hire junior faculty. The absence of senior research faculty was to 
became problematic in the years to come. As Pang recalled:
And most, all the faculty that we hired, they were just rookies, 
just fresh out of the PhD and it was really difficult to develop, 
for them to develop, because we had no senior faculty. And also 
to be published in the top journals in Accounting, a lot of rookie 
faculty prefer to stay in the US because the journals are in the 
US, the reviewers are in the US, and all the conferences and the 
workshops to go to are in the US. So it was a big challenge for 
us to develop all these junior faculty. And so we had to be very 
supportive in terms of allowing our faculty to go on overseas 
conferences, to present their papers at workshops and so on. 
In the early years, I actually didn’t even limit the number of 
conferences that our research faculty could go to. I just told 
them as long as your paper is accepted at a good conference, we 
will fund you, you go. So they went. And then they had a good 
experience, they talked to their friends and more faculty joined 
us.46 
44 Pang Yang Hoong Interview.
45 Ibid.
46 Ibid.
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Such exposure was certainly useful, but it would take time for 
these bright, young junior faculty to come into their own. To 
solve this problem, the School sought out from around the world, 
senior faculty who were due for sabbatical leave and invited them 
to spend a year at SMU. This was one avenue for junior faculty 
to interact with senior faculty. A break came in 2005 when the 
School succeeded in hiring Kwon Young-Koan, a chaired professor 
from the University of Illinois who became the School’s Associate 
Director for Research. This proved to be a major breakthrough, 
as the School’s research output soared. In 2009, it was 10th in the 
world for accounting research by the Accounting Review.47  That 
year, the School launched its Master of Professional Accounting 
(MPA) programme. The two-year, part-time course is targeted at 
those ‘who intend to join the industry but do not have a basic 
accounting degree’.48
the SchoolS of econoMIcS & SocIal ScIenceS
The Third School
Less than two months after the School of Accountancy admitted 
its first students, Education Minister Teo Chee Hean announced 
the establishment of a new School of Economics and Social 
Sciences on the occasion of SMU’s Convocation ceremony which 
was held on 12 August 2001:
Today, I am pleased to announce that SMU will start its third 
school — the School of Economics and Social Sciences, in 2002 
with a first intake of 50 students. There is natural synergy 
between the social sciences and many of the major business 
disciplines. Students in this new School will eventually be 
able to major in a wide range of subjects including Economics, 
Sociology, Political Science and Psychology. Students in SMU’s 
two existing schools will also benefit as they will be exposed 
to professors with a different range of expertise and knowledge 
which will be useful in rounding up their areas of study.49
47 Ibid.
48 Lee U-Wen, ‘SMU offers master’s in accounting courses’ Today, 19 Sep 
2005.
49 Speech By RADM(NS) Teo Chee Hean, Minister For Education And 
2nd Minister For Defence At SMU’s Convocation Ceremony, on 12 
August 2001, 3.40 pm, Ballroom, Singapore International Convention 
& Exhibition Centre.
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The decision to establish a new School for Economics and Social 
Sciences (SESS) was, in the words of Provost Tan Chin Tiong, 
‘a natural spin-off’ for the Business School.50 Internally, a paper 
had been prepared by Phang Sock Yong, then Area Coordinator 
(Economics) at the Business School setting out the rationale 
and justification for a separate school.51 While acknowledging 
the ‘natural synergy’ between the School of Business and the 
proposed School of Economics and Social Sciences, Phang noted 
that it would be better if separate degrees in Economics and 
Social Sciences were offered by a separate school. At the same 
time, Phang argued that there were no joint degrees in economics 
and social sciences in Singapore at either the undergraduate or 
graduate levels. NUS offered a three-year Bachelor of Social 
Sciences degree based on the British model. In contrast, the new 
SESS would 
… adopt a curriculum modelled after those of US universities, 
where students will be given a broad-based liberal education, 
flexibility in the choice of certain subjects, yet at the same time 
be able to major in a chosen discipline.   The aim is to shape 
well-rounded individuals with strong analytical capabilities who 
have acquired broad perspectives and the wide range of skills 
required to be outstanding in any competitive field.52  
The first intake of students was scheduled to enter SMU in August 
2002. For the first intake, the School offered a Bachelor of Science 
(Economics) (BSc (Econs)) programme for up to 50 students. The 
School was to start up with an initial complement of 14 full-
time faculty. Four additional appointments would be made for 
the academic year 2002—2003.53 In March 2002, the University 
announced that after an intensive international search, Roberto S 
Mariano was appointed Dean of the new School.
Mariano was, at the time of his recruitment, Professor of 
Economics and Statistics at the School of Arts and Sciences and 
at the Wharton School at the University of Pennsylvania, having 
50 Tan Chin Tiong Interview.
51 Phang Sock Yong, ‘Establishment of the School of Economics and Social 
Sciences’, 14 June 2001 (School of Business, Singapore Management 
University).
52 Ibid.
53 ‘Singapore Management University Report to Stakeholders 2001-2002’ 
at 15.
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taught there since 1971. A 
graduate in Mathematics 
from the Ateneo de Manila 
University in the Philippines, 
Mariano obtained his PhD 
in Statistics from Stanford 
University in 1970 and over 
three decades, established 
himself as one of the world’s 
leading econometrists. He 
first came to Singapore in 
1971 on his way to teach 
economics at the University 
of the Philippines. In 2001, 
he came to Singapore under 
the auspices of SMU’s 
collaboration with Wharton 
School to fund research 
projects in Singapore. 
Towards the end of his stay 
in Singapore, overtures were 
being made to entice him to move to Singapore. As Mariano 
recalled:
… as I was finishing up my two weeks’ stay, I was getting some 
funny questions, like, ‘Do you have any young children, or still 
going to school?’ or ‘How would your wife like living longer in 
Singapore?’ I didn’t know that there were any plans at all about 
economics at that time—it existed as a group or an area or a 
department in the School of Business in SMU.… But one day, 
they eventually asked me. I got a letter from one of the faculty 
members, Augustine Tan. And this was sometime in September 
of 2001, he said, ‘Hey Bobby, this is not an offer but would you 
be interested in being considered to be the Dean of the School of 
Economics that’s being set up at SMU?’54
Mariano was surprised at Tan’s question but it proved to be the 
right question at the right time because Mariano said, ‘Yes, sure, 
why not?’ He threw his name into the hat not ‘really knowing 
54 Roberto S Mariano, Oral History Interview, Li Ka Shing Library, SMU, 
23 Oct 2010 [hereinafter Roberto Mariano Interview’].
Roberto Mariano, Founding Dean of the 
School of Ecnomics and Social Sciences
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exactly what’ he was ‘in for’.55 That was in September 2001 and 
for three months, he heard nothing and simply assumed that 
someone else had been hired. He was thus surprised when he 
received a telephone call from Spencer Stuart, the international 
search firm engaged by SMU to do a search for the Dean of 
the new School of Economics and Social Sciences. Apologising 
profusely, the firm arranged for Mariano to be interviewed at the 
January 2002 meeting of the American Economic Association in 
Atlanta. He was one of four or five ‘finalists’ and ended up being 
chosen.56 Mariano agreed to a two-year contract and took leave 
from the University of Pennsylvania to take up his new job.
Developing the Programme57
Mariano arrived to take up his post in March 2002 and quickly 
made known his plans for the new School. The Economics courses 
offered by the School would ‘have a business slant, making them 
different from bachelor’s degree courses’ at NUS.58 This means 
that SMU students were more likely to focus on subjects like 
‘organisational psychology or consumer behaviour, rather than 
classical Freud.’59 Central to Mariano’s outlook was the need to 
establish a School that could ‘produce high-calibre research of 
international standards’, and to do this, he would have to ‘attract 
internationally-recognised faces’ and ensure that they remained 
at the School.60 Once the structure was in place, Mariano said he 
could produce ‘the best, not just good’ economics graduates.61
As Mariano only had about five Economics faculty who moved 
over from the Business School, there was a serious need to hire 
faculty as quickly as possible. Phang Sock Yong, who had joined 
SMU from NUS, was in charge of this small group of economists 
who were responsible for running all the compulsory economics 
classes for the first-year students at the Business School. 
55 Ibid.
56 Ibid.
57 Ibid.
58 Jane Lee, ‘SMU’s new dean outlines his plans’ Straits Times, 19 Mar 
2002.
59 Ibid.
60 Ibid.
61 Ibid.
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Mariano asked Phang to be one of the Associate Deans to ensure 
continuity. At the same time, Tse Yiu Kuen, a senior Professor 
of Econometrics and Statistics from NUS had just moved over to 
SMU. Mariano appointed Tse as the other Associate Dean. With 
these two senior local colleagues, Mariano proceeded to get the 
programme going.62
Mariano was lucky in that he was not working on a clean 
slate. Phang Sock Yong had already ‘written up the overview for 
the School’ and he simply ‘worked with her in enhancing that 
further.’ As much of the University’s core curriculum had derived 
from Wharton’s programme, and since Mariano’s own son had 
attended that programme at Wharton, it was all very familiar to 
him. What he and his team did was to ‘identify and differentiate 
the bachelor’s Economics programmes relative to the others that 
are already existing [at other universities].’63 The curriculum 
that emerged mirrored, in large part, those of the top economics 
programmes in the US but ‘with an Asian twist’:
And so what we did was we married Harvard and University of 
Pennsylvania undergraduate economics together with the core 
university requirements that SMU requires of every student. 
And then, one other important ingredient was to give an Asian 
twist because this is an undergraduate programme here in Asia, 
and those guys at Penn, at Harvard, they don’t learn much about 
economic development in Asia or anything, while our students 
here do.64 
To teach the Economic Development in Asia course, Mariano 
hired John Michael Dowling, recently-retired Senior Economist 
from the Asian Development Bank. This course was already 
being offered by the Business School before Mariano’s arrival, 
but with his reputation and contacts, he was able to bring to 
SMU, high-level individuals who had a life-time of experience to 
share, at a practical, policy level.
Another priority for the School was the establishment of 
graduate programmes which Mariano and his team had hoped 
to float as soon as possible. Initially, the idea was to have a large 
Master’s level programme, but over the years, as the Ministry 
62 Roberto Mariano Interview.
63 Ibid.
64 Ibid.
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of Education gave out more and more scholarships to PhD 
students, there was greater emphasis on PhD programmes. The 
idea was that the Master’s programmes would act as feeders 
to the PhD programme. These programmes proved to be very 
attractive, especially to foreign students from China, India and 
the Philippines. Mariano is particularly proud of the Master 
in Applied Economics programme which he started up. This 
programme — SMU’s first graduate programme by coursework 
— was launched in January 2002 and was designed for part-time 
students who want a better understanding of how economic ideas 
and theories can be applied to real-life situations and problems. A 
total of 21 students signed up for the inaugural course, and after 
studying for three terms of 18 weeks each, they graduated in July 
2003.
Faculty and Students
Mariano used his clout to attract junior faculty to SMU. As an 
econometrist, he initially focused his attention on attracting 
good, young econometricians ‘who are interested in being in 
Asia’ to join the School. As Mariano had taught at the University 
of Pennsylvania, and mostly in the PhD programme, he was 
able to identify recent PhD graduates who might be interested in 
joining. Over the course of his Deanship, Mariano succeeded in 
attracting some six or seven young faculty to come to Singapore.65 
At the end of his Deanship in the School of Economics in 2010, 
he was proud to state:
… we’ve put together a very strong, strong faculty… majority are 
young, assistant professors, but what the students are learning 
from them is real exposure to the frontier of economics in terms 
of research topics in macro, micro and the courses that they’re 
teaching. And that’s a very important foundational development 
for the student that they may not realise now but later may …if…
when they’re faced with problems, practical problems at work 
or when they decide to apply for graduate studies, this kind of 
training is going to be precious. And it’s showing already.66
The next step was to make sure the School could attract high-
calibre students. A month after applications for the new BSc in 
65 Ibid.
66 Ibid.
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Economics programme opened, the School had received some 
900 applications for the 50 places!67 The School had, as Mariano 
recalled, ‘the pick of the crop, and we got very, very good people’ 
including some students from the polytechnics.68 Almost all those 
who were offered a place accepted. As Mariano recalled, many 
of them had already made up their minds to go to SMU if offered 
a place. He remembers the pioneering batch of students with 
particular fondness: 
When we got the [the pioneer students] in, I told them from the 
beginning that I want to have lunches with them, and I sort of 
calculated, 10 students at that time so five lunches in the first five 
weeks, one group per week. The first group was very worried. Why 
were they invited by the Dean? … Did you do something wrong? 
Then, they showed up, very nervous. No one wanted to sit next to 
me. Then when they’re finally seated, I told them order whatever 
you want, I’m paying. They didn’t know what to do. They didn’t 
exactly know how to deal with me.… But the second batch they 
heard from the first batch that I’m paying and it doesn’t matter what 
they order, they can order anything, they were ordering the most 
expensive dishes! They learn very quickly.69 
Although the programme was to run for four years, it was 
possible to graduate earlier if the student accumulated sufficient 
credits. As a result, the School saw their first graduates within 
three years. They were Michael Wong, Joshua Liaw and Leong 
Wan Lee. Mariano remembered them well and was particularly 
proud of how they turned out:
[Michael Wong] finished in two-and-a-half years, magna cum 
laude, should have been summa but he was taking seven, eight 
courses at a time, in order to finish in two-and-a-half years, and 
was hired by Goldman Sachs in their investment, mergers and 
acquisitions group. Which is a very selective group, never hires 
anyone from—unless its Harvard or Wharton—direct graduate 
from the undergraduate programme. And he was the only one 
hired by Goldman Sachs that year, in that division.… some 
people have dealt with him when he was already with Goldman 
Sachs, and they thought, one of the board members said, he 
thought Michael finished at Harvard! He didn’t know it but I 
67 Roberto Mariano Interview.
68 Ibid.
69 Ibid.
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took that as a real great compliment to our programme and what 
we have done. We had three graduates after three years. Michael 
was one of them … the other one [Joshua Liaw] finished Poly but 
was a 4.0 student and ended up going to Citibank and then the 
third one [Leong Wan Lee] I believe worked with DBS or Morgan 
Stanley, so they are all very well placed. And that was our first 
commencement, three graduates.70
One phenomenon that SMU administrators observed while at 
Bukit Timah campus was the predominance of female students 
in the School of Accountancy and the School of Social Sciences 
(when it was part of the School of Economics and Social Sciences). 
President Howard Hunter noted:
When we were back at Bukit Timah, one of the concerns we 
had was that the Accountancy School and the Social Sciences 
students were almost all women. Accountancy was about 80 
plus percent women, and the first class of students who came in, 
first cohort in Social Science were 75 students, 73 of them were 
women, and of the two men, one was married already. 
This gender imbalance worried the administrators who then 
made a concerted effort — through the Admissions Office — to 
reach out to males serving national service to persuade them that 
if they had multiple offers and options for university entrance, 
SMU was to be their first choice: 
… we weren’t sure how many of them would matriculate at SMU 
when they finished the army. So we decided to visit them and 
Alan [Goh] set up these series of outreach programmes to bring 
NS guys to SMU on certain weekends for parties and to meet 
other students and for social events and to communicate with 
them regularly … now we get close to 90% return on those NS 
guys and simply because we paid attention to them. And paid a 
lot of attention to those who were interested in Social Sciences 
and Accountancy. So that now those two faculties are … well still 
slightly more female than male but not much. And that was just 
reaching out. And you know it does help with the interactions in 
classrooms and everywhere else on the university.71
One way to increase SMU’s presence in international economics 
circles and to bring top quality scholars to SMU was the creation 
70 Ibid.
71 Howard Hunter, Oral History Interview, Li Ka Shing Library, SMU, 30 
Jun 2011 [hereinafter ‘Howard Hunter Interview’].
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of what Mariano called ‘an active seminar series’ under which 
visitors could be brought in for between one and four weeks ‘to 
explore, continue or finish up research with some of the in-house 
faculty’. Three separate programmes of this sort were established 
under which several Nobel Prize winners — Lawrence Klein, 
Robert Engle, Clive Granger, and Edmund Phelps — visited and 
spoke at the School.72
Mariano stepped down as Dean of the School of Economics 
in 2010 and was made Professor Emeritus of Economics at SMU. 
Phang Sock Yong took over as Interim Dean till the end of 2011 
when Bryce Hool, previously Professor of Economics at the 
University of Auckland, was appointed as Dean.73
the School of SocIal ScIenceS
Faculty who formed the School of Social Sciences were originally 
members of the SESS, their number being very small. Even so, 
work on the Bachelor of Social Sciences degree programme started 
as soon as the Bachelor of Economics was launched. SESS was 
to be the only School offering two separate degree programmes. 
The planning team was ever conscious of the fact that they were 
offering this programme within a business university setting 
and decided, from the outset, to link the social sciences ‘up 
with business and management.’74 The structural model which 
intrigued Mariano and which he adopted and adapted for this 
degree course was Oxford University’s highly successful PPE 
or Philosophy, Politics and Economics programme combining 
the study of these three disciplines. Oxford had established the 
PPE programme in the 1920s as an alternative to the Classics or 
‘Greats’, to provide training for those planning on joining the civil 
service. This was how Mariano saw it:
And when I looked at the different programmes in the world 
that would produce, deliver this kind of unusual synergy, … 
it was Oxford’s PPE programme that fascinated me; where 
there was an effort to do an interdisciplinary … the approach 
72 Roberto Mariano Interivew.
73 ‘SMU Appoints Bryce Hool as Economics Dean’ SMU Press Release, 
available at: <http://ink.library.smu.edu.sg/oh_pressrelease/89> 
(accessed 4 Oct 2014).
74 Ibid.
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of really melding, merging these three disciplines into a very 
powerful kind of training was what I tried to emulate in the 
BSocSci curriculum. But instead of the three traditional PPE 
disciplines, it was Psychology, Political Science and Sociology. 
Economics was already going to be, to be covered already 
because introductory economics and so on … were already 
there. So the PPE programme at Oxford does Philosophy, 
Political Science and Economics, but for our purpose, for our 
degree, we again introduced an innovation and said ‘OK, we’ll 
do, Psychology, Political Science and Sociology as the areas that 
BSocSci programme would get into.75 
It was interesting too that there was also a flourishing PPE 
Programme at the School of Arts and Sciences at the University of 
Pennsylvania, and members of the Advisory Board of the School 
were familiar with this programme: 
… some of the members of the Advisory Board that I put together 
were very familiar with the PPE programme that was taking 
place in, at Penn. And in this Board we had someone from 
Psychology, Vivian Seltzer, a Professor of Psychology; Professor 
of Political Science and Associate Dean of Arts and Science, Jack 
Nagel; Herb Smith, another Associate Dean represents Sociology; 
and the fourth member of the Advisory Board is no less than 
the Dean of Arts and Sciences at that time, Sam Preston, and 
later Barbara Bushnell [sic].76 So this were the … Advisory Board 
members that provided external guidance on how to develop this 
curriculum and I also enlisted their help in recruiting faculty, 
identifying people who would be interested in coming.77
In September 2003, the School announced that it was offering the 
degree programme for academic year 2004–2005. The aim of the 
programme was ‘to shape well-rounded individuals with strong 
analytical capabilities, broad perspectives and a wide range of 
skills required to be outstanding in business and economic fields.’78 
The programme allows students to major in one or more areas 
75 Ibid.
76 This should be Rebecca Bushnell.
77 Roberto Mariano Interview.
78 ‘Singapore Management University Introduces Singapore’s First Multi-
Disciplinary Social Sciences Degree Programme with a Focus on 
Business and Economics Applications’, SMU Press Release, available 
at <http://ink.library.smu.edu.sg/oh_pressrelease> (accessed 4 Oct 
2014).
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— in Psychology, Political Science or Sociology — and to also 
select courses or double-majors in Economics, Law, East Asian 
Studies, Accounting, Finance or Marketing.79 The first intake 
had places for 80 students for those wanting to major in Politics 
or Psychology. Senior students in the course were expected to 
undergo an internship comprising a 10-week attachment to a 
public sector or business organisation, and a 2-week attachment 
to a voluntary welfare organisation. They were also expected 
to attend a Capstone Seminar which serves to synthesise the 
interdisciplinary analytical framework in the programme 
through application.80
By 2005–2006, the School’s economics group had become 
very large, larger in fact than the economics department at either 
Emory University or the University of Pennsylvania, and most of 
them were focused on econometrics. As there was also a growing 
demand for courses and majors in the Social Sciences, it was 
necessary to ‘have a critical mass of faculty for more in-depth 
and collaborative research projects’ and it seemed better that 
‘the three other social sciences would develop more easily under 
their own flag than as subordinate groups within the School of 
Economics.’81 In 2006, a group of Philosophy professors at SESS 
proposed another degree programme in Philosophy and Cognitive 
Sciences. While this proposal was ultimately rejected, it was clear 
that as the SESS grew, different disciplinary interests of faculty 
were tugging the School in different directions.
In April 2007, SMU announced the separation of the School of 
Social Sciences from the School of Economics. The restructuring 
and separation of these two schools would ‘allow both schools, 
which have been rapidly growing in student enrolment and 
faculty members, greater focus on their individual strengths 
and develop distinctive curricula at both the undergraduate and 
postgraduate levels.’82 
79 Ibid.
80 ‘New SMU course gives students the option to go into business: dean’ 
Channel News Asia, 5 Jul 2014.
81 Howard Hunter to Kevin Tan, email communication, 22 Oct 2014 (on 
file with author).
82 ‘Reorganisation of the School of Economics and Social Sciences’, 
SMU Press Release, available at: <http://ink.library.smu.edu.sg/oh_
pressrelease/52> (accessed 4 Oct 2014).
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 Roberto Mariano remained Dean 
of the School of Economics while an 
international search for a Dean for 
the Social Sciences School proved 
unsuccessful. A senior candidate 
from one of the Ivy League schools 
was in fact chosen but in subsequent 
discussions with SMU, indicated his 
inability to move to Singapore. David 
Chan, a Pyschology professor who had 
joined SMU from NUS in July 2005 
was appointed Interim Dean.83 Chan 
had been Associate Dean in SESS and 
was the de facto leader of the Social 
Sciences group within SESS, meeting 
up with Mariano weekly on curriculum matters.84 In many ways, 
Chan was the natural choice as Dean of the new School of Social 
Sciences (SOSS) but complications arose over the search and 
appointment process, and he was made Interim Dean instead. 
In David Chan’s brief tenure as Interim Dean, he established 
many School-level policies, especially those pertaining to resources 
and grants. He also rationalised the curriculum, operationalised 
the Capstone Seminar, and introduced a PhD programme in 
Psychology. Chan also went on a hiring spree and recruited 
numerous junior faculty, many of whom remain in the School 
today. In 2008, Chan became Vice Provost (Research, Graduate 
Studies & Faculty). By this time, a second international search 
resulted in the appointment of Peter Hedström — a well-known 
authority in analytical sociology who joined SMU from Nuffield 
College, Oxford — as Dean of the School. Hedström — who was 
a dyed-in-the-wool academic who was allergic to administration 
— was Dean for less than a year and returned to Oxford in 2009. 
Winston Koh (1963—2013) acted as Interim Dean from 2009 till 
2010 when James Tang, a Political Science Professor from the 
University of Hong Kong was appointed to the post.85
83 Ibid.
84 Interview with David Chan, 19 Nov 2014.
85 ‘SMU Appoints James TH Tang as Social Sciences Dean’ SMU 
Press Release, available at: <http://ink.library.smu.edu.sg/oh_
pressrelease/79> (accessed 4 Oct 2014).
David Chan, Interim Dean of 
the School of Social Sciences 
from 2007 to 2008
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James TH Tang, who 
came to SMU from Hongkong 
University, has had long 
connections with Singapore. 
His parents were Singaporeans 
who migrated to Hongkong 
and he had started his 
academic career at the Political 
Science Department at NUS 
in 1988, before returning to 
Hongkong in 1991. For Tang 
it was the second time he 
had been approached to be 
considered as Dean of SOSS. 
This time, he was much more 
interested as he felt that there 
was a chance he could make a 
difference to the School. When 
he arrived in 2010, he found 
a very young school in a state of high anxiety. The numerous 
transitions in leadership had had an unsettling effect on the 
faculty, especially since none of the junior faculty who had been 
recruited by David Chan had neither been promoted nor given 
tenure.86 His first task was to calm everyone down and map 
out future directions with faculty. This he did by ensuring the 
widest participation by everyone in the School. He then focused 
on developing second majors — such as Public Policy and Public 
Management, International and Asian Management, and Arts 
and Cultural Management — and postgraduate development. 
He was responsible for hiring Ann Florini from the Brookings 
Institution in Washington DC to develop and direct the Master 
of Tri-Sector Collaboration. Tang has also emphasised overseas 
collaborations, instituting a joint programme with the University 
of Southern California, a summer programme with Cambridge 
University, and a joint research centre with Fudan University in 
China.
86 Interview with James Tang, 6 Nov 2014.
James Tang was appointed Dean of the 
School of Social Sciences in 2010
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the School of InforMatIon SySteMS
Tentative Steps
Almost as soon as the Accountancy School was established in 
2001, there was talk that a school for information technology 
would be started. Shortly after joining SMU as a young Assistant 
Professor in July 2001, Ted Tschang wrote a note to SMU President 
Ron Frank telling him about the many possible models for such 
schools. Frank then asked Tschang, who had graduated with a 
PhD in Public Policy and Management from Carnegie Mellon 
University (CMU), to chair the Infocomm Programme Planning 
Committee. In June 2002, Tschang submitted his proposal for 
the establishment of the School of Information Management 
and Systems (SIMS) to President Ron Frank and Provost Tan 
Chin Tiong. SIMS would ‘encompass the fields of information 
technology (IT) applications (where IT refers to computing, 
telecommunications and Internet technologies, as well as their 
fusion with other emerging technologies), and management and 
policy in the IT and related technology industries’ and offer a 
Bachelor in Information Management and Systems ‘coupling 
information technology with business and social science 
coursework, and an option for taking either additional business or 
social science courses’.87 A ‘potential partnership’ was proposed 
with CMU, a ‘leading IT institution’ which has 
considerable experience in designing new institutions and can 
play an important role in helping to design the SIMS, recruit 
its faculty and leadership, develop the SIMS faculty through 
joint research and mentoring, and reduce the SIMS’ short-term 
deficiencies in courses by supplying course content and teaching. 
Future joint programs with SMU are also a possibility.88
After the report was submitted, Tschang’s committee became 
functus officio but his proposal was submitted to the Governing 
Board and then to the Ministry of Education for approval. He was 
not, however, to be involved any further in the establishment of 
the School.
87 Ted Tschang, ‘Proposal for the SMU School of Information Management 
and Systems’, 24 Jun 2002.
88 Ibid.
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Enter Steve Miller
It was a classic case of the right person being at the right place 
and at the right time. The man was Steven Miller, the place 
was Singapore, and the year was 2002. Steven Miller obtained 
a PhD in Engineering and Public Policy from Carnegie Mellon 
University (CMU) in 1983 and 
taught, as an Assistant Professor, 
at CMU’s business school and 
engineering school till 1989 
when he left to join the private 
sector. Between 1989 and 2002, 
he worked in several large 
organisations, including Fujitsu 
and IBM and came to Singapore 
to work with the consulting group 
of IBM Global Services.
In the latter part of 1999, 
Miller heard from his former 
CMU colleagues that a new 
university was being established 
in Singapore. They suggested 
he get in touch with the people 
involved in this new effort. He contacted Janice Bellace, SMU’s 
first President in early 2000 but as it turned out, they did not 
meet on account of their busy schedules. In January 2002, Miller 
met up with Ted Tschang who introduced him to Tsui Kai Chong, 
then Dean of the Business School who in turn introduced him 
to Ronald Frank. At this point, Miller was thinking seriously of 
transitioning back into a ‘university-like environment’ and had 
some exploratory talks with Frank about this possibility.89 
Following Ted Tschang’s suggestion, Ron Frank had invited two 
faculty members from CMU’s Business School — Paul Goodman 
and Tridas Mukhopadhyay — to visit Singapore in March 2002 
to discuss and review the proposal for the new School. As 
Goodman and Mukhopadhyay were former colleagues of Miller, 
Ron Frank arranged for the three of them to meet to discuss the 
project. Paul S Goodman (1937—2012) was then the Richard M 
89 Steven Miller, Oral History Interview, Li Ka Shing Library, SMU, 12 
Apr 2011 [hereinafter ‘Steven Miller Interview’].
Steven Miller, Founding Dean of the 
School of Information Systems
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Cyert Professor of Organisational Psychology and participated 
in this visit because the CMU Provost had asked him to work 
with international partners to further CMU’s internationalisation 
efforts. Mukhopadhyay worked on management and economic 
issues associated with information systems and was the Deloitte 
Professor of e-Business at CMU’s Business School.
Around October 2002, Miller — who had just returned from 
an assignment in Korea — got back in touch with Ron Frank 
again, ‘just to see what was up’. Frank told him that the proposal 
for SMU’s fourth school in Information Systems was in the final 
stages of being formally approved by the Ministry of Education. It 
was clear to Miller that once the new School was approved, Frank 
was going to have a large challenge with getting the programme 
up and going. Miller’s close connections with his alma mater, 
CMU, turned out to be instrumental for the start-up of SIS. Not 
only was he a former faculty of CMU, but over the years, Miller 
had kept in constant touch with his erstwhile colleagues. He 
had the ability to successfully navigate between academia and 
industry, as well as between information technology applications 
and related management issues, and that made him eminently 
suitable for the task of establishing a new School of Information 
Systems. 
Designing the Curriculum
In early 2003, Miller worked with Goodman to create a 
Memorandum of Understanding to formalise the relationship 
between SMU and CMU. The interactions between SMU and 
CMU were, however, more ‘ground-up’ than top down and were 
highly personal and based on Miller’s relationship with the 
Carnegie Mellon faculty.90 At the same time, SMU announced the 
inauguration of its new BSc in Information Systems Management 
with the first intake of between 50 and 100 undergraduates in 
August 2003.91 Miller shortened the original name of the school 
90 Ibid.
91 ‘New Singapore Management University School to Lead the Way 
in the Digital Economy — Bachelors Degree First in Singapore to 
Combine Applied IT with Business and the Social Sciences’ SMU 
Press Release from early 2003, available at <http://ink.library.smu.
edu.sg/oh_pressrelease> (accessed 4 Oct 2014).
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— School of Information Systems and Management — to School 
of Information Systems (SIS). 
Under the MOU, SMU had full responsibility for developing 
and implementing its own curriculum. And while SMU was keen 
to learn from CMU’s experience, it did not want its programme 
to be like the Information Systems programme offered by many 
business schools across the world, nor did SMU want it to be 
like an established computer science programme. At the outset, 
the School of Information Systems identified four themes for 
organising faculty recruiting, as well as for research and education 
initiatives: E-business, information security, architecture and 
systems development, and information systems management.92 
Goodman also emphasized the importance of having well-
articulated learning outcomes and worked closely with Miller to 
conceptualize the strategy for the  undergraduate curriculum and 
to design the specific learning outcomes. 
Faculty Development
One of Miller’s immediate tasks was to hire faculty to work for the 
new school. The first hire in 2003 was Arcot Desai Narasimhalu 
as a practice-track faculty. Desai had come to Singapore from 
India in the mid-1980s to join the R&D team at Singapore’s 
Institute of Systems Science. As he had been in Singapore a long 
time, he knew a lot of people in the local IT industry and knew 
how to get things done. With just four months to go before the 
School was set to open, the SIS team had to find more faculty, 
finalise the curriculum, and interview potential students for the 
programme. It was a tall order, especially since it was only Miller 
and Desai and the small administrative team doing practically 
everything, including constantly talking to industry people and 
bouncing their curriculum ideas off them. 
It did not occur to Miller that as Interim Dean, someone could 
just come in later and undo all that he was doing. There was, as 
he recalled, ‘just so much to do and we were so busy doing it’ 
that he never gave this any thought. In any case, the remarkable 
work that he and Desai did, did not go unnoticed. In June 2003, 
just two months before the School was due to officially open to 
the students, Ron Frank informed Miller that he was being made 
92 ‘SMU to link up with Carnegie Mellon’ Straits Times 13 Jan 2003
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the full-time founding Dean because they could look the world 
over but ‘nobody can do what you’ve been doing’. Paul Goodman, 
who had been watching the SMU-CMU collaboration build up 
advised Ron Frank that Miller would be a good choice.93 
In its first year, SIS accepted 92 undergraduates into its 
programme. The School was able to recruit nine more full-time 
staff in time for term including three Assistant Professors (Zheng 
Baihua, Li Yingju and Deng Xuhua). The first senior tenure-track 
appointments were Robert Deng who joined as full Professor 
in 2004; Pang Hwee Hwa (2005) and Lau Hoong Chuin (2006), 
both Associate Professors, and Jae Kyu Lee who joined as full 
Professor in 2005, from the Korean Advanced Institute of Science 
and Technology (KAIST) business school. KAIST had a very 
well-developed PhD programme, and one of the first questions 
Lee posed to Miller when he joined in 2005 was ‘When are we 
starting a PhD programme?’94 By that time, SIS had a large enough 
contingent of tenure track faculty at the levels of Full, Associate 
and Assistant Professor where it was both possible and sensible 
to set up a PhD programme. While SIS was the fourth school 
established within SMU, it was the first to simultaneously run a 
bachelor, master and PhD programme on a sustaining basis.
the School of laW
Beginnings
Although the School of Law had been on 
SMU’s blueprint, it was not till 2007 that 
it was finally established. Interestingly, 
Singapore’s first and hitherto only 
law school, the Faculty of Law at the 
National University of Singapore, had 
been established in 1957 as the Law 
Department, exactly 50 years before 
SMU’s own School of Law. The reason 
for this ‘delay’ is easily discernible. Of 
all the professions in Singapore, law and 
medicine are the most toughly regulated. 
93 Steve Miller Interview.
94 Ibid.
Low Kee Yang, Interim 
Dean of the School of Law 
(2006–2007)
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The Singapore Government decides 
how many doctors and lawyers are 
‘produced’ and what qualifications 
they need in order to practice in 
Singapore. For this reason, Low 
Kee Yang, who was the only legal 
academic in the formative Working 
Committee did not believe that the 
Government would allow SMU to set 
up a Law School even if ‘it would have 
been one of the logical disciplines 
for a management university to go 
into.’95 When Andrew Phang joined 
SMU’s Department of Law from NUS 
in 2000, he spoke to Low about the 
possibility of setting up a Law School but nothing came out of 
these discussions. 
In 2002, Ronald Frank, SMU’s second President wrote his 
old friend Howard Hunter, asking him to come to Singapore 
and spend a week consulting with him and other members of 
the SMU faculty about, among other things, the possibility of 
creating a School of Law.96 Howard arrived in August that year 
and spent about 10 days in Singapore and recalled discussions 
about the possibility of SMU starting up a Law School.97 Despite 
his interesting meetings with the faculty at SMU, Hunter went 
away, convinced that ‘it would be a long time before there would 
be a second law school in Singapore’. This was because he thought 
that there not ‘a great deal of support for the concept within the 
leadership of the profession’ at the time.98 He returned to Emory 
University and wrote the report for Frank, and he recalled Frank 
telling him, ‘But if we don’t have a law school, we will have the 
best law department of any business school in the world!’ Hunter 
was convinced the Frank was right on this score since his Law 
Department had some 10 to 12 highly-qualified and able scholars 
compared to the two or three lawyers one is likely to find in 
95 Low Kee Yang Interview.
96 Howard Hunter Interview.
97 Ibid.
98 Ibid.
Howard Hunter 
President of SMU (2004–2010)
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most business schools around the world. It was, Hunter thought, 
‘a very impressive group of people’.99
After Hunter’s visit and report in 2002, there was little talk 
about a second law school for the next few years. Some time 
in the third quarter of 2005, SMU’s Chairman, Ho Kwon Ping 
prodded DPM Tony Tan about the possibility of setting up a 
second law school at SMU. Ho was told, ‘Give me a proposal’ 
and immediately forwarded this request to Howard Hunter who 
had by this time succeeded Ronald Frank as the third President 
of SMU. Hunter sent this down to Low Kee Yang who was then 
Law Department Chair. Low remembers:
Prof Hunter — Woody — asked me … to chair a task force and 
to come up with a proposal. So, you know, I got a team of people 
and we sent the proposal up one month later. I think we sent the 
proposal up in about November ‘05.100
In preparing the proposal, Low and his team highlighted three 
reasons why SMU should be permitted to start a law school: 
diversity in university education, competition, and natural 
development of SMU as a university. Low argued that monopolies 
fostered complacency while diversity and competition kept 
everyone on their toes.101 He thought this second reason 
particularly strong since Singapore’s Parliament had only then 
recently passed the Competition Act. Low also proposed a 
rather different type of programme as compared to NUS — as 
much as 40% of the subjects taken by students would be non-
law subjects.102 After the proposal was submitted, Low told his 
colleagues that he thought that the chances of an approval being 
given were ’50-50’. To the surprise of Low and his colleagues 
at SMU, a note arrived in July 2006 informing SMU that ‘in-
principle approval’ had been given for the setting up of a second 
law school in Singapore.103
99 Ibid.
100 Low Kee Yang Interview.
101 Law School Task Force, ‘Proposal for a Law School’, November 2005.
102 Low Kee Yang Interview.
103 See, Kee Yang Low, ‘Legal Education in Singapore and the Introduction 
of a New Law School at the Singapore Management University: A New 
Chapter Begins’ in Stacey Steele & Kathryn Taylor (eds) Legal Education 
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The Government’s decision was not as sudden as the above 
account sounds. There was good reason for DPM Tony Tan’s 
anxiety to receive SMU’s proposal in the quickest time possible 
because he knew that in December 2005, the Singapore 
Government was planning to convene the Third Committee 
on the Supply of Lawyers. As its name suggests, this ad hoc 
committee is convened by the Government from time to time as 
part of Singapore’s economic planning by helping anticipate and 
determine the number of lawyers needed for Singapore’s growing 
and changing economy. The first of these committees had been 
convened in 1993 while the Second Committee met in 2001. 
The Third Committee’s findings, which were released in 2006 
,projected an increase in the demand for lawyers in Singapore 
and proposed first, that the intake for the Faculty of Law at 
NUS be increased to 250 students; and second, that a second 
law school to produce ‘an additional estimated 90 students’ 
be considered. In August 2006, the Government accepted the 
Committee’s recommendation to ‘consider allowing a second law 
school to be set up to augment the domestic supply of lawyers’ as 
well as to ‘add diversity and competition in the  provision of legal 
education’.104 The Government further added that it had ‘given 
in-principle approval’ to SMU to proceed with its earlier proposal 
to the Ministry of Education to set up a law school in Singapore 
and that in view of this development, the ‘extent of the increase’ 
in the intake for the NUS Faculty of Law ‘will be settled after 
finalising the details of the SMU Law School.’105 Interestingly, 
the Government’s acceptance statement used the same keywords 
advanced by Low Kee Yang and his team in their submission. 
President Howard Hunter remembered receiving a telephone call 
from the Ministry of Education about the time the Government 
in Asia: Globalization, Change and Contexts (New York: Routledge, 2010) 
156-168.
104 ‘Government Accepts Key Recommendations of the Third Committee 
on the Supply of Lawyers’, Ministry of Law Press Release, 17 Aug 
2006, available at <https://www.mlaw.gov.sg/news/press-releases/
government-accepts-key-recommendations-of-the-third-committee-
on-the-supply-of-lawyers-and-.html> (accessed 4 Oct 2014), para 6.
105 Ibid, at paras 6—7.
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accepted the recommendations asking him how soon SMU could 
start its law school.106
Although the Government had given in-principle approval, 
a lot more details had to be worked out. It was, Low recalled, 
‘a very hectic period’. Much negotiation was needed to finalise 
the structure of the new degree course and Low found himself 
dealing intensely with the Ministry of Education officials. Lim 
Chuan Poh,107 who was then the Permanent Secretary of the 
Ministry, oversaw the creation of the Law School. Things were 
moving so fast and time was so short that one official asked Low, 
‘Are you sure you can make it? You know, you can delay it by a 
year.’ Low was anxious to push on, and told the official that no 
delay would be brooked and that they would press on because 
‘anything can happen a year later.’108 Howard Hunter knew that 
having made the decision to allow SMU to start up its own law 
school, the Government had put them ‘on a fast track’ to get it up 
and running by the next academic year.
Developing the Curriculum
When SMU’s law school plan was approved, DPM Tony Tan was 
anxious that SMU adopt the American Juris Doctor (JD) scheme 
wherein law is a postgraduate, rather than an undergraduate 
degree. This proposal was hotly debated. As Tan Chin Tiong 
recalled:
When it was time to have the Law school, the original plan was 
to have JD, just like the American-style law school. But then 
the local requirements on the ground, if you talk to people… 
they would tell you that JD is something new; JD is not fully 
understood. Why do you have to have a postgraduate school in 
106 Howard Hunter Interview.
107 Lim Chuan Poh (b 1961) held the reserve rank of Lieutenant-General 
and was formerly the Chief of Defence Force. After retiring from the 
military in 2003, he was appointed Permanent Secretary of the Ministry 
of Education, a post he held till 2007 when he became Chairman of the 
Agency for Science, Technology and Research (A*STAR), a statutory 
board under the Ministry of Trade and Industry.
108 ‘Government Accepts Key Recommendations of the Third Committee 
on the Supply of Lawyers’, Ministry of Law Press Release, 17 Aug 
2006, available at <https://www.mlaw.gov.sg/news/press-releases/
government-accepts-key-recommendations-of-the-third-committee-
on-the-supply-of-lawyers-and-.html> (accessed 4 Oct 2014), para 6.
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Law and not at the undergraduate level? So there are a lot of pros 
and cons. So the decision was to go with the undergraduate Law, 
but then we have a broader-based Law content than NUS. As 
you know NUS is a very British law school and the bulk of the 
content is in Law. For SMU when we first put it together, it was 
a lot more liberal arts-oriented …109
The main disadvantage of going for a pure postgraduate JD 
programme, thought Howard Hunter, was that the Ministry of 
Education would only give capitation grants for students doing 
undergraduate study, and ‘students who do our JD have to fund 
it entirely on their own.’110  Low Kee Yang, who was hitherto 
the Chair of the Law Department in the School of Business was 
appointed Interim Dean of the Law School and on his shoulders 
fell the task of working out a unique curriculum that would fit 
into SMU’s pedagogical methodology and deliver a programme 
that was different from that offered by NUS. In true SMU 
fashion, a small curriculum committee was established under 
Low and they consulted widely with industry on how to make 
SMU’s programme more responsive to the present and future 
needs of the profession. Howard Hunter remembers the strong 
involvement of top practitioners like Michael Hwang, Wong 
Meng Meng and Lee Suet Fern during the consultation process. 
On 5 January 2007, SMU formally announced the establishment 
of its fifth School, the School of Law.111 The School would accept 
90 students in its first cohort and offer a unique curriculum which 
included a suite of 17 compulsory courses ‘to ‘provide a strong, 
mandatory foundation for corporate and commercial practice in 
Singapore and the region’. Among the unique courses offered by 
SMU were: Law and Regulation, Commercial Conflict of Laws, 
Comparative Legal Systems, and Economic Analysis of Law.112 In 
addition to the usual law subjects, students in SMU’s School of 
Law would be expected to ‘take a significant proportion of non-
109  Tan Chin Tiong Interview.
110 Howard Hunter Interview.
111 See generally, ‘Sandra Davie, ‘SMU aims to produce lawyers with a 
difference’ Straits Times, 6 Jan 2007; and Wee Li-en, ‘SMU law school 
to welcome inaugural intake in August’ Business Times, 6 Jan 2007.
112 ‘New School of Law at SMU to Add Diversity in Legal Education’, 
SMU Press Release, available at <http://ink.library.smu.edu.sg/oh_
pressrelease/51> (accessed 5 Oct 2014).
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law courses’ to provide them ‘with a keen understanding of the 
context and environment within which law functions and make 
them holistic law graduates.’113 
One of the distinctive courses Low was keen to include was 
the Economic Analysis of Law. It was a subject that was suggested 
to the Committee by Gerhard Casper, President Emeritus 
of Stanford and formerly Dean of the Chicago Law School. 
Casper was at the time a member of the Quality Assurance for 
Universities (QAFU) delegation. Another unique subject which 
Low wanted in the curriculum was Commercial Conflict of Laws 
which the Committee proposed making compulsory given the 
increasing internationalisation of legal practice in Singapore. 
Another differentiating feature of SMU’s programme was the 
Study Mission under which every law student was expected to 
spend a term, either at home or abroad, studying the legal systems 
of other countries. This would allow Singapore students to get an 
insider’s view of the functioning and complexities of other legal 
systems since the mission requires students to talk to people in 
the profession, the industry, and the government.114
After several months, and, studying the curricula of many 
countries, SMU ‘wound up with a curriculum that in some ways 
is quite similar to that in Melbourne and Sydney.’ President 
Howard Hunter, himself a former law school dean115 explained:
 Melbourne, Sydney does a five-year law programme. Melbourne’s 
now gone to a slightly longer one that’s bachelor plus JD. But 
in Sydney the students do two years as essentially liberal arts 
students. They study commerce or history or something like that 
and three years as law students. In Melbourne it’s a bit more 
complicated. But what we have now is one where our students do 
about 30% of their courses outside the strict legal discipline and 
about 70% inside. But that more than satisfied the Board of Legal 
Education and it provides an interesting kind of comparative mix 
than the NUS curriculum. So we launched it, first students came 
in 2007. I’ve never seen a law school get off the ground quite so 
quickly.116 
113 Ibid.
114 Low Kee Yang Interview.
115 Prior to his appointment as President of SMU, Hunter served as Dean 
of the School of Law at Emory University from 1988 to 2001.
116 Howard Hunter Interview.
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When applications for the initial 
intake closed in April 2007, there 
were close to 1,200 applicants for 
the 82 places on offer. This was a 
remarkable number of applications 
considering that the NUS, with 
240 places on offer, received 1,300 
applications.117 Given that the same 
students may well have applied to 
both institutions, the fact remains 
that most parents and students were 
confident that SMU as an institution 
would launch a good programme 
to which they would entrust 
their futures. By June 2007, SMU 
made 197 offers and received 88 
acceptances. The overwhelming response it received prompted 
SMU to write to the Ministry of Education to increase its intake 
to 120 students.118
As Low Kee Yang and his team readied the new Law School 
— which was to be located within the School of Accountancy 
building — SMU began an international search for a new Dean 
of the School of Law. In July 2007, SMU announced that David 
N Smith, former Vice-Dean of Harvard Law School was to be 
appointed Dean of the new Law School. Smith, aged 70, left 
Harvard in 1998 to become Acting Dean of the School of Law 
at the City University of Hong Kong. His last post was as Vice-
Rector of the Macau University of Science and Technology. 
His appointment was to take effect from 1 August 2007.119 
This appointment did not materialise. On 8 August 2007, SMU 
announced that Michael Philip Furmston, a world-renowned 
contract and commercial law expert and former Dean of the 
University of Bristol’s Law Faculty, would be appointed Dean in 
place of Smith who was ‘unable to take up the appointment due 
117 Jane Ng, ’1,200 sign up at SMU Law School’ Straits Times, 21 Apr 2007.
118 Derrick A Paulo, ‘SMU law school looks to up student intake’ Today, 11 
Jun 2007.
119 See ‘Ex-Harvard don to head SMU law school’ Straits Times, 13 Jul 
2007.
Michael P Furmston, Founding 
Dean of the School of Law
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to unanticipated personal reasons.’120 Smith would remain as a 
senior member of the faculty and special adviser to the President 
Howard Hunter on legal education.121 
Furmston had retired from the University of Bristol in 1998 
but remained active as Emeritus Professor and Senior Research 
Fellow. His most famous work, Cheshire, Fifoot and Furmston on 
Contract was a leading textbook used by law students all over 
the common law world. With Furmston’s appointment, Low Kee 
Yang would take on the post of Deputy Dean ‘during the period 
of transition and provide leadership support’.122 Furmston was no 
stranger to Singapore, having taught briefly as a visitor at the NUS 
Law Faculty back in 1986. He returned to teach at SMU in 2006. 
In January 2007, he received an email from Howard Hunter — 
another contracts specialist whom he had known for the better 
part of two decades — informing him that a new law school was 
to be established and whether he would like to come.123 Furmston 
agreed and did.
The Doctor of Jurisprudence (JD) Programme
While the original idea of having SMU run a pure JD programme 
had been jettisoned in favour of a Bachelor of Laws (LLB) 
programme, the idea did not die away. Janice Bellace, who, after 
her stint as SMU’s first President, became a member of the Board 
of Trustees, remembers a conversation at dinner at the Mandarin 
Oriental Hotel about what happens to Singapore students who 
study in America and want to qualify for legal practice. A 
separate JD programme, she suggested, might provide them the 
opportunity to do so.124 The idea to introduce such a programme 
targeted at those who already have a non-law degree or a law 
degree from another jurisdiction, was taken up by Dean Michael 
120 ‘Change of Dean at SMU Law School’ SMU Press Release, available at 
<http://ink.library.smu.edu.sg/oh_pressrelease/56> (accessed 4 Oct 
2014).
121 Ibid.
122 Ibid.
123 Michael P Furmston, Oral History Interview, Li Ka Shing Library, 
SMU, 31 Jan 2011 [hereinafter ‘Michael Furmston Interview’].
124 Janice Bellace Interview.
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Furmston as he felt that there was a separate and important 
market for such a course:
JD was a natural thing to add to our programme. So because 
there’re people who took a first degree in another discipline, and 
later on decided that they’re very interested in law, including, 
in fact, many of our SMU students. Alright, so it was a natural 
thing to do, to offer this facility for people to switch into law, or 
maybe adding to their expertise, you know. Alright, so and it was 
not difficult to do, because we’ve got a programme that’s 70% 
law, 30% non-law. So basically, take out the 30% non-law and do 
the 70% law, so that essentially is the J.D. programme. 
… experience certainly shows that there are a significant 
number of people who would welcome the chance to do this and 
because they’ve already got a degree.… It appears that you can 
certainly do it in two-and-a-half years and if you make extensive 
use of Terms 3A and 3B you may be able to do it in two years but 
you have to work very hard to do that. We charge them the same 
fee however long they take, so it doesn’t, there’s no pressure on 
them to do it in a particular time.125 
SMU launched its JD programme in March 2009 and took in 
its first intake of 30 students in August that year. In May 2011, 
the School of Law launched its Master of Laws (LLM) degree by 
coursework programme. The 12-month modular programme is 
designed to ‘equip legal practitioners with skills and knowledge 
to meet the changing needs of an increasingly complex global 
market.’126 Low Kee Yang, Director of the Programme told the 
press that students in the programme have the option to specialise 
in one of three areas: Commercial Law, Dispute Resolution, and 
Islamic Law and Finance. All candidates are expected to also take 
two compulsory courses — Business, Strategy and Organisation, 
and Overseas Study Mission — irrespective of specialisation.
Michael Furmston stepped down as Dean at the end of June 
2012 and was succeeded by Yeo Tiong Min.127 In 2007, when Yeo 
joined SMU from NUS,  he was appointed the inaugural Yong 
125 Michael Furmston Interview.
126 ‘SMU launches LLM (Master of Laws) Programme’ SMU Press 
Release, available at: <http://ink.library.smu.edu.sg/oh_pressrelease> 
(accessed 4 Oct 2014).
127 ‘New Leadership to Helm SMU Law School’ SMU Press Release, 
available at: <http://ink.library.smu.edu.sg/oh_pressrelease/91> 
(accessed 4 Oct 2014).
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Pung How Professor of Law. In 2012, Yeo became one of only 
two academics — the other being Dean Tan Cheng Han of the 
NUS Faculty of Law — to be conferred the rank of Honorary 
Senior Counsel. 
Yeo Tiong Min, Dean of the SMU Law School & Yong Pung How Professor of Law, 
chatting with Chancellor and former Chief Justice Yong Pung How
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Chapter 7
The First Fifteen Years
IntroductIon
In Latin America, a girl’s 15th birthday is a very special one for 
it marks the transition from child to adult. To mark this joyous 
occasion, a big celebration, known as the Quinceañera is held. 
In some societies, parents spend more on their daughters’ lavish 
Quinceañera parties than they did for their own weddings. The 
ceremony is in two parts and starts off at a church where the 
beautifully dressed Quince girl attends a special Mass in which 
she reaffirms her faith and is blessed by the priest. She then heads 
for the celebratory party complete with sumptuous food, music, 
dance and an official presentation of the quince girl to everyone. 
She is no longer a little girl, but a grown woman.
SMU’s 15th anniversary celebration is like a Quinceañera 
in many ways. It is no longer the young upstart that took the 
Singapore academic world by storm, through its unconventionality 
and boldness, but a fully matured, blossoming university ready 
to take its place among the best in the world. It is still blessed, by 
a Singapore Government that continues to believe in the value of 
high-quality education and in the importance of human resource 
development, and with a Singaporean public whose confidence in 
the institution has grown rapidly over the years. Its students have 
now all grown up, too, and made their mark in so many areas 
of public and corporate life both in Singapore and elsewhere. 
Looking back, it has been a giddying 15 years — a ‘roller coaster 
ride’ as some pioneer faculty have put it — and in this final 
chapter, we look at how these developments have helped shape 
the institution SMU now is.
caMpuS developMent
Bukit Timah
The National University of Singapore — Singapore’s oldest 
university — has only had two campuses: Bukit Timah and 
Kent Ridge. SMU has had three. Starting modestly at a small 
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experimental building along Evans Road in 2000, SMU moved to 
the old Bukit Timah Campus vacated by the National Institute of 
Education in August 2001. Having taken over the historic buildings 
in December 2000, SMU embarked on an extensive $35 million 
effort to refurbish the campus and transform the eleven buildings 
from the late 1920s into a campus suitable for a twenty-first 
century university. As the buildings were gazetted as a National 
Monument under the Preservation of Monuments Act, it was 
crucial that key architectural features and details of the building 
were preserved and retained. This meant that the team had to 
‘depend on the archive materials’ and ‘look at the old drawings’ 
before determining how best to renovate the campus. It was, as 
Deputy President Tan Teck Meng recalled, ‘a challenge to us.’1 
Based on the success of their small-class experiments at Evans 
Road, the U-shaped, banked seminar rooms were all duplicated 
at Bukit Timah. As Director of Facilities Management, Ho Thim 
Seng explained, these classrooms and seminar rooms were 
designed to facilitate more discussion, which ‘reinforces the role 
of the lecturer as a facilitator in the incubation of ideas’.2 SMU’s 
1 ‘SMU conserves old Bukit Timah campus’ Channel News Asia, 15 Jun 
2001.
2 ‘SMU finds home in historic site’ Straits Times, 15 Jun 2001.
The School of Business at SMU’s Bukit Timah Campus
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Bukit Timah Campus was also the first university campus in 
Singapore to be wirelessly connected. The entire campus was 
covered by 50 base stations that supported up to 800 students 
accessing the network simultaneously. The refurbishment was 
completed in a record eight months.3
Bras Basah
As the SMU students moved from Evans Road to Bukit Timah in 
August 2001, work was underway to select a design for the new 
SMU Campus at Bras Basah. As a prelude to construction works 
on the new campus, SMU sought the assistance of the Singapore 
History Museum to conduct an archaeological survey of SMU’s 
grounds between 15 and 
19 August 2001. The 
excavation was conducted 
by a team of archaeologists 
and volunteers led by 
Associate Professor John 
Miksic of the NUS. 
Construction on the 
new campus commenced 
in December 2001. It 
progressed very smoothly, 
thanks to the close 
supervision of the project manager, Foo Yat San. Howard Hunter 
remembered how it was Foo who ‘really kept the pressure on’ the 
Japanese contractor, Obayashi ‘to get the thing finished on time’. 
This was especially critical for a university like SMU. Howard 
Hunter remembered the anxiety he experienced during this time:
 So we had an excellent project manager named Foo Yat San 
and Yat San really, I spent a lot of time with him, really kept 
the pressure on, to get the thing finished on time because if 
you’re running a business like a law firm or a bank or something 
like that you want to know when you’re going to move but it 
really doesn’t make that much difference if you move the first of 
September or the first of November. But in a university it makes 
3 ‘RAdm Teo Chee Hean Previews Singapore Management University’s 
Bukit Timah Campus — Record Refurbishment Period for Historic 
University Site’, SMU Press Release, available at: <http://ink.library.
smu.edu.sg/oh_pressrelease/17> (accessed 29 Sep 2014).
An archaeological dig was carried out at SMU’s 
Bras Basah site before construction
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a tremendous difference because you got to have the lead time 
to move before the semester begins, and if you can’t then you 
got to wait another semester. Now we were paying rent for Bukit 
Timah, I can’t remember what it was but it was a substantial 
amount of money. Our lease at Bukit Timah was ending the 
summer of 2005 and to extend that lease was going to cost a 
tremendous amount of money plus delay everything we were 
trying to do.4 
One remarkable thing which SMU and its contractors did during 
the course of construction was to save twelve mature trees that 
were in Bras Basah Park. These were carefully dug out of the 
ground and then moved to a nursery to be cared for until they 
could be replanted at new campus. Janice Bellace, first SMU 
President, remembered in amazement:
… one of the things that was done by the country, that’ll be 
hard to imagine, you know, in any society … They took eleven 
or twelve of those trees, and plucked them out of the ground, 
and planted them in a nursery, and put them back, and they all 
thrived. Incredible. Who would care, but the society cared, about 
that, about those trees, and their history, and the government 
responded.5
On 2 June 2005, three-and-a-half years after the first pile was 
driven into the ground, the campus was ready. In a simple 
ceremony, the contractor Obayashi handed the new Bras Basah 
Campus over to SMU, represented by Chancellor Richard Hu, 
Chairman Ho Kwon Ping and President Howard Hunter. This 
ceremony was followed by an appreciation dinner for members of 
the City Campus Planning Committee. Speaking at the ceremony, 
Hunter said: 
Great cities like London, New York and Paris have universities 
within the city environs and SMU is privileged to be the one 
for Singapore. SMU is in the unique position of being the only 
university here with a city campus, one that is purpose-built 
to our pedagogy … For our students, being in an urban setting 
in proximity to the business and financial centre will facilitate 
interaction beyond the confines of the campus and immersion 
4 Howard Hunter, Oral History Interview, Li Ka Shing Library, SMU, 30 
Jun 2011 [hereinafter ‘Howard Hunter Interview’]
5 Janice Bellace, Orgal History Interview, Li Ka Shing Library, 27 Apr 
2010 [hereinafter ‘Janice Bellace Interview’].
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into the “university of life”, where they will be able to experience 
real situations and witness first hand, the workings of the 
commercial world. The surrounding historical and cultural 
elements will further expand their out-of-the classroom activities 
and experiences and give them a holistic and well-rounded 
education.6
A topping-out ceremony, signifying the completion of structural 
works of the Bras Basah campus, was held on 20 July 2005 
with Education Minister Tharman Shanmugaratnam as guest-
of-honour. As part of the ceremony, guests were invited to tour 
a mock-up seminar room which was used to showcase SMU’s 
pedagogical approach.7 On 31 July 2005, following a solemn and 
emotional flag lowering ceremony, SMU moved out of Bukit 
6 ‘Landmark City Campus Officially Handed Over — SMU to Launch 
Year-Long Celebratory Programme’, SMU Press Release, available at 
<http://ink.library.smu.edu.sg/oh_pressrelease/39> (accessed 4 Oct 
2014).
7 ‘The SMU City Campus on Schedule for Move in August 2005’ 
SMU Press Release, available at <http://ink.library.smu.edu.sg/oh_
pressrelease/36> (accessed 4 Oct 2014).
Securing one of the heritage trees at Bras Basah Park  
for replanting at SMU after building construction
Saving another heritage tree
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Timah Campus and into their new campus in Bras Basah led 
by Chairman Ho Kwon Ping, and an entourage of some 1,000 
undergraduates. The contingent exited the campus and drove 
down Nassim Road, Orchard Road and onto Bras Basah, before 
arriving at their new campus.8 Speaking at the event, Ho said:
Today, our current students step into a new campus, knowing 
that while the principles and hallmarks of an SMU education 
remain unchanged, they are being given a unique opportunity 
that no other local graduate has ever had before — that of enjoying 
a university campus in the heart of Singapore’s most important 
historical district. This is a kind of campus for a different kind 
of university — a place which will produce a new generation of 
graduates with the passion to make a difference and shape the 
global business landscape.9
8 ‘SMU bids farewell to Bukit Timah’ Straits Times, 1 Aug 2005.
9 ‘The City to Pulse with New Heartbeat as SMU Arrives! — Bukit 
Timah Campus Vacated after a Solemn Flag Lowering Ceremony’, 
SMU Press Release, available at <http://ink.library.smu.edu.sg/oh_
pressrelease/40> (accessed 5 Oct 2014).
Chairman Ho Kwon Ping (left) and President Howard Hunter,  
leading the procession and move of SMU from Bukit Timah to Bras Basah
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The SMU flag was then raised to the strains of Those First Steps 
played by the SMU Symphonia. The piece had been written 
specially for the occasion by Saw Cheng Lim, an associate 
professor in the Law Department of the Business School, and 
arranged by SMU student Sebastian Sim, who was also President 
of the SMU Symphonia. A grand official opening ceremony for 
the campus was held on 20 January 2006 with Prime Minister 
Lee Hsien Loong as guest-of-honour.10
As a result of two huge donations to the University, two of 
SMU’s buildings were renamed. The first was the University’s 
Library, which was renamed the Li Ka Shing Library in honour of 
the donation in 2002 of S$19.5 million by Hongkong billionaire, 
Li Ka-shing and his Hutchinson Whampoa group. Of this sum, 
S$15 million was earmarked for the endowment of the Library 
while the remainder was dedicated to setting up eight concurrent 
scholarships to support scholars from Hong Kong and China. 
The Li Ka Shing Library was officially declared open on 24 
February 2006 by former Prime Minister Lee Kuan Yew.11 The 
other building that was renamed was that housing the School 
of Business. This was in honour of a landmark S$50million 
donation by the Lee Foundation in 2004. On 24 March 2006, 
the Lee Kong Chian Building was officially declared open by 
Senior Minister Goh Chok Tong. Not only was the building 
named after the Lee Foundation’s founder, the School of 
Business was also renamed the Lee Kong Chian School of 
Business.12 On 5 July 2011, some months after the death of Kwa 
Geok Choo, wife of former Prime Minister Lee Kuan Yew and 
mother of Prime Minister Lee Hsien Loong, SMU announced 
that it would honour the late Mdm Kwa by naming its new Law 
10 ‘Singapore Management University Celebrates Official Opening of 
City Campus — Singapore’s First and Only City Campus, SMU Ushers 
in New Era’, SMU Press Release, available at <http://ink.library.smu.
edu.sg/oh_pressrelease> (accessed 5 Oct 2014).
11 ‘A Sea of Learning — A New Library for a New Campus: The Official 
Opening of Li Ka Shing Library’, SMU Press Release, available at 
<http://ink.library.smu.edu.sg/oh_pressrelease> (accessed 5 Oct 
2014); see also ‘MM Lee opens Li Ka Shing Library at SMU campus’ 
Channel News Asia, 24 Feb 2006.
12 ‘SM Goh Officially Opens the Lee Kong Chian Building at Singapore 
Management University’, SMU Press Release, available at <http://ink.
library.smu.edu.sg/oh_pressrelease> (accessed 5 Oct 2014).
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Library, as well as a new Scholars Programme and a top Law 
Graduate Award after her. SMU’s new Law School buildings 
and Library are due to be ready in 2017.
SMU Residences @ Prinsep
As SMU’s campus is in the middle of the city where land is at a 
premium, no provision had been made to build halls of residence 
or hostels for students. In 2003, there emerged a proposal for 
SMU to build a hostel at Jurong West Street 41. While this was 
far away from the city, former Dean of Students Low Aik Meng 
told the press that all other sites offered by the Government were 
even more inconveniently located. The proposal was to build two 
17-storey blocks of rooms. Work on the hostel was expected to be 
completed by 2005, but nothing was heard of this development 
thereafter. In the meantime, SMU’s Office of Student Life sourced 
apartments from locations such as Chip Bee Gardens in Holland 
Village, and in Farrer Road for its students.
In 2007, SMU took over three old blocks of four-storeyed 
apartments in Prinsep Street and transformed them into 
a residential complex to accommodate 260 students. Each 
apartment in the complex has a lounge and dining area and is 
equipped with a refrigerator and microwave oven. This complex 
is primarily for first year international students and some senior 
students who act as mentors to their juniors. As Dean of Students 
Low Aik Meng explained: 
Now, for our first hostel, we decided that someone trained in 
counselling was important as many of the international students 
are young and needed a father figure. In fact, we had two who 
were about 16 to 18 years old. Timothy, who is our first Residential 
Master or Housemaster, is assisted by a group of students called 
Residential Seniors who mentor the students in their apartments. 
We wanted the SMU hostel to be a ‘home away from home.’13
The Prinsep Residences proved so popular and successful that 
SMU has put in a request for land to build hostels for faculty and 
students, to better forge a community.
13 Low Aik Meng, Oral History Interview, Li Ka Shing Library, SMU, 
[hereinafter ‘Low Aik Meng Interview’].
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The Library
In 2013, a master planning exercise was undertaken to review space 
and facilities within the Library. As a result of this exercise, the 
Campus Development Advisory group approved refurbishment 
of a number of spaces in the Library to increase seating, to create 
a Learning Commons area that would be open 24/7, to transform 
the entrance to be more welcoming and friendly, to eliminate 
inefficient spaces, to create a variety of learning spaces in 
accordance with SMU’s changing pedagogy aligned with blended 
learning approach, to create a new Graduate Lounge for increased 
numbers of graduate students, an innovative classroom called 
Hive for interactive learning, and also an Investment Studio to 
facilitate  use of high end financial electronic resources. Planning 
for new spaces involved consultations and focus groups with 
faculty, library staff and groups of students. These new spaces 
have been greatly welcomed by faculty and students. 
SMU-X
At his 2014 State of the University Address, President Arnoud 
De Meyer announced SMU-X, which he called a ‘game changer 
in designing innovative education’. The initiative would be 
supported by tmore courses offering project-based learning and 
experiential learning. Students would be involved as co-designers 
of the courses and the space as well. The aim was to create 
prototype collaborative spaces and 24-hour spaces on campus. To 
pilot the SMU-X concept, SMU has leased the former Vanguard 
Building on Stamford Road which it renamed SMU Labs. The 
third floor of the building will be converted into a learning hub 
which will house the Active Learning Classrooms and The Hub.
key appoIntMentS
The Presidents
Janice Bellace to Ronald Frank: The First Transition
Janice Bellace, SMU’s first President, was appointed in 1999, at 
a time when the university was more of a concept on paper than 
a campus with students. Her appointment was important and 
significant for several reasons. First, her personal enthusiasm for 
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the project went beyond anything a formal institutional tie-up 
could produce. She believed very much in the project and invested 
much of her time and energies in it, making many sacrifices along 
the way. Second, as Deputy Dean at Wharton School, she brought 
along with her presidency, the weight of Wharton’s prestige and 
expertise in undergraduate business education even though she 
was not permanently based in Singapore. As Ho Kwon Ping 
recalled, the choice of Bellace ‘was very important’ as ‘she set 
the tone’, knew ‘a lot of people in the US’ and was well-respected 
and regarded, making recruitment of top-flight faculty easier.14 
Bellace — who was the first ever female to head any university 
in Singapore — stepped down as President after two years on 
account of her widowed and aged father’s failing health and 
the search was on again for a new President. There were, Ho 
remembered, ‘a whole bunch of people’ who were ‘potential 
presidents’ but the Board of Trustees ‘did not think the calibre 
was that good’.15
The search committee then turned to Ronald Frank, then a 
Member of the Board of Trustees, and someone whom Bellace 
herself had brought on board. Ho Kwon Ping the vital role Frank 
played in the life of the young university: 
Ron played an important role as a bridging role, and one we’d 
openly acknowledge that.… Ron was already relatively old, I 
think he was maybe already in his 70s, and he said he can’t be 
President for too long, et cetera, but he was willing to be a resident 
President. My calculation at that time was we needed a resident 
President, because after it’s settled, … you needed a President 
on the ground … that was more important than anything else.16 
Ho knew the problem very well. SMU was a young start-
up university. If it tried to hire a top-rate, international-class 
president, that person would need to be aged around 50 to 55 
years old, someone in his or her prime: 
Why would they want to come here when they had such good 
careers elsewhere? Ron was clear about himself. He was past his 
‘academic prime’, but he knew SMU so he provided an important 
14 Ho Kwon Ping, Oral History Interview, Li Ka Shing Library, SMU, 17 
Feb 2011 [hereinafter ‘Ho Kwon Ping Interview’].
15 Ibid.
16 Ibid.
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bridge to build up the university, a kind of father figure sort of 
person. And then, along the way, the university got better and 
better.17
Frank himself had not anticipated spending much of his time 
in Singapore and had initially declined the offer because he did 
not want to force his wife to relocate again on account of his 
new job. Indeed,  after his retirement from Emory University, 
he had promised her that he would not do it again. When Frank 
mentioned the offer to his wife, she thought about it for a bit and 
said, ‘You know, I’d retire anyway in a couple of years. And, I 
mean, an opportunity like this just isn’t going to come up again. 
Let’s do it.’ Frank accepted the job.18 On 18 September 2001, 
he became the second President of SMU.19 Part of the lure for 
17 Ibid.
18 Ron Frank Interview.
19 ‘Prof Ronald Frank to Become Second President of Singapore 
Management University’, SMU Press Release, available at <http://ink.
library.smu.edu.sg/oh_pressrelease> (accessed 4 Oct 2014); see also, 
Eugene Low, ‘SMU appoints new president’ Business Times, 19 Sep 
Ron Frank, second President of SMU
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Frank was his high regard for Singapore and the way things 
were done. He recalled:
Getting a commitment from the country takes some work and 
time. But when they commit to doing something, it is done 
absolutely first-grade. All one has to do is travel to that country 
and look at the infrastructure that’s been developed in what 
at that time, I think was … probably about forty or fifty years 
of age as a country. You can’t find anything that’s been done 
that isn’t first-grade. There are some things that are still to be 
redone; there was a history museum that since we’ve left, has 
been completely redone. The art history museum needed to be 
reworked. But one by one, and when they did it, they did it well. 
So I was very confident that the same kind of atmosphere would 
be a base, if you like, for the university to rely on.20
In his first year in office, Frank saw two major things that needed 
to be dealt with. The first was to implement the plans for a School 
of Economics and Social Sciences, and the second to establish 
the School of Information Systems. In respect of the first, he was 
surprised that while the School had clearly been on the drawing 
board, no plans had actually been put in place to hire a Dean to 
establish the school. He engaged an international search firm and 
eventually hired Roberto Mariano as the School’s first Dean. The 
account of how he got Steven Miller to establish the School of 
Information Systems was already covered in the previous chapter. 
Frank also felt strongly that while it was wonderful to have the 
tie-up with Wharton School, and SMU was implementing their 
programmes with local adaptations, nothing should ever be taken 
for granted and he challenged everyone to critically think through 
the processes they were implementing: 
… I kept arguing, not that one should dismiss Wharton, but that 
one should — what I wanted the deans to come forward with, 
and the faculty — was what do you think we should do in this 
curriculum? Don’t tell me what Wharton’s offerings are. If you 
can justify what you want to do and some of … and some of it’s 
the same, three cheers for you. But if it’s not, well, if you can 
make the defence in the argument, it stands.21
2001; M Nirmala, ‘Take-charge Frank is new SMU head’ Straits Times, 
19 Sep 2001; ‘Getting down to business’ Straits Times, 7 Oct 2001.
20 Ibid.
21 Ibid.
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Under Frank’s presidency, SMU had established both the 
School of Economics and Social Sciences as well as the School 
of Information Systems. And true to his reputation for being a 
top fundraiser, two of SMU’s largest donations — from Li Ka-
shing and the Lee Foundation — were made during his term in 
office. When Frank’s initial two-year contract expired in 2003, it 
was extended by another year. When he completed his service at 
the end of August 2004, Howard Hunter, another colleague from 
Emory University, was chosen as his successor.
Howard Hunter
As we saw in the previous chapter, Howard Hunter was no 
stranger to Singapore, having been invited by Frank to discuss 
the possibility of establishing a law school in Singapore. While 
he kept in touch with his Singapore friends, the last thing Hunter 
expected to be doing was to be heading out to Singapore again, at 
least, not as SMU’s President. He recalled how he was recruited:
… Heidrick & Struggles, the executive search firm, contacted me 
and said, ‘Would you be interested in being considered to be 
President of SMU?’. And this was kind of a bolt out of the blue. 
And I had not thought about it. If I had not been to Singapore and 
spent the time with people at SMU, I am quite sure I would have 
said, ‘No, thank you.’ I mean we were very happy in Atlanta. 
I had tenure and a senior administration position. Life was 
quite good. And I liked my colleagues there and all. But having 
been here and having seen what was going on and then being 
presented with the opportunity to be on the ground floor of the 
development of a new institution was very attractive, plus Susan 
and I both had interests in Asia.22 
Thus began the usual round of interviews, job talks and 
meetings. SMU flew Hunter to Singapore to meet with the Board 
of Trustees as well as with the Education Minister, Tharman 
Shanmugaratnam, and DPM Tony Tan. By early 2004, things 
had been finalised, and Hunter was set to become SMU’s third 
President. SMU released the announcement of his appointment 
on 24 March 2004.23 His five-year contract stated that he was 
22 Howard Hunter Interview.
23 ‘Singapore Management University Appoints Howard Hunter as 
University’s New President’, SMU Press Release, available at <http://
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to start work on 1 September 2004, a day after Ronald Frank 
retired. However, Ho Kwon Ping and Frank both asked Hunter 
if he would mind coming to Singapore a month earlier ‘to do 
a little transition thing and also because of the big dinner 
planned at Istana to thank the Lee Foundation and the Lee 
family for their $50 million gift to name the Lee Kong Chian 
Business School.’ Hunter agreed even though he was not going 
to be paid for that month.24 
One of Hunter’s main objectives, as President, was to ensure 
that all students and faculty had the opportunity ‘to interact with 
leading universities in other parts of the world’ as Singapore is 
a small place and for it to succeed, its people had ‘to reach out 
and be connected with the rest of the world and bring the world 
here and connect the world.’25 Hunter spent six fruitful years — 
ink.library.smu.edu.sg/oh_pressrelease> (accessed 4 Oct 2014); see 
also Jane Ng, ‘New SMU head aims for the personal touch’ Straits 
Times, 24 Mar 2004; and ‘SMU appoints law veteran as third president 
from September’ Business Times, 24 Mar 2004.
24 Howard Hunter Interview.
25 Ibid.
Howard Hunter, third President of SMU
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his contract being extended by an additional year — as President 
of SMU, being at the heart of many of the events and changes 
described in previous pages of this volume. In September 2010, 
he was succeeded by Arnoud de Meyer. Hunter returned to the 
SMU School of Law as Professor of Law.
Arnoud De Meyer
Of all of SMU’s Presidents, Arnoud De Meyer had probably 
spent the most time in Singapore prior to his appointment as 
President. De Meyer was, prior to his appointment as President, 
Professor of Management Studies at the University of Cambridge 
as well as the Director of the Judge Business School. For 23 years, 
De Meyer was associated with INSEAD as Professor and Dean 
of its MBA programme. He first came to Singapore in 1984 as 
a young INSEAD academic doing field studies of operations 
management in several Southeast Asian countries for INSEAD’s 
Euro-Asia Centre. In December 1995, he returned as Director of 
the Euro-Asia Centre, and in 1998, came to establish INSEAD’s 
Asia Campus on Ayer Rajah Road. He left Singapore in 2003 to 
return to France and remained with INSEAD till 2006 when he 
left for Cambridge. Before his return to France, De Meyer was 
already familiar with what SMU was trying to do although he 
was sceptical about their prospects. He recalled: 
Then, although I knew Tan Chin Tiong, for example, very 
well, from previous interactions in the ’90s, and we had a lot 
of conversations, I had sometimes doubt that this project could 
actually be successful. I remember also that I met Janice Bellace, 
several times, the first president of SMU, and that I expressed to 
her some doubts about, ‘How are you, how is this going work, 
what are you trying to achieve here, et cetera.’26 
De Meyer’s doubts were to evaporate quite quickly in the 
intervening years because when the search was on for a President 
in 2010, he had changed his mind. What the University had 
achieved was, to his mind, ‘actually very impressive, in what 
the team, of the successive presidents and their collaborators 
have been able to achieve in a very short period of time’.27 And 
26 Arnoud De Meyer, Oral History Interview, Li Ka Shing Library, SMU, 
13 Jan 2011 [hereinafter ‘Arnoud De Meyer Interview’].
27 Ibid.
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seeing what had been achieved, it was, De Meyer recalled, 
‘very attractive for me to come back.’28 Chairman Ho Kwon 
Ping considers De Meyer’s recruitment and appointment as 
President to be ‘very important’ and significant in that SMU 
had ‘really set a new tone’.29 By 2010, there was no further need 
for SMU to trumpet itself as a university offering an Amercian-
style education by hiring an American to head the university:
… We’re past that now. We’re imbued with those values. So, 
first, we don’t need to get an American. That’s actually quite 
important. We need to get somebody who is truly from business 
school, because all the others were lawyers, all three are lawyers. 
Well, Ron was business school, but Woody and Janice are law 
school, which is a little bit on the periphery. We want to get 
somebody from the heart of business school itself. Somebody 
whose credentials were really clearly, internationally, well, of 
incredible standing. 
Arnoud, age is prime, you know founding dean of INSEAD 
here, head of Cambridge business school. I think when Arnoud 
came here, it sent a signal to everybody that we are of global 
standard. Some of the people we actually declined have actually 
28 Ibid.
29 Ho Kwon Ping Interview.
Arnoud De Meyer, fourth President of SMU
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gone on to become deans of other, more, deans of other very well-
known business schools.…  we have a great degree of satisfaction 
that it reached the point now where we have the pick. 
But it wasn’t always that way. It was kind of sad, in the 
beginning, and Janice will tell you, … it wasn’t as if everybody 
was, you know, sort of, piling on and jumping over themselves 
to apply. But Arnoud … is a really international global quality 
head, and we hope he’ll stay with us now, give that kind of 
commitment…30
When asked what he saw as his key challenges in taking 
SMU through to the next phase of its development, De Meyer 
highlighted three things. First, is the need to ramp up the 
postgraduate programme; second, to hire more senior faculty; 
and third, to further enhance SMU’s international reputation.31
The Provosts
Tan Chin Tiong was SMU’s Provost from 2000 to 2008. In 2007, 
he was concurrently appointed Deputy President of SMU, a post 
he held till 2009 when he was seconded to become founding 
30 Ibid.
31 Arnoud De Meyer Interview.
Tan Chin Tiong, Founding Provost of SMU
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President of the Singapore Institute of Technology. He returned 
to SMU in 2013 as Senior Advisor to the President. Tan was 
succeeded as Provost in 2008 by Rajendra K Srivastava, who 
had joined SMU from Emory University where he had been 
the Roberto C Goizueta Chair in Marketing and e-Commerce. 
Srivastava was educated at the Indian Institute of Technology in 
Kanpur, India, and then at the University of Rhode Island and the 
University of Pittsburgh where he obtained his PhD in Business 
Administration. Besides his responsibilities as Provost, Srivastava 
also oversees the various institutes, centres, laboratories and 
initiatives at SMU. 
The Chancellors and Patrons
Since independence in 1965, the tradition in Singapore’s public 
universities has been that Singapore’s President, as head of state, 
would also be the Chancellor of the University. This made sense 
since both NUS and NTU were state universities. In the case of 
SMU, which was a privately run university, the choice was open. 
The person chosen as the University’s first Chancellor was Lim 
Kim San (1916—2006), a well-known former Cabinet Minister 
Rajendra Srivastava, second Provost of SMU
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Top: Provost Tan Chin Tiong showing  
Founding Chancellor, Lim Kim San, the layout of SMU’s campus
Bottom left: Richard Hu, Chancellor of SMU from 2002 to 2010
Bottom right: Yong Pung How, Chancellor of SMU since 2010
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and Chairman of Singapore Press Holdings Ltd. Lim served a 
two-year term as Chancellor before being succeeded by Richard 
Hu, another former Cabinet Minister, in 2002.32 Hu served from 
2002 to 2010 when he was succeeded by former Chief Justice 
Yong Pung How.33
From SMU’s inception, its Patron has been Singapore’s 
President. Singapore President SR Nathan served as Patron from 
2000 to 2011 when his term ended, Singapore’s next President, 
Dr Tony Tan— founding father of SMU — most appropriately 
became SMU’s second Patron in 2011.
endoWMent & fInance
SMU had gotten off to a good financial start by the Singapore 
Government providing premium funding. In addition to 
providing all the necessary capital needed for the establishment 
and running of the University, the Government offered to match 
all donations 3:1. In other words, for every dollar donated to the 
University, the Government would add another three. This 3:1 
matching had been used previously in the Government’s bid to 
get both NUS and NTU to build up their endowment funds. In 
June 2001, SMU announced its target of raising S$250 million 
in the next five years. The University was fairly confident of 
reaching this amount given that at the time, its endowment fund 
stood at over $80 million already, from earlier donations. 
From the outset, a number of well-wishers and supporters 
contributed to SMU’s fundraising campaign. One of the first was 
the United Overseas Bank (UOB) which donated $2 million to 
establish a Chair in Banking in February 1999. The other major 
donor for 1999 was Cheng Tsang Man, founder of Prima Flour 
Mill, who donated $1.5 million to SMU and a similar amount 
to NTU on the occasion of his retirement as Chairman of his 
company in October 1999. Cheng, who received S$3 million in 
gratuity from the company for his services, decided to donate this 
32 ‘Dr Richard Hu is Appointed New Chancellor of Singapore Management 
University’ SMU Press Release, available at: <http://ink.library.smu.
edu.sg/oh_pressrelease> (accessed 4 Oct 2014).
33 ‘Mr Yong Pung How Appointed New Chancellor of SMU’ SMU Press 
Release, available at: <http://ink.library.smu.edu.sg/oh_pressrelease> 
(accessed 4 Oct 2014).
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to the universities to establish endowed chairs. In March 2000, 
The Singapore Government gave SMU a one-time contribution of 
$50 million to kick off its endowment fund campaign. That same 
month, businessman Laurence Moh also donated $2 million 
to establish the Celia Moh Professorial Chair in honour of his 
wife. Two months later, well-known businessman Tommie Goh 
donated $2 million to establish a professorship as well. Goh’s 
donation brought SMU’s endowment to $80 million.
The two most sizeable donations came in September 2002 and 
May 2004 with gifts from Hongkong billionaire Li Ka-shing and 
the Lee Foundation respectively. Both gifts were made at the time 
when Ronald Frank was President of the University. The lead 
for the Li Ka Shing donation had in fact come from Chan Heng 
Wing, Counsel-General for Singapore in Hongkong when he met 
up with Janice Bellace, Ho Kwon Ping and Tan Chin Tiong over 
lunch on Lantau Island in Hongkong. Chan told them that it was 
part of his role to meet up with business people in Hongkong and 
suggested that SMU might be mentioned as a potential recipient. 
A year later, Tan Chin Tiong received a call from Chan who told 
him that Li Ka Shing was ready to donate, and asked if SMU was 
interested.34 Thereafter, the Singapore Government got involved 
34 Tan Chin Tiong Interview.
Li Ka Shing sharing a light moment with former Prime Minister Lee Kuan Yew at the 
official opening of the Li Ka Shing Library in 2005
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and there began months of negotiations, especially over the 
matching funds. Ronald Frank recalls:
We got a lead for the potential of a major gift by Li Ka Shing. Well, 
that started a nine-month process, where we would develop a 
proposal, give it to the Ministry of Education, there’d be periods 
of silence, then we’ll get a phone call or a letter, saying, ‘Well, 
that’s not quite — then how about this?’ That went on for nine 
months. Two-thirds into that, I thought, this bird’s not going to 
fly. This is just not going to work. But, by golly, at the end of 
the nine months, the Government had a three-to-one matching 
programme. Li Ka Shing made what was one of the largest gifts 
in Singapore’s history [and] the country matched it three to one. 
We had already funded the library, because the country already 
paid for construction. That money flowed into scholarships for 
students. And that was the largest gift in Singapore’s history at 
that time.35 
The Lee Foundation gift came about unexpectedly as well. It 
started with a casual conversation between Tan Chin Tiong and 
Milton Tan who had formerly been the Dean of the Department 
of Architecture at NUS. Milton Tan was, at the time Chief 
Executive Officer of the Design Council Singapore and he casually 
mentioned to Tan Chin Tiong that the National Library Board 
had just gotten a $60 million donation from the Lee Foundation. 
Tan Chin Tiong recalled:
During the visit, we were chatting on various things and he said, 
‘By the way, do you know that the National Library just received 
a big chunk of money, 60 million from the Lee Foundation?’ I fell 
off my chair. I said ‘Lee Foundation gives that kind of money?’ 
All along, I thought Lee Foundation only gives bits and pieces 
of small money. So I said ‘Wow! We know Lee Foundation very 
well, you know, Lee Seng Gee, Lee Seng Tee and so on and if 
they are giving that kind of big chunk of money, we probably 
should do or ask.’36 
After Milton left, Tan told Ron Frank about the conversation and 
they immediately resolved to work on the Lee Foundation. They 
quickly put together a proposal and went to see them. Frank 
met up with Lee Seng Gee, Chairman of the Foundation, with 
whom he got on very well. Speaking first in generalities, Lee 
finally asked Frank how much SMU was looking for from the 
35 Ron Frank Interview.
36 Tan Chin Tiong Interview.
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Foundation. Frank, who thought that they might be in for a long 
negotiation, asked for S$50 million. There was no negotiation; 
the Lee Foundation agreed. One of the concerns Frank had was 
that by this time, the Government had already wound up its 
three-to-one matching programme for SMU and he was unsure if 
the Government would match this donation 3-1. A long series of 
negotiations ensued, as Frank recalled:
Well, that kept going on and going on, and finally we got a letter: 
‘It’s a go; we’ll match’.… and then comes a funny story … 
The agreement had been to pay over a period of five years … 
and they were going to match three-to-one. Alright. So I got a phone 
call, from the Ministry now, “Ron, can they give their first gift this 
year? If they can, we’ve got the first thirty to match. But they gotta 
give it this year, and Ron, it’s three weeks away from the end of 
the year! And the end of the year, our budgets go to zero and it 
starts over! We can’t hold it.” Bureaucracy is bureaucracy. In the 
meantime, Lee Seng Gee, I believe, had fallen and injured himself, 
and was bedridden as I understand, and his wife was taking care 
of him. So here’s this guy in bed, and I wind up calling, talking 
with him, talking to his wife firstly … and through her to him that 
we somehow had to get this ten million before next day. Well, he 
couldn’t get to the bank to sign the, whatever, CDs or something that 
had to be released. And besides prematurely cashing stuff in costs 
money, it’s not a free good. So, he didn’t want to do that, but they 
insisted, the Ministry hung in there, so I figured, are we going to 
lose this because of the inflexibility. So I phoned him finally calling 
him, talking to him on the phone, and it was obvious to him that I 
was rather apologetic and nervous because I was. And I described 
what had occurred, that somehow we had to get the cash in, and he 
broke out in a laugh and simply said, ‘Ron, this is Singapore. They 
got the note, enough cash, and we got the first forty in there.’37
Had Tan Chin Tiong not met up with Milton Tan and the latter 
not mentioned the Lee Foundation’s $60 million donation to 
the National Library, Tan Chin Tiong was convinced that SMU 
might never have approached the Lee Foundation for such a huge 
donation.38 The Lee Foundation’s $50 million39 was matched 
37 Ron Frank Interview.
38 Tan Chin Tiong Interview.
39 Arti Mulchand, ‘SMU receives record $200m donation’ Straits Times, 5 
May 2004; ‘SMU gets $200m donation to launch 2 initiatives’ Business 
Times, 5 May 2004, at 2.
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by a corresponding $150 million by the Government. The 
premium funding, 3:1 matching and generous funding from 
the Government allowed SMU to build up its endowment very 
quickly, but it was not enough to simply accumulate cash. It 
was necessary to invest it wisely and grow the largesse further. 
As Sim Teow Hong, SMU’s Senior Vice President of Finance 
and Administration explained:
I’d like to believe that we are financially strong where we are 
now in terms of what we have generated and built up over 
the years.… the early years of generous MOE support and our 
prudent management of that resource has allowed us to build 
up a sizeable reserve. We could have spent it frivolously, but we 
planned it carefully and we have built up a sizeable reserve, our 
300 million dollars. The generous support that MOE in terms of 
the endowment and our donors have also built up that financial 
resource for us, and the investments that we have put in have 
also generated the returns that we were hoping for. So all these 
put us in a very strong financial position, and the surplus that we 
have generated — a big chunk of it is actually invested together 
with the endowment fund and we intend to set it aside … to be 
invested to generate the income. 
So … on the 15th of April 2013, we were able to report to 
the Investment Committee that the Endowment Fund and the 
Investor Surplus crossed the billion dollar mark. It’s more than 
a billion dollar Singapore now … so after 13 years, we are quite 
happy with that outcome. It’s a valuable resource, we need to 
watch it carefully, manage it properly, and I think if we continue 
to do that, we’ll be in a financially strong position to be able to do 
the things that we need to do to build up the university.40
the SMu Student … IS dIfferent
From its inception, SMU had positioned itself as being different.41 
As a marketing device, differentiation is crucial, but in this 
case, the question for the public was: Different from what and 
from whom? The target of the differentiation exercise was, no 
doubt the two established universities in Singapore — NUS 
and NTU. SMU offered an American-style, highly-interactive 
education in small classes, whereas the other two universities 
40 Sim Teow Hong, Oral History Interview, Li Ka Shing Library, SMU, 8 
May 2013 [hereinafter ‘Sim Teow Hong Interview’].
41 ‘Making a difference by being different’ Business Times, 10 Aug 2001.
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did not. For admission, SMU took into account various other 
factors, like personality, drive and creativity and interviewed 
every shortlisted candidate whereas the other two universities 
did not. One other feature of this differentiation — brought on 
as much by necessity as by design — was the search for ‘unique’ 
students. Students chose SMU also because they were different; 
they tended to be more articulate, more innately curious, not 
afraid to speak their minds, willing to take risks. And these 
same students would, as a result of their SMU-style education, 
also end up being different from the rest.
SMU’s highly successful 2003 ‘SMU is Different’ advertising 
campaign overtly capitalised on this claim of difference. Three 
advertisements, all featuring SMU students were placed in 
the newspapers and on billboards around the city. Possibly 
the most iconic of them is the picture of pony-tailed Marina 
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Rumi Ibrahim jumping up gleefully and proclaiming ‘Marina 
sees the bigger picture. Marina is an SMU student.’ This set of 
advertisements created a controversy as they took a not-too-subtle 
dig at students from NUS and NTU,42 and the students from 
the other two universities responded loudly.43 Provost Tan Chin 
Tiong — himself a Professor of Marketing — was quick to add 
that the differences between SMU students and the rest was 
discernible: ‘I think that with our American-style university 
education, we have created a sub-culture’ where students 
‘show a lot of confidence and are not afraid to speak up.’44 The 
interesting thing about this ‘debate’ is the fact that neither side 
attempted to seriously ask a fundamental question: Were the 
type of students SMU attracted in the early days different to 
begin with, or was it SMU’s different pedagogical methodology 
responsible for this difference?
42 Sandra Davie, ‘Are you really so different, SMU?’ Straits Times, 29 Jan 
2003.
43 Bhavani Nyanajegaran, ‘NUS talents can hold their own’ Straits Times, 
5 Feb 2003; Yam Siu Lun, ‘All three universities have their merits’ 
Straits Times, 7 Feb 2003; and ‘Yes, SMU students really are different’ 
Straits Times, 12 Feb 2003.
44 Ibid.
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Perceptions and marketing aside, the real test is whether the 
market is convinced that SMU students are different. In SMU’s 
first outing in the annual Graduate Employment Survey in 2005, 
it was revealed that 100% of SMU graduates found jobs either 
before they graduated or within six months of graduation. Of 
these, 60% secured employment prior to graduation while 72% 
did so within a month of graduation. It was also revealed that 
the average starting salary for SMU graduates was over $2,500, 
and that for cum laude students (those who graduated with 
distinction) it was nearly $3,000. Clearly delighted by these 
findings, President Howard Hunter said, ‘The employability of 
SMU students confirms our strong belief in both our seminar-
style pedagogy and flexible but integrated curriculum, which 
together foster hands-on, team-oriented, project-based learning 
that is relevant to the marketplace.’45 Since that first report, SMU 
has scored consistently well in these employability rankings. In 
2010, the 10th anniversary of SMU’s founding, it was revealed 
that despite the recession, SMU students achieved 96.8% 
employment either before graduation or within six months of 
graduation. SMU students also outperformed graduates from 
NUS and NTU in terms of average starting salaries.46 SMU’s 
newest school, the School of Law also fared excellently in these 
surveys. All members of the pioneer class, which graduated 
in 2011, were able to secure training contracts three months 
prior to graduation.47  Over the years, these findings have been 
consistent, and employers in certain sectors have expressed a 
distinct preference for SMU graduates over graduates from the 
other universities.
SMU students have also proven their mettle by competing 
with and beating students from NUS and NTU and abroad in 
45 ‘100% of SMU Grads land jobs within six months upon graduation 
with more than half offered employment even before they graduated’, 
SMU Press Release, available at <http://ink.library.smu.edu.sg/oh_
pressrelease/37> (accessed 4 Oct 2014).
46 ‘SMU graduates top salaries across universities’, SMU Press Release, 
available at <http://ink.library.smu.edu.sg/oh_pressrelease/72> 
(accessed 4 Oct 2014).
47 ‘SMU’s Pioneer Law Students Clinch Practice Training Contracts 
Three Months Before Graduation’ SMU Press Release, available at 
<http://ink.library.smu.edu.sg/oh_pressrelease/84> (accessed 4 Oct 
2014).
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major competitions. These successes — trumpeted proudly and 
loudly by SMU’s corporate communications department — have 
left nothing but a positive impression on the public at large. David 
versus Goliath and Underdog stories with happy and triumphant 
endings always capture the imagination, and SMU has succeeded 
immeasurably on this score. A traditional differentiating trait of 
SMU students is their ability to present themselves and articulate 
their ideas boldly. This is not some genetically determined 
trait but one that can be built up and honed through constant 
practice.48 Low Kee Yang believes that the SMU student is 
different because ‘they have gone through’ the SMU system 
that people in his generation did not. They are, he said:
… actually quite different from us and in some areas … some 
ways, better than us. I mean, I’m impressed by their degree of 
enterprise and the daring to do new things.… they are so plugged 
in to life and new things. And I’m also very impressed by the fact 
that many of them are considering business ventures, something 
that is not commonly seen in Singapore. So many of them, even 
fresh out of university, some before going out of university.… 
That’s quite incredible. … I believe that the education they go 
through in SMU is very valuable and it puts them in very good 
stead to survive and to excel in the world out there.49
Beyond the classroom and the pedagogical style, SMU has made 
its students different by offering them numerous opportunities 
to play key roles in the life of their university. Chairman Ho 
Kwon Ping believes that it is necessary to keep decisions that 
management needs to make to an absolute minimum. As he put 
it, ‘Now, we can’t get students designing their own courses, but 
the point is where you can give people a sense of ownership 
empowerment, give it to them.’50 And this is precisely what SMU 
sought to do. Some of the University’s key events — Convocation 
— are completely planned and organised by the students 
themselves, as are orientation events, and the leadership and 
teambuilding camps. This managerial outlook, which actively 
encourages student initiative, and a reluctance to dampen 
the entrepreneurial spirit has meant that SMU students have 
48 Tan Teck Meng, Oral History Interview, Li Ka Shing Library, SMU, 16 
Mar 2010 [hereinafter ‘Tan Teck Meng Interview’].
49 Low Kee Yang Interview.
50 Ho Kwon Ping Interview.
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traditionally been more daring in doing the unconventional. As 
Ho constantly reminded the university:
…, if some of them can be leaders and I don’t necessarily mean, 
you know, political leaders. Leaders meaning … you think 
for yourself, and you do something new, and other people are 
tempted to follow you because what you’re doing inspires them 
to want to do the same thing. To me that’s already a leader. If we, 
if SMU can provide that kind of thought leadership, I would have 
been deeply satisfied.51
One of the most heart-warming of these unconventional stories 
is the tale of Darren Lim who graduated with an Accountancy 
degree in 2006. Lim, who came from a well-to-do family, decided 
that he was going to give away his first pay cheque to help needy 
students. Lim, who was Valedictorian for the Class of 2006 
declared that he had always wanted to thank his parents and to 
honour his university at the same time and decided that he would 
contribute $4,000 each year to paying more than half the tuition 
51 Ibid.
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cost of a needy and deserving Accountancy student.52 No other 
student in the history of Singapore had done that. 
MakIng a dIfference
In the field of higher education in Singapore, SMU’s creation may 
be likened to the proverbial shot that started a revolution. Within 
a decade, the entire landscape of Singapore’s tertiary education 
was transformed. Competition from Singapore’s newest university 
clearly acted as a major catalyst for wide-ranging changes in the 
entire sector. This was exactly what Tony Tan had hoped for when 
he pushed for a third university back in the 1990s. He knew full 
well that it was extremely difficult to change things from within, 
and unlike a government department where an order from the 
top was sufficient to get the ground moving, university academics 
and scholars did not take well to marching orders. Change had 
to come from within, and the only way to do it was through a 
qualitative challenge.
Almost as soon as SMU was legally established, the Ministry 
of Education announced that both NUS and NTU would enjoy 
greater autonomy in their operations. Education Minister Teo 
Chee Hean stated that the Ministry was reviewing university 
governance and funding, to encourage the two institutions to be 
more innovative and nimble in responding to global competition 
and to ‘promote innovation and enterprise in individual staff, 
faculties and the university as a whole.’53 One of the things which 
was being reviewed was the restrictions placed on consultancy 
by university staff. In March 2000, NUS announced that it was 
lifting all restrictions on consulting fees earned by faculty but 
imposed a time limit of up to one day per week on consultancy 
projects. A month later, NTU followed suit but imposed a limit 
of up to 10 hours a week. This was clearly in response to SMU’s 
American pay structure where faculty are paid only a nine-
month salary, leaving three months open for faculty to use as 
they please, including earning an unlimited amount through 
52 Maria Almenoar, ‘Fresh grad pledges $4,000 a year to help needy 
students’ Straits Times, 7 Jul 2006.
53 Irene Ng, ‘More autonomy for NUS and NTU’ Straits Times, 18 Mar 
2000.
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consultancy.54 By June 2000, NUS was declaring that it was not 
concerned about competition from SMU but had set its sights 
on the global arena: ‘Today, being the best in the region is not 
good enough. We must compete in the international arena.’ It was 
clear that both NUS and NTU had eagerly picked up the gauntlet 
thrown down by SMU.  
In 2004, the battle for talent led all universities to seriously 
reconsider their age limit for tenured faculty which at that time 
stood at a ridiculously low age of 55.55 The NUS’s President Shih 
Choon Fong explained that the change would enhance ‘NUS’s 
global competitiveness in attracting and keeping talented faculty’ 
and would enable ‘faculty members to focus on the things they do 
best, with fewer distractions and less uncertainty.’56 This change 
was in part precipitated by the fact that while the retirement 
age for tenured faculty at NUS and NTU had long been pegged 
at age 55, SMU had set its retirement age for tenured faculty at 
54 Chua Mui Hoong, ‘Varsity staff can keep all they get for consultancy’ 
Straits Times, 2 Jun 2000.
55 Alexis Hooi, ‘Varsities may up age limit to retain academic talent’ 
Strairts Times, 30 Nov 2004.
56 Ibid.
SMU students on the way to clocking up another million hours of community service.
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62, and later revised it to 65. After all, NUS and NTU had been 
steadily losing faculty to SMU. In June 2000, it was reported that 
20 faculty from the two universities had moved over to SMU. 
In January 2005, the Government announced that the two 
public universities — NUS and NTU — would be corporatised 
to give them greater flexibility, boost their ability to compete 
for talent, and become world-class institutions.57 Clearly, the 
Government had seen the benefits of a privately run university 
like SMU and sought to duplicate its success by freeing the public 
universities from the shackles of bureaucracy and officialdom. 
DPM Tony Tan told the press that it took the Government three 
years to come to the decision to corporatise  the two universities, 
but its advantages were clear:
It creates greater pride in faculty, students and alumni and creates 
a greater sense of ownership. It gives universities more freedom 
and flexibility to adjust their operations and their course to meet 
what Singaporeans and other people need.58
In April 2006, both universities were corporatised and both NTU 
and NUS ceased to be statutory boards and were registered as not-
for-profit companies under the Companies Act.59 One important 
thing the two public universities could now do was to compete 
internationally for the best talents by paying them market 
rates. Chairman Ho Kwon Ping explained what SMU had to do 
in this regard in its early years:
… Singapore was seen as an academic backwater. I think we 
have changed that to a certain degree in very concrete ways. The 
other two universities before they became autonomous were not 
really free to set their own salary levels. We actually said we 
have, being a business school, we have to meet … international 
salaries. Business schools have the highest paid faculty in 
the world. Finance, the highest. Well, they’re like almost like 
investment bankers because they crisscross. So we had to bite the 
bullet and with MOE’s indulgence we actually offered salaries 
that were really competitive with US institutions.
57 M Nirmala, ‘Public universities to be given more freedom’ Straits 
Times, 3 Jan 2005.
58 Ibid.
59 ‘NUS, NTU go independent’ Today, 1 Apr 2006.
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 SMU’s success was made possible by the confluence of numerous 
externalities that made it the right university at the right time 
and at the right place. However, this is not to take away any 
credit from the people who made it happen. Pang Yang Hoong, 
one of SMU’s pioneers, puts it down to the ‘collective effort’ that 
enabled the university to score the successes that it did.60 Former 
President, Howard Hunter gave much of the credit for SMU’s 
success to the leadership of Chairman Ho Kwon Ping and the 
active work of the successive Boards of Trustees: 
SMU has been lucky to have an absolutely wonderful chairman 
right from the very beginning in Ho Kwon Ping. … as a chairman 
who understood what we were trying to do, he was remarkably 
good. And he captured the idea of a vision early on and has stuck 
with it. Kwon Ping likes to challenge things. He likes questions 
to be asked. He likes to see things done differently from the way 
they’d been done before. And he was the perfect person within 
the Singapore context, I think, to have been the chairman of 
SMU from the beginning. So that was A-plus in every regard. 
We’ve had other trustees who have been superb … in the sense 
that they have willingly devoted so much time to the institution 
without getting in the way. That’s a hard thing to do.… They 
understand Singapore and they understand universities and they 
willingly give so much time for no reward to try and make the 
institution work while also respecting that it’s the administrators 
who have to run the place all the time.… Our board was and 
continues to be a very happy mixture of engaged but not too 
engaged.61
Ho summed up the feelings of everyone when he said:
The beauty of it is when you start with something small, you 
have no idea what it’s going to be. And the beauty of it is you 
dare to take more risks. And the beauty of it was, we were never 
told, by Tony Tan or by anybody else, this is the blueprint, and 
this is what you’re going to become. It was like, really, as we 
grew, we evolved, and the sense of ownership was huge.62
60 Pang Yang Hoong Interview.
61 Howard Hunter Interview.
62 Ho Kwon Ping Interview.
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the next 15 yearS
What next? With Singapore’s two other universities catching up 
with SMU on so many fronts, and with two new universities — 
the Singapore University of Technology and Design (SUTD) and 
the Singapore Institute of Technology (SIT) — having recently 
been established, will SMU continue to be able to distinguish and 
differentiate itself from the crowd? What challenges will SMU 
face in the next 15 years? 
One of the immediate challenges facing SMU is the pressure 
to expand. Its small size had always been a key attraction and 
has allowed the university to experiment with all sorts of things 
which larger universities like NUS and NTU could not afford 
to. However, SMU’s own success has meant an increasing 
demand for spaces in the university and also a demand to open 
up more schools. John Niland, who served on SMU’s Board of 
Trustees from 2000 to 2012 has always seen SMU as a ‘quadrant’ 
university as opposed to a ‘spectrum’ university, with its focus on 
the quadrant of ‘business’:63
We are a quadrant university and that quadrant is management 
and business. I certainly believe we should stay in that. It’s 
important not to drift into the others, but that’s been one of the 
strengths of Singapore public policy, holding universities to their 
areas of excellence and holding them to the focus that they’re 
supposed to have.… But I would expect that the quadrant size 
will grow. If I had to pick a figure, maybe we would end up with 
another two schools, but within this area. That might start to 
give a better critical mass than we currently have.64 
Niland’s idea was floated as a trial balloon when Chairman Ho 
Kwon Ping suggested in January 2014 that SMU planned to strike 
out in a slightly different direction:
We no longer see ourselves as a specialised business school, but 
one that stands out for its courses and research in the management 
of all fields, including health care, public policy and art.… Going 
forward, we also want to be rooted in the social, and natural 
63 In Niland’s structure, the other quadrants comprise the sciences, the 
arts, and engineering and architecture. John Niland, Oral History 
Interview, Li Ka Shing Library, SMU, 7 Feb 2012 [hereinafter ‘John 
Niland Interview’].
64 Ibid.
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sciences as well as the humanities, a comprehensive university 
in the European sense.65
Ho’s statement immediately prompted questions as to whether 
SMU would soon have a School of Humanities as well. 
Interestingly, in October 2014, SMU announced that it was 
organising the first-ever Museum Studies course in collaboration 
with the National Heritage Board.66 Ho summed up the biggest 
challenges he saw confronting SMU in the coming years in the 
following words:
I really see the next ten years as difficult for an interesting reason. 
I think when you start something, firstly it’s very easy to be 
excited and so many things happen that your energy takes you 
through and also the first people who come are very committed 
or they wouldn’t have come, so that’s the first ten years. But then 
the next ten years become, can, I’m going to say can, can become 
tedious or you can fall into routine. You can fail to innovate. You 
can become complacent or accept second best. 
65 Sandra Davie, ‘SMU makes bold plans to expand university’ Straits 
Times 13 Jan 2014.
66 Priscilla Goy, ‘SMU offers Singapore’s first ever museum studies 
course’ Straits Times, 11 Oct 2014.
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So, to me, the challenge in the next ten years, with faculty 
particularly is to innovate, to keep up the energy level and this 
passion for excellence and to increase quality. That saying that 
Rome wasn’t built in a day, but that’s really true of universities. 
If you think of whatever you think of as a great university, you’re 
probably thinking of a university that’s 100 years old. So and 
a lot of universities fall into the second or even third tier and 
they deliver a solid education, but they don’t become world class. 
And we started out from day one to be world class. So that’s the 
challenge and that’s my hope.67 
67 Ho Kwon Ping Interview.
Chairman Ho Kwon Ping, laying out SMU’s challenges as he sees them
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smu key office Bearers
Chancellors
2000—2002  Lim Kim San
2002—2010  Richard Hu Tsu Tau
2010—present Yong Pung How
Presidents
1999—2001  Janice Bellace
2001—2004  Ronald Frank
2004—2010  Howard Hunter
2010—present Arnoud De Meyer
Provosts
2000—2008  Tan Chin Tiong
2008—2015  Rajendra Srivastava
2015—present Lily Kong
Deans
Lee kong chian school of Business
2000—2003  Tsui Kai Chong
2003—2005  David Montgomery
2006—2008  Pang Eng Fong
2009—2014  Howard Thomas
2015—present Gerard George
school of accountancy
2000—present Pang Yang Hoong
school of economics
2002—2010  Roberto Mariano
2010—2011  Phang Sock Yong (Interim Dean)
2012—present Bryce Hool
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school of social sciences
2007—2008  David Chan (Interim Dean)
2008—2009  Peter Hedström
2009—2010  Winston Koh (Interim Dean)
2010—present James TH Tang
school of information systems
2002—present Steven Miller
school of Law
2006—2007  Low Kee Yang (Interim Dean)
2007—2012  Michael Furmston
2012—present Yeo Tiong Min
Board of Trustees
Ho Kwon Ping (Chairman) 2000—present
Jaime Augusto Zobel de Ayala 2009—present
Paul Beh 2004—present
Janice Bellace 2002—2013
Anthonio Borges 2011—present
Chan Lai Fung 2003—2006
Chan Yeng Kit 2002—2003
Chang Hwee Nee 2003—2004
Cheah Kean Huat 2000—2003
Timothy Chia 2003—present
Bobby Chin 2004—2007
Choong May Ling Mimi 2009—2013
Albert Chua 2006—2009
Chua Sock Koong 2007—present
Michael Bernard DeNoma 2004—2010
Fang Ai Lian 2000—2004
Ronald Frank 2000—2001
Victor Fung 2000—2004
Gan See Khem 2001—2012
Han Cheng Fong 2000—2003
Kwek Leng Beng 2000—2003
Edmund Lin 2012—present
Kuok Khoon Ean 2000—2012
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Latiff Ibrahim 2000—2004
Hugh Lim 2009—present
Lim Boon Wee 2013—present
Loo Choon Yong 2000—2013
Sanjiv Misra 2003—present
Narayana Murthy 2003—2009
Ivy Ng 2012—present
John Niland 2000—2011
Ong Keng Yong 2000—2002
Thomas Roberton 2013—present
Dilhan Pillay Sandrasegara 2004—present
Saw Phaik Hwa 2004–2009; 2010—present
Seah Jiak Choo 2000—2002
Jaspal Singh 2000—2003
Chartsiri Sophonpanich 2003—present
Sunil Sreenivasan 2000—2002
Tan Ching Yee 2000—2003
Tan Kee Yong 2003—2009
Anil Thadani 2004—present
Robert Michael Tomlin 2004—present
John Wong 2000—2003
Andrew Y Yan 2010—present
Zulkifli Baharudin 2007—present
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LOOKING TO THE FUTURE
President Arnoud De Meyer, Chairman Ho Kwon Ping, Dean Yeo Tiong Min and Law 
students admire the scale model of the new School of Law building at the groundbreaking 
ceremony in January 2014. The buildings are expected to be completed in 2017.
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Kevin YL Tan is a leading scholar of Singapore’s constitution and legal 
history. A graduate of the Law Faculty of the National University of 
Singapore and of the Yale Law School, he divides his time between 
teaching, writing and consultancy. He has written and edited over 30 
books on the law, history and politics of Singapore and is currently 
Adjunct Professor at both the Faculty of Law, National University of 
Singapore, and the S Rajaratnam School of International Studies, Nan-
yang Technological University.
The establishment of the Singapore Management University 
(SMU) in 2000 represented a major departure from established 
systems and models of tertiary institutions in Singapore. The vi-
sion for this university – largely the brainchild of former Deputy 
Prime Minister Tony Tan – was born out of a frustration with the 
established state-operated university system and was designed to 
answer the challenges of modern tertiary education in Singapore. 
Privately-run and publicly-funded, the Singapore Management 
University provided a new model of tertiary education that pushed 
its students to speak up, challenge orthodoxy and be active learn-
ers. More importantly, it acted as a major catalyst for the transfor-
mation of Singapore’s tertiary education system. This book details 
the events leading up to the University’s formation and charts the 
first 15 years of its growth.
